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FOREWORD 
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them all the best for the future. I also thank their teacher, because she gave me the 

permission to do my research in her class. I hope she is still in the. educational 

environment, because she is a very creative and hardworking teacher. Wherever she 

may be, I hope she will be supported and respected by the people around her. 

should not forget to thank the principal and staff who welcomed me in their school. 

I would like to thank my husband and my son who were with me on this journey. I 

thank my husband for his support and courage to carry me through the stonns. As my 

son was born just before my research, I had to take him to the cla.<;sroom and he 

became the youngest grade six learner. 

I need to thank the people who helped me to keep up the structure of the ship (my 

dissertation) and therefore I would like to thank my supervisor, Jean Eaxen for all the 

time she spent on reading, writing and re-reading. I would like to thank both Jean and 

Kay McConnick for their time, good advice, patience, support and encouragement. 

Finally, there are some people who were not physically with me on this journey. 

They stayed where my journey began, but it does not mean they encouraged me less; 

on the contrary they were there when I needed them. Those people are my family and 

my best friends. They were there and they gave me the necessary support and 

motivation to continue this long journey. 

I might have forgotten someone, but I thank everybody who was involved in this 

project and they should know that without all of them this dissertation would have 

been impossible. 
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ABSTRACT 

The qualitative study described in this research addresses the question of "how to 

enhance reading conditions in a grade six class with learners from different language 

backgrounds, but taught in English as a medium of instruction". The conceptual 

framework helps to carve a path through the maze of definitions about reading, 

independent readers, reading models and Cambourne's reading conditions, which 

were the focus of the research. 

The grade six classroom, in which the reading conditions, mainly "immersion" and 

"engagement", were to be enhanced, consisted of 42 learners and one teacher. The 

observation period started in February 2002, but the actual research described in this 

dissertation lasted two months (August and September 2002), and happened in 

different phases: the initial phase and the main research period. The latter was made 

up of the intervention and the final phase. 

In the initial phase the reading conditions In the classroom layout, the learners' 

profile, the teaching practices and the attitudes towards reading were explored through 

observations, field notes and interviews. Other qualitative data was gathered using a 

reading survey and a cIoze procedure test, which were both developed by the 

researcher. The collected data helped to set up the intervention, in which several 

challenges had to be faced. 

During that intervention the physical conditions in the classroom were enhanced to 

create an encouraging and comfortable space for the learner-reader. A wide variety of 

interesting and relevant books were brought in the classroom in order to make it a 

literacy rich environment. At the same time, organising activities based on prediction 

and sequencing studied the learners' meaning making process. These activities were 

created to stimulate the learners' engagement in reading. In the final phase possible 

changes in reading engagement and attitudes were registered through the same cloze 

procedure test and a second reading survey. 

Significant results of the research showed that reading became a social experience, an 

interaction between learners and teacher, in an environment where learners read for 

pleasure. 

Even though the intervention took place over a short period of two weeks, the results 

indicate that there are ways in which teachers can enhance reading conditions and a 

stimulating environment can be created to engage learners in reading. 
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Introduction 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Research background 

As a sociolinguist, my interest in languages and people took me from the 

University of Ghent to Cape Town. Disguised as a tourist, visiting many places, one 

museum stood out, the District Six museum. The exhibited material was not different, 

maybe it was recognizable, but the atmosphere was different. The two-dimensional 

pictures on the museum walls and the audio-recorded voices talked to me and told me 

the stories of people who lived in this cosmopolitan heart of Cape Town, before they 

were forcibly removed from the District six area by the Apartheid government. 

These stories, told by the people themselves were so different from the history 

described in many books I had read, because they were "real" people with "real" 

stories. 

Why did I find this museum so special? Why did the stories keep wandering 

through my mind? A few days later, I found the answer. The history of District Six 

embraced two of my main interests, the relationships between "people" and 

"languages". After speaking to several people about this amazing oral archive, I 

realised that I definitely wanted to know more about the interrelationship between 

multilingual aspects of the District Six area and the people who lived in that area. 

My interest as a research topic was still too broad because most information on 

District six was related to the multilingual character of the area and of course the 

people. Therefore I decided to bring my topic down to multilingualism and children 

within an educational setting. I opted to focus on one school in the area, which has 

deep roots in the District Six history. 

During my first visit to the school l
, I met the principal and had a short 

conversation with him about the school, the learners and the community in which the 

school is based. It was mainly the multilingual aspects of the school and the 

community that stimulated my interest and curiosity. 

A few months later, having gained the consent and co-operation of the school 

principal to whom I had explained my idea of observing learners regarding the 

language use in the classroom, I introduced myself to the learners and the teachers2
. 

Initially, I spent time with the grade five teacher and his learners because he showed 

an interest in my research. When the 2002 school year started, I moved with the 

I May 2001 
2 November December 200 1 
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Introduction 

grade five learners to grade six as they were comfortable in my presence and I wanted 

to follow their progress. I had also identified the grade six teacher as a remarkable 

and enthusiastic teacher who was very keen on working with me. 

The original focus of my research to "observe learners' language use in the 

classroom" was put aside when I became aware of learners' poor reading skills 

through my observations in 2001 and February-May 2002. This problem appeared 

during their examinations3
. I noticed that they struggled to understand exam 

questions, which of course had an influence on their responses in all subjects. Further 

I discovered that little time was spent on reading, partly because there seemed to be 

insufficient resources available. 

It would seem that in higher grades learners are assumed to have "mastered" 

reading skills taught in the foundation phase, therefore. reading is not a key focus. 

Teachers, it would seem, assume that learners enter the Intermediate Phase with 

reading competencies that will enable them to meet the demands of this phase. 

The process of reading in the classroom where I conducted my research was 

made more difficult through the learners' different language backgrounds. For these 

learners, multilingualism is an everyday reality. While eleven official languages have 

been recognized since 1994, most of which have a variety of dialects, these languages 

do not necessarily find expression as languages of learning in many classrooms. 

Linguists might consider this situation as a fascinating and interesting setting for 

research, but it puts a lot of South African children into difficult positions, especially 

in educational institutions. 

Through my early observations in the school, I noticed that the children spoke 

different languages in different contexts. For example, they were supposed to speak 

English, although it seemed that some learners (especially the ones from the 

surrounding community) as well as the teacher would use a mix of Afrikaans and 

English in the classroom. For most learners English was not the language they used at 

home, in the community or even on the playground. Instead they would speak: a 

mixture of Afrikaans and English, Afrikaans or Xhosa with their friends. In addition, 

most learners also struggled to read and write in their own mother tongue. They were 

taught in English, which was their second or even third language. Even though 

English is not the home language, it would seem that the parents and learners 

.1 December 200 I 
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Introduction 

preferred English as the language of teaching and learning, because it was perceived 

as the key to information, success, work and the outside world4
• 

During my early observations, I observed several problems regarding reading. 

It seemed that little time was spent on reading. One of the difficulties seemed to be 

the absence of opportunities to read. There also seemed to be few resources available 

to stimulate learners to read and the classroom environment did not seem conducive. 

It was at this point that I developed a clearer focus and began to develop a research 

question. 

Therefore, the aim of my study was to explore some ways of enhancing the 

reading conditions in a grade six class, where learners are taught in English, as a 

medium of instruction which is not their mother tongue. The main question drawn 

from this aim was: "What are some of the reading conditions that would facilitate 

more and better reading in a grade six multilingual class?" The supporting questions 

that would enable me to gain a deeper understanding or insight into my research 

question included: 

-What are the existing reading conditions? 

-How conducive is the current reading environment? 

-What are the learners' attitudes towards reading? 

-What are the learners' interests and reading habits? 

-What is the teacher's attitude towards reading? 

-What are the current reading practices, including reading strategies and 

encouragement of reading organised by the teacher? 

-What are the reading levels of the grade six learners? 

1.2 Summary of the chapters 

In the introduction, I summarise my background, I introduce the school where 

the research took place and the reason why I did this research. I also try to trace back 

how my research topic evolved and was finally established. I make clear the aim of 

my study. In this first introductive chapter, I give a summary of the subsequent 

chapters. 

In the second chapter, I elaborate on the theoretical aspects of my study and 

describe the conceptual framework which supports it. I summarise the existing 

4 This was told to me by the grade five and six teacher and the headmaster during infonnal 
conversations. 
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Introduction 

reading definitions to establish a working definition of reading which is then put in a 

broader context of language development in children. This is linked with learning in a 

multilingual environment and how the process of reading is understood as a meaning 

making activity. I consider theories about different aspects of reading (e.g. models, 

what independent readers do) and what facilitates it in general, but also in 

multilingual environments, in particular. The emphasis of this chapter is mainly to 

provide a theoretical framework to understand reading and its enhancement in general 

but with an emphasis on multilingual settings. The final paragraphs of this chapter are 

dedicated to positioning my study in relation to existing research on reading within a 

South African context. 

lbe third chapter outlines the research design. I explain the methodology 

chosen for this study. I describe the different factors that played an important role in 

my research and have had an influence on the interpretation of my results. These 

aspects include the site, the sample of learners, the different methods used in the three 

phases of the study and my position as researcher. lbis chapter also incorporates an 

explanation of how the complete research unfolded in the school. It then identifies the 

textual analysis process based on discourse analysis. I include ethical consideration 

and also provide a framework in which I position myself as the researcher. 

The two pillars of the research: conceptual framework and research design 

having been established, chapter four focuses on the results of the fieldwork. This 

chapter covers the three phases of my research: the initial phase, the intervention and 

the final phase. The first section of this chapter outlines the challenges that had to be 

faced to enhance the reading conditions during the intervention. The data that were 

collected during the initial phase of the study are used to analyse the existing reading 

conditions. The second section gives a description of the main research period, which 

consists of the intervention and the final phase. In this section, the activities used to 

enhance the reading conditions are outlined. In the third section, the findings that 

were recorded during the intervention and the final phase are analysed together with 

the results of the initial phase. The main findings are categorized according to themes 

that emerged in the fieldwork. 

In chapter five the results described in the preVIOUS chapter are further 

interpreted in the light of the conceptual framework to see how congruent they are 

with it, and in order to judge the success of the intervention aimed at enhancing 

reading. 
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Introduction 

Finally, in the sixth chapter, I make suggestions as to how teachers can use the 

results of my research in their classrooms. In addition I recommend what new reading 

research would be relevant and extremely useful to the South African context. 
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Literature Review 

2. LITERA TURE REVIEW 

The literature review is divided into two sections. The first part deals with 

literature that helped to generate the conceptual framework which forms the basis of 

my study. It includes a short summary of different definitions of reading, which are 

then put in the broader context of language development and second language 

learning. The central section of this chapter focuses on understanding what 

independent readers do, on reading models and on reading conditions. This 

framework was vital in guiding me through the research design, data collection and 

the analysis and interpretation of my results. 

In the second part of this chapter I look at reading research related to my 

study, with the view to positioning my research and the possible contribution of my 

research in a South African context. 

2.1 Conceptual Framework 

2.1.1 Defining reading 

According to Weaver (1994) and Smith (1985) reading definitions fall into 

two main categories. The first category focuses on reading correctly by identifying 

words (skill-centred approach) and the second category emphasizes reading as 

constructing meaning from a text in a context (meaning and text centred approach). 

Theorists belonging to the first major category broadly define reading as 

"getting meaning from certain combinations of letters" (Flesch, 1955: 10, 31 in 

Weaver, 1994: 9). According to these theorists, we teach learners letters they 

combine into words, words into sentences and then they can read and make meaning. 

So, in this conception, reading is a precise process. It involves exact, detailed, 

sequential perception and identification of letters, words, spelling patterns and larger 

language units (Goodman, 1967: 126 in Weaver, 1994: 9). 

Another group of theorists, the structural linguists, conceive of reading as 

turning the visual stimulus of written language back into speech (Strickland, 1964: 10, 

13-14 in Weaver, 1994: 9). Within this group, a subgroup suggests that meaning is in 

the sounds of language, and accordingly, we want to equip the children to turn the 

written word into a spoken word, claiming that they will hear what it says and thus, 

get its meaning (Walcutt & McCracken, 1975: xiv in Weaver, 1994: 9). 

The second category of theories considers reading as a psycho linguistic 

guessing game (Goodman, 1967: 127 in Weaver, 1994: 10). It involves interaction 
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Literature Review 

between thought and language. Efficient reading, according to this group does not 

result from precise identification of all elements, but from skill in selecting the fewest, 

most productive cues necessary to produce guesses which are right the first time 

(Goodman, 1967: 127 in Weaver, 1994: 10). In this case "getting meaning" from a 

text is a priority. Reading is the active process of reconstructing meaning from 

language represented by graphic symbols, just as listening is the active process of 

reconstructing meaning from the sound symbols of oral language (Smith, Goodman & 

Meredith, 1970: 247 in Weaver, 1994: 10). Prior knowledge (past experience) plays 

an important role in the reading process and the reader brings this knowledge to the 

text (Rosenblatt, 1978: 12 in Weaver, 1994: 10). 

According to Goodman (1996) and Cambourne (1988) reading means 

comprehension. For this to occur, readers must first construct a meaningful message 

inside their heads. The effectiveness of reading thus becomes a function of the degree 

to which the meanings in the text constructed by the reader match the meanings which 

the author of the text intended. The higher the degree of similarity of meaning 

between the two texts, the more effective the reading has been. This does not mean 

that the reader must understand exactly and precisely what the author of the text 

originally intended (Cambourne, 1988: 158 and Goodman, 1996: 2-3). Reading is a 

process by which the learner can extract a sequence of cues from printed texts and 

relate these, one to another, so that shelhe understands the precise message of the text. 

The learners continue to gain in this skill throughout their entire education, 

interpreting statements of ever-increasing complexity (Clay, 1972: 8). 

This meaning-making process goes hand in hand with the idea of reading as 

enjoyment. Coles states that, "reading is not an instrumental activity, but a 

recreational, imaginative experience which engages the reader at an affective and 

cognitive level" (1998: 4). 

Reading is a transaction between the reader and the text in a given situational 

context, as an event in which meaning occurs (Weaver, 1994: 16, 19, 27). "Reading 

means bringing meaning to a text in order to get meaning from it.. .learning to read 

means learning to bring meaning to a text in order to construct meaning." (Weaver, 

1994: 42) 

The two approaches described above differ fundamentally because the first 

category focuses on reading as a skill emphasising "getting it right", whereas the 

second approach views reading as a meaning making process, which is dynamic, life-
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Literature Review 

long and takes place in a meaningful and natural context. During this process there is 

an interaction between reader and text (Flanagan, 1995: 3). I consider this second 

approach as more valuable as educators working within it would give learners more 

opportunities to become independent readers. 

Before exploring further aspects of reading, I would like to investigate the 

importance of reading in a broader context of language development and second 

language environments. 

2.1. 2 Understanding language development 

In order to understand what happens in the process of language development, 

Vygotsky's (1978) theory is helpful. It can be explained with regard to three major 

themes. 

The first theme concerns language as a social activity. The social interaction 

in the process of learning plays a fundamental role in the development of cognition as 

Vygotsky (1978: 57) sees it: 

Every function in the child's cultural development appears twice: first, on the social level, and 

later, on the individual level; first, between people (interpsychological) and then inside the child 

(intrapsychological). This applies equally to voluntary attention, to logical memory, and to the 

formation of concepts. All the higher functions originate as actual relationships between 

individuals. 

The community m which the child grows up plays an important role in the 

development of language, because all cognitive skills are practised in that social 

environment in which the individual grows up. In part, the society surrounding the 

child and the child's personal history will determine the way in which the individual 

thinks (Schlitz, 2002: www.sk.com.brlsk-vygot.html). 

The social environment stressed in Vygotsky's theory, is an important aspect, 

especially in a second language environment. So, the development of reading cannot 

be seen simply as a skill taught in the classroom. It is an activity interrelated with 

social and cultural processes whereby the community influences the development of 

language, especially in a second language environment. 

The second theme in Vygotsky's theory about the "zone of proximal 

development" (ZPD) stresses the potential of the child. He explains it as follows: 
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tbe distance between the child's 'actual developmental level as determined by independent 

problem solving' and the higher level of 'potential development as determined through problem 

solving' under adult guidance or in collaboration witb more capable peers. (Vygotsky, 1978: 86, 

'empbasis in original') 

In relation to reading, this means that a child is able to perform certain reading 

activities on hislher own, which Vygotsky refers to as "actual development", the 

current status of the child's development. Other reading activities are still too 

difficult and the child will not be able to solve the problem on its own. If we want the 

child to reach hislher full potential, it is vital to find the right reading task. Therefore 

the current reading level of the child needs to be detected and then the new task 

should be made a little bit more difficult. If we make the task too difficult the child 

will be left frustrated. At the same time the task should not be too easy as this will 

result in the child being bored. Both situations will lead to unwillingness to read. If 

the new reading activity is organised in such a way that it becomes challenging for the 

learner, he/she will be able finish the activity successfully, and this results in 

eagerness to continue reading for pleasure. 

In the third theme, Vygotsky (1978: 57) stresses the importance of the need for 

assistance in order for the learners to reach hislher potentiaL This assistance can be 

offered and given by the teacher or another capable person who would be able to 

assist the learner. At the same time learners need to be encouraged to ask for 

assistance if they need help, otherwise they will become frustrated. 

The need for assistance starts from the beginning in the reading process, 

because children need others to read for them and to them until they are able to read 

themselves (Smith, 1985: 127). As previously mentioned, learning is a social process 

(Goodman, Watson & Burke, 1996: 23 and Heath, 1983:157), because it seems that 

children learn faster when they interact with people in their environment. I would like 

to stress that people who can provide appropriate assistance are not only caretakers or 

teachers, but also their peers. Vygotsky (1978: 57) stated that social interaction plays 

a fundamental role in the development of cognition and in learning a second language, 

because learning a second language through interaction with peers or adults takes 

place for communicative purposes. 

It seems that "social" and "interaction" are the key words in the three themes. 

Therefore I can conclude that learning, and particularly learning to read, are 
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interactive and social processes in which the protagonists are the learners and their 

"mentors" (teachers, caretakers or peers). 

Vygotsky's concept of learning as a social and interactive activity plays an 

important role in the rest of my conceptual framework, because it supports the view 

that reading is more than just a skill that can be taught through rules; that it is a 

meaning making dynamic, social and interactive process. Vygotsky's theory put this 

view in a broader context of learning and language development. 

Vygotsky's theory does not specifically deal with second language 

environments. Therefore I would like to explain Krashen's theory of second language 

acquisition and learning. It is congruent with Vygotsky's regarding learning as a 

social activity. 

2. J. 3 Understanding the second language environment 

In order to understand the impact ofVygotsky's language development theory 

in relation to second language environments, the distinction between the "acquisition" 

and the "learning" of language needs to be made clear. Krashen (1987) describes two 

independent systems of second language performance: the acquired system and the 

learned system. The first system that he describes is the acquired system or language 

acquisition which is the product of a subconscious process very similar to the process 

children are involved in when they acquire their first language. "Language 

acquisition" may also be referred to as "implicit learning", "informal learning", 

"natural learning" or "picking up language". 

Acquisition requires meaningful interaction in the target language - natural commllllication - in 

which speakers are concerned not with the form of their utterances but with the messages they 

are conveying and llllderstanding. (Krashen, 2002: www.sk.cQm.brlsk-krash.html) 

The second system, "language learning" is defined as a conscious process of 

building up knowledge of a second language. The rules of the language are learned 

and the learner is aware of them (Krashen, 1987: 10). The learned system or learning 

is the product of formal instruction and it comprises a conscious process which results 

in conscious knowledge about the language, e.g. knowledge of grammar rules 

(Krashen, 2002: \VVVW.sk.com.brlsk-krash.htrnl). Learning is a conscious engagement, 

which requires conditions that facilitate and enhance its happening, as it is restricted 
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to rules that are easily learned and applied, and not yet acquired. (Krashen, 1997: 

http://aelvis.ael.org/eric/digests/edorc968.htm) 

Similar to Vygotsky's idea that guidance is needed in the process of language 

development (to reach a higher level of development), Krashen states that especially 

during the process of "learning", the learner needs an assistant (e.g. teacher, parent, 

adult), who acts in the planning, the editing and the correcting of the language. In the 

development of second language speaking, the assistant's role is to correct and give 

speech a more polished appearance. Learners can reach that higher level of 

development if they are guided In an appropriate way (Reid, 2000: 

http://languageimpact.90mlarticles/rwlkrashenbk.htm). 

Another aspect of this theory that needs consideration is what Krashen refers 

to as "input-hypothesis". In this regard, learners need to be provided with enough 

comprehensible, interesting and relevant input in the classroom environment. 

Especially, second language learners should be given the opportunity to read material 

that is relevant to them from the beginning of their reading development in a second 

language. In that way they can begin to understand the second language used in real 

situations and become proficient in that language. 

In second language environments, it is important to be aware of the contrast 

between language learning and language acquisition as Krashen (1987 in Weaver, 

1994: 65) suggests, because this awareness has implications for second language 

learners and learning. The first language speaker "acquires" language competences, 

whereas second language learners in that same language environment need to be 

taught certain structures of language to grow their conscious knowledge of the second 

language. When it comes to language learning, the authenticity of the environment 

and the affinity among its participants are vital elements to make the learner feel part 

of this environment. These elements are rarely predominant in conventional 

classrooms (Reid, 2000: http://languageimpact.comlarticles/rwlkrashenbkhtm) 

For my study, the importance of the distinction between "acquiring" and 

"learning" becomes clear, when we take into account the learners who have to 

function as "acquirers of second language". At the school the medium of instruction 

is English and for the majority of the learners this is not their mother tongue. So, 

most learners were not only learning English as a second language, but they were also 

learning other subjects through English which is the medium of instruction. In such a 
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case, the problem becomes more acute when learners are expected to learn subjects 

through the medium of English. 

Krashen makes an important point that a good basic knowledge of the first 

language has positive influence on learning additional languages. It is easier to read 

in a language one already knows. He argues "if learners understand the reading 

process in one language, they will be able to utilize it in other languages." Research 

evidence suggests that advanced first language development has cognitive advantages. 

(Krashen, 1997: http://www.ncbe.gwu.edulncbepubs/focus/focus3.htm) So, if 

learners never had the chance to be taught at school in their mother tongue and they 

never learned to read at an appropriate level in English during the foundation phase5
, 

it will be very difficult for them to catch up later in the higher grades. In the 

intennediate phase6
, less specific attention is given to learning to read or developing 

reading skills. Learners who fall behind will fall further and further behind and 

become frustrated, because they are not able to read independently. 

In conclusion, we can state that both Vygotsky and Krashen stress the 

importance of learning as a social activity. The protagonists in the interactive process 

of reading are the learners and their "mentors". In a second language environment the 

learners will be more aware of the processes of language development due to the 

nature of the approach as Krashen states. Indeed, the learners are not "acquiring" the 

language (as in monolingual environments), but need to "learn" which means that the 

process happens consciously. 

In this part of the chapter I have thus far dealt with reading definitions, with 

the challenges these bring, and with theories about language development and second 

language learning, within which reading takes place. In the next part of this chapter I 

will look at the actual process of reading in greater detail. This means I will 

investigate the features of an independent reader, reading models and the reading 

conditions. 

5 Foundation phase includes grades one to three. 
6 Intermediate phase are grades four to six. 
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2.1. 4 Understanding what "independent" readers do 

It is very interesting and useful to find out how independent readers read, 

because in that way we can help less proficient readers with their reading 

development. How are independent readers able to read successfully? 

Smith defines an independent reader as a person who reads for comprehension 

(1985: 33 & Cambourne, 1988: 158). This kind of reader is not only concerned with 

identifying letters or words, but is concentrating on getting the whole meaning of the 

text (Weaver, 1994: 18 & Flanagan, 1995: 7). According to Smith this is the only 

way to become an independent reader (1985: 40). Less proficient readers try to read 

every single word correctly, but while they read in that way, they do not achieve a 

good understanding of the whole text (Smith, 1985: 33). They put so much effort into 

reading the words correctly that they tend to not achieve the meaning of the entire 

text. 

The first feature of independent reading is selective reading in the process of 

making meaning. In this process the reader makes use of both non-visual and visual 

information (Smith, 1985: 16), which is analogous to deep and surface as defined by 

Chomsky (1965 in Weaver, 1994: 37). The surface structure or the visual information 

is the visible or audible text that can be interpreted as words and word patterns. The 

deep structure or non-visual information contains underlying relationships that are 

constructed by the reader on the basis of his or her prior knowledge and experience 

(Weaver, 1994: 38). The actual text (print) in front of the reader holds visual 

information, while non-visual information comprises the reader's grasp of language, 

familiarity with the subject of the text and general ability to read. It goes beyond the 

visual information. Independent readers will use the relevant non-visual information 

and will need less visual information in the reading process (Smith, 1985: 33). They 

will concentrate more on the underlying relationships between words and sentences 

and even rely on prior knowledge, which is the second feature of independent reading. 

Independent readers also make maximum use of their prior knowledge and 

depend as little as possible on the information in front of their eyes, which is the 

visual information (Smith, 1985: 16). Weaver describes prior knOWledge/experience 

(deep structure) as schemas (1994: 38). These schemas make clear that there is a 

relationship between the language and the meaning of text and the learner's own 

experiences and knowledge. This relationship is what learners need, because it makes 

printed material predictable and in that way the learners will be able to make informed 
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guesses while reading. The more the reading reflects meaningful language use, the 

more independently the readers apply their knowledge to construct meaning 

(Goodman, Watson & Burke, 1996: 10). 

The use of these schemas can be seen as reliant on predictability, which is a 

third feature of independent reading. Through the use of the available information, 

the reader takes a look at the text, trying to have an idea of what it is about. The 

reader looks at the surface features of the text and tries to detect information from 

pictures, non-alphabetic symbols, colour and the design of the text, and through this 

activity, tries to fmd the meaning of the text. Answering self-posed que~tions and 

making predictions are strategies which imply that the more the reader knows, the 

more likely the predictions (schemas) will match with the actual text (Goodman, 

Watson & Burke, 1996: 3-5). The more information readers filter while reading, the 

more appropriate their interaction will be with the text and the better they will read 

independently (Goodman, Watson & Burke, 1996: 7-8). 

Language cueing systems described by Weaver (1994: 42) are the fourth 

feature of independent reading. The graphophonic language cueing system is the first 

system and refers to the symbol systems of oral and written language (1994: 42). The 

system of sound (phonology), intonation, stress on syllables and words, pitch 

variation and the orthographic system are together called "phonics". This cueing 

system helps learners to understand the complex relationship between how people talk 

and how language is organised in written text (Goodman, Watson & Burke, 1996: lO

II). The second cueing system works on a syntactic level in which the relationship 

between words, sentences, paragraphs, word order, tense, number and gender is 

important. This process provides cues for readers, because the syntax can be used to 

predict and to confirm predictions while they are reading (Goodman, Watson & 

Burke, 1996: 11-12). The third language cueing system is described by Weaver as the 

"semantic and pragmatic" system, where the reader focuses on the relationship 

between language and meaning, taking the social, cultural and historical context of 

language use into consideration (Goodman, Watson & Burke, 1996: 13-14). The 

independent reader focuses on using the syntactic level and using smaller parts of the 

language to make sense of the text. The independent reader will try to understand the 

bigger picture instead of focusing on words and syllables. 

Making informed guesses using the context is the fifth feature of independent 

reading described in Smith (1985: 62). Independent readers will guess the meaning of 
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an unknown word in a text, because they recognize the context. This context is 

extremely important as it plays a role in predicting or recognizing meaning, because 

the reading process is a transaction between the reader and the text. That is why 

context is so important for non-proficient readers, because they might be able to read 

words better in context than In isolation. Independent readers use context 

automatically and efficiently to reduce their reliance on visual cues and 

graphophonemic knowledge (Weaver, 1994: 135). If comprehension is necessary 

before words can be identified, and if the purpose of reading is to make sense of the 

text, then there is often little point in identifying the individual words in isolation. 

Meaningful language is transparent; we look through the words for the meaning 

beyond. Context makes meanings and words become transparent (Smith, 1985: Ill, 

123). While reading we use our personal context of knowledge and experience and 

we also use aspects of the situational and sociolinguistic context. 

While five features of what independent readers do are described separately, 

an independent reader will never use these reading strategies in isolation. These 

features are intertwined and interrelated in the process of independent reading. When 

we know what independent readers do, we can start planning learning environments 

that enhance reading development. 

Before considering how to enhance the reading conditions, it is essential to 

reflect on the existing approaches to reading which are represented by two different 

reading models. These models have been developed to explain the reading process. 

2.1. 5 Reading Models 

The two kinds of reading definitions (skill-centred and meaning-centred) 

described by Weaver (1994) and Smith (1985) (see 2.1.1 Defining reading) are also 

reflected in the two main models or approaches to reading. Weaver refers to the first 

model as the commonsense or transmission modeL This model is also referred to as 

the behaviourist approach by Flanagan (1995). The second model is defined by 

Weaver as the transactional model and by Flanagan as the socio-psycholinguistic 

approach. While Weaver (1994) and Flanagan (1995) may use different 

terminologies, the two theorists agree regarding the principles outlined in each modeL 

Table 2.1 below highlights the major features of each model. 
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Commonsense or 

Transmission Model (Weaver) or 

Behaviourist Model (Flanagan) 

-Reading proceeds from part to whole (letter to 

words to sentences) 

-Reading proceeds from surface to deep structure 

(from what is on the page to the knowledge that is 

in the mind). 

-Reading proceeds from the outside in (another 

way of saying from text to reader). 

-Emphasis on phonics and grammar and the focus 

is on individual letters (reading as a translation 

process). So, the reader will learn the technical 

skills of written language before the 

comprehension 

-There is a very strong focus on reading aloud 

-Reading is a one-way activity (text information 

goes to reader) 

Literature Review 

Transactional Model (Weaver) or 

Socio-psycholinguistic Approacb (Flanagan) 

-Reading proceeds from part to whole, and vice 

versa. 

-Reading proceeds not only from surface to deep 

structure, but also from deep to surface. 

-Reading proceeds not only from the outside in, 

but also from the inside out 

-The emphasis is on using all the skills at the 

same time in order to make meaning, which is the 

aim of the reading process. 

-Silent reading is essential for reflection, 

comprehension together with discussing the books 

-Independent reading means bringing prior 

knowledge to the text, predict (guessing what 

comes next), and interrogating the text. 

-Learning to read is a linear process with a -Learning to read is a circular process. People 

beginning and an end. • learn reading throughout their lives, and there is 

• no end point. 

2.1 Readmg models 

The first reading model, which is called the Commonsense model or 

Transmission model by Weaver (1994) or the Behaviourist approach to reading and 

language comprehension by Flanagan (1995), suggests that we read and comprehend 

by working from smaller parts to increasingly larger parts. In this model, the entry 

point begins with sounding out words and identifying them. This is followed by 

combining the meanings of individual words to get the meaning of a sentence, 

through combining the meanings of sentences to get the meaning of the whole text. 

This is a part-to-whole approach, starting to learn to read parts (letters, words) moving 

to the whole text. It is also known as the bottom-up approach. 

As Flanagan (1995: 12-15) states, in a behaviourist classroom the learning 

focuses on phonics and the recognition of words and the learners are measured against 

some kind of norm or standard. In this model there is a great concern to get the rules 
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right before the reader is able to make meaning (Weaver, 1994: 87). As such, 

language is processed from surface structure to deep, from outside in. So, the 

meaning comes from the text to the reader (Weaver, 1994: 41-42). In this approach 

text carries only one meaning, which the reader is required to reproduce. There is 

little interaction between text and reader. 

The fundamental goal of this bottom-up model is to get the words, rules and 

structures right ftrst through a hierarchically structured skills approach, where 

meaning is only established after mastering all the sub-skills. 

The second model is deftned as the Transactional model (Weaver, 1994: 87) or 

as the Psycho-linguistic approach (Flanagan, 1995: 12). 1bis approach focuses on the 

meaning of the whole text as a key goal for reading. To these theorists, making 

meaning is at the heart of the reading activity. The socio-psycholinguistic approach to 

reading emphasizes the construction of meaning. Sociolinguistic and psycholinguistic 

research confirms that reading is a matter of whole-to-part, top-to-bottom, deep-to

surface, inside out processing. It is the reader's schemas, expectations and reading 

strategies that determine how the parts will be perceived and what meanings will be 

assigned to them. The meaning does not come from the page to the reader but rather 

emerges as the reader interacts with the text (Weaver, 1994: 42). Thus, reading means 

bringing meaning to a text in order to get meaning from it. Learning to read means 

learning to bring meaning to a text in order to construct meaning (Weaver, 1994: 42). 

So, learners are active participants in the reading process and try to make meaning of 

the world around them and are motivated to adopt a problem-solving approach to 

understand written language. Reading is considered as a social activity in a 

meaningful context. Communication of meaning is the purpose of language learning. 

In this approach, children are introduced to books from a very early age and learn 

about language while playing and working with actual books rather than basal readers 

(Flanagan, 1995: 13-16 & Weaver, 1994: 87). 

However, reading is a complex process that is not limited to proceeding from 

part to whole or from whole to part. In addition to this process of reading there are all 

kinds of transactions taking place, within and among and across levels of language 

and understanding. The meaning that arises during the reader's transaction with a text 

may be viewed as: 
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An ever-fluctuating dance that occurs more or less simultaneously on and across various levels: 

letters, words, sentences, schemas; writer, text, and reader; text/reader and context; the reader's 

present with hislher own past; the present reader with other readers, past and present; and so 

forth. It is all connected in a multidimensional way, a network of meaning. (Weaver, 1994: 44) 

The two models, described above, provide frameworks for views on "learning 

to read". The basic question to pose is "Which of these models might provide the 

better basis for creating opportunities for learners to become independent readers?" 

In my view, the aims of the transactional model will enable the child in a more 

constructive way to develop a lifelong reading enjoyment, because there is less 

pressure to get the rules of phonics right and the more immediate focus is on meaning. 

Learning to read through phonics implies, in my view, a forced way of reading 

associated with a learning environment which is unnatural in the amount of attention 

it gives to formal accuracy. 

In a second language environment it is necessary to create a natural situation 

for those learners where interaction can take place instead of focusing on learning the 

rules of decoding skills in order to learn a second language. 

This does not mean that code-emphasizing methods are not useful (that is how 

many people in my environment, including myself, have learned to read and this 

method is still widely used), but it does not seem likely to help children to improve 

their reading competence if they do not like reading. It is not only important for them 

to learn to read, but also to establish a lifelong enjoyment of reading. The approach to 

reading influences the opportunities for reading that learners might be exposed to in 

the classroom. It will influence the type of literacy environment which includes, 

amongst other things, the resources, nature of reading opportunities, assessment, etc. 

Key within such an environment, are the conditions that will enhance reading 

development. In the next section the different conditions are examined. 

2.1.6 The conditions of a good reading environment 

The learning environment in which the learners are situated plays an important 

role in their learning progress. According to Camboume (1988) this learning, and in 

particular, reading environment can be made conducive through eight conditions. 

These conditions of a good reading environment: immersion, demonstration, 

engagement, expectations, responsibility, approximation, use and response, are 

identitied by Cambourne as "particular states of being as well as a set of indispensable 
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circwnstances that co-occur and are synergic in the sense that they both affect and are 

affected by each other" (1995: 184). In my study, particular attention is paid to 

reading in second language environments and how these reading conditions might 

influence and enhance reading development. 

2.1.6.1 Immersion 

One of the critical requirements for life-long learning is immersion, that is, 

learners ought to be immersed in an environment where they are exposed to literacy in 

all its aspects. They need to have the "opportunity for", "'availability of' and also 

"variety of' text forms to engage with (Cambourne, 1988: 33). 

Regarding immersion, three interrelated aspects need consideration. The first 

aspect of immersion is the opportunity the learners have to engage with texts. 

According to Flanagan (1995: 19-20) learners in a second language environment 

should be encouraged to read texts and books in the new language from the beginning. 

When the learner gets the opportunity to read a variety of books in both languages 

(mother tongue and second language), reading will make sense. The learners need to 

be immersed in an environment where a variety of texts are available in the different 

languages (mother tongue, second language and/or third language) in a meaningful 

context. The context, knowledge of the world and extra-linguistic language 

informati on help us to understand language directed to us (Krashen, 1987: 21). The 

results of a study of learners by Elley (1991: 375-411), shows that the second 

language and literacy in it are acquired gradually through opportunities to use the 

language and to engage in literacy events in "meaningful contexts". 

The second aspect of immersion is to know what learners are interested in 

reading. As Cambourne suggests, it is important to appreciate what young learners 

are interested in (1988: 33-34) in order to plan and provide the relevant text forms, 

styles and genres. By implication, it is important that there is availability of 

appropriate texts which is a third aspect of immersion. 

The basic requirements [of learning how to read] are easily stated: on the part of the learner an 

interest in learning to read ... and forthe teacher, the ability to fmd interesting print thatthe child 

can make sense of. (Smith, 1985: 147). 

The classroom walls should contain as much appealing information as possible 

to expose the learners to written text, like poems, songs, newspaper articles and also 
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their individual classroom work. Cambourne's first condition, "immersion", is related 

to Krashen's view that it is necessary to provide as much comprehensible and 

interesting input as possible to immerse the learners in the second language. (Krashen, 

2002: www.sk.com.brlsk-krash.html) 

The last aspect of immersion is the familiarity of the text form and the content, 

which makes the reading predictable. The available text forms should be meaningful 

in a context which makes sense. The reading "must be made meaningful and useful to 

children who are struggling to learn" (Cambourne, 1988: 33-34). Texts full of non

sense will de-motivate the pupils, causing unwillingness to read, because the effort to 

read becomes too high (Smith, 1985: 9). The available reading materials should 

include a variety of materials in natural language patterns with emphasis on repetitive 

and predictable patterns (Weaver, 1994: 342). 

Immersion can take different forms. It can be either visual or aural (or a mix 

of both) and it can be teacher-controlled or leamer-controlled (Cam bourne, 1988: 45). 

r---"" 
Visual Aural 

Teacher-controlled Choosing basal readers (class Reading stories aloud for the 

readers) that the pupils have to children 

I 
read 

L Learner-controlled Reading of self-selected texts 

2.2 V Isual and Aural Immersion 

Teachers reading to children and providing them with rhythms, cadences and sounds 

of written language is an example of teacher-controlled aural immersion. Providing 

the readers with the resources for the learners to immerse themselves both visually as 

well as aurally through the reading of self-selected texts would be an example of 

leamer-controlled visual and aural immersion (Cambourne, 1988: 46). 

2.1.6.2 Demonstration 

Together with immersion, another condition, "demonstration", is emphasised 

in Cambourne's theory (1988: 34). This condition means showing the learners what a 

book is, what print is, how words are used and spelled, and how texts are structured. 

This whole process is in the hands of the teacher, who serves as a role modeL 

The real world is filled with demonstrations and if we engage with one of 

them we intemalise some aspect or portion of that particular demonstration. If we 
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engage with repeated demonstrations of the same action and/or artefact we begin to 

interpret, organize and reorganize our developing knowledge until we can perfonn 

and/or produce that demonstration or a variation of it. 

In the classroom, learners should be exposed to a multiplicity of relevant and 

functional demonstrations, which are continually repeated in a mUltiplicity of ways 

using a mUltiplicity of materials (Cambourne, 1988: 47). The teacher needs to 

demonstrate language as a whole with its various systems and sub-systems so that the 

learner will have the data available for working out how all the pieces fit together and 

interact with each other. The purpose of a continuous repetition of a demonstration is 

to allow for engagement to occur until the learners have taken sufficient infonnation 

from the demonstration to make it part of their repertoire of skills and knowledge 

(Cambourne, 1988: 49). 

Unfortunately there is no ideal length for a demonstration. Everything that 

occurs in a classroom is demonstration. Learners will engage with demonstrations if 

these happen to be relevant to their particular needs or interests. An example of 

demonstration is the reading aloud of stories. It has a lot of advantages. Interesting 

stories will acquaint children with peculiarities and conventions of written language 

(Smith, 1985: 134). Parents who read for or with their children will demonstrate 

different types of written and oral discourses containing a certain style and language 

appropriate to that story (Heath, 1983: 294). The children learn how texts express 

different views and in that way they develop critical skills and express positive values 

(The Department of Education, 2001: 46). Teachers can use story-telling activities for 

several purposes. The learners may be given opportunities to tell their own stories 

which can be recorded and transcribed for later reading. By doing so, the learners 

demonstrate to each other different ways of telling stories and they become sensitive 

to each other's interests (Smith, 1985: 304-305). 

2.1.6.3 Engagement 

The interrelated conditions, immersion and demonstration need learners' 

engagement to take place. Without learners' engagement, the demonstrations which 

are made available by the persons or artefacts surrounding the readers, will wash over 

and pass the learners by. First of all, learners need to believe that a certain 

demonstration is do-able. If they do not believe that they are capable of ever 

mastering whatever is being demonstrated, engagement is unlikely to occur. 
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Secondly, the learners need to see the "do-able" demonstration as something that will 

somehow further the purposes of their lives. The context in which they live and move 

is filled with examples of how acts of talking and communicating do further the 

purposes of life (Camboume, 1988: 55-56). Finally the learners will not engage 

unless the risks associated with engagement are endurable. All engagement involves 

a risk but if the risks are perceived by the learner to be unendurable or threatening in 

any way, then engagement will be avoided (Cambourne, 1988: 52). It is the teacher's 

task to convince the learners to take the risk and to let them feel at ease. The teacher 

creates a comfortable, encouraging environment to allow learners to make errors and 

to learn from their mistakes rather than punishing them. 

2.1.6.4 Expectations 

The pupils should be able to participate in reading in the classroom without the constant 

pressure of evaluation and assessment. (Smith, 1985: 128, 131) 

Expectations are messages that are communicated to learners in a variety of 

very subtle ways. They are somehow connected with the confidence that a teacher 

consistently displays in the learners' abilities to be ultimately successful in whatever 

they are trying to master. Displaying confidence in the children and convincing them 

that reading is a worthwhile activity usually has very positive consequences. Creating 

expectations focuses on the learners' abilities to be successful (Cambourne, 1988: 57). 

Expectations are very closely related to building high self-esteem in learners and 

developing a loving and trusting relationship with them. Feelings of security and 

adequacy play an important role in achievement, and in reading development it is no 

different. A positive view of self can be learned and teachers can help to create a 

climate in which each learner is respected for hislher uniqueness and where learners 

are listened to as well as spoken to (Clay, 1972: 11). The learners need to be 

convinced, in an enthusiastic way, to show positive feelings towards reading. 

Cambourne (1988: 60) suggests: "get to know your pupils, so that your expectations 

at the individual level are valid". 

In a second language environment it is important to create a situation that 

motivates the children. High self-confidence and low anxiety are affective factors that 

play an important role in the acquisition of a second language (Krashen, 1987: 30-32). 

Students fail not only because they lack English fluency, but because what is 
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communicated to learners in interactions with educators IS not motivating and 

contains low expectations (Cummins, 1996: 64-65). 

2.1.6.5 Responsibility 

Responsibility from the learners' side means that they decide what part of the 

task is going to be internalised. The learners display a willingness to make decisions 

about learning independently of the teacher. The learners ought to be immersed in a 

literacy rich environment and the teacher should show them how to read and how to 

make choices. At the same time, teachers can make a huge difference when they are 

encouraging and motivating the children in the classroom and when they respond 

positively to the children's reading attempts (Weaver, 1994: 86). Initially, teachers 

can help the learners to select their own reading materials, to get them involved in 

their own reading development and management of their reading process, and to use it 

in real life situations as part of lifelong engagement in reading. So, reading is not 

only encouraged as a learning tool in the classroom, but also to show the learners how 

reading can be an enjoyable activity. 

Responsibility from the teacher's side (or the more able adult or peer) also 

means he/she supplies demonstrations and provides a climate of positive expectation. 

The teacher trusts the learners to engage with the demonstrations which are made 

available (Camboume, 1988: 61-62). The guidance and the support of learners to 

develop them as independent readers (lifelong reading and learning) is the goal that 

teachers should aim for (Weaver, 1994: 59 and Goodman Watson & Burke, 1996: 19). 

The teacher is therefore not only responsible for helping readers, but also for 

organizing the instructional environment (Goodman, Watson & Burke, 1996: 16). 

Eventually the teacher may share responsibility for making decisions together with the 

learners. The teacher, in the process, empowers the learners to take ownership of and 

responsibility for their own learning (Weaver, 1994: 343). 

It can be concluded that reading oUght to be an enjoyable social activity and a 

situation in which mutual and interdependent learning occurs, thus creating what 

Weaver described as "a shared reading experience" (1994: 87,94). It is co-operation 

between learners, learners and teachers or other adults who are given the opportunity 

to read independently and make their own choices in class. 
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2.1.6.6 Approximation 

Camboume defines approximation as the space learners receive to make errors 

and learn through these errors. In order to achieve a level of independent reading, we 

need to encourage the learners in risk taking in their reading development process. 

The learners need to try out things. Without making approximations, we encourage 

restriction to safe behaviour, which might not encourage learners to become 

independent readers. This may result in learners never exposing themselves to what is 

new, because the main focus is on getting-it-right-the-first-time. Teachers often 

believe that an integral part of learning is the rooting out of an error before it becomes 

too firmly established. Without the opportunity to make errors (or miscues), the 

whole smooth-running learning cycle is stopped and progress and refinement of the 

skills become almost impossible (Cambourne, 1988: 66). 

Independent readers get more opportunities to read for meaning, because they 

are considered able to read silently. So, reading silently means that they are not 

constantly corrected and they are allowed approximations. Often less proficient 

readers get more isolated skill training, and they have to read aloud and are constantly 

corrected for making miscues, because the teachers focuses on getting-it-right. This 

results in a reluctant feeling and eventually the learners become scared to make 

mistakes while reading (Weaver, 1994: 135). The teacher ought to respond positively 

to successive approximations, thus encouraging risk taking and hypothesis formation 

(Weaver, 1994: 343). Allowing approximations can prevent children from creating 

poor reading habits e.g. reading too slowly, emphasizing reading every word correctly 

or the fear of making mistakes (Smith, 1985: 34). According to Camboume the 

freedom to approximate is an essential ingredient of all successful learning, not only 

reading (1988: 70). 

As a teacher it is important not to put the student on the defensive. This means 

that the student should not be tested and corrected all the time, because it disrupts the 

focus on communication in the acquisition process (Krashen, 1987: 73). Kenneth and 

Yetta Goodman (1986) did a study of reading miscues among speakers of English as 

second language. They agree that miscuing needs to be valued and understood. The 

reader can only learn by doing, because reading is not an exact process and always 

involves miscalculations and approximations (Goodman, Watson & Burke, 1996: 17-

18). 
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2.1.6.7 Use 

Use or practice, as Cambourne (1988) calls this condition, means that reading 

competences can only be acquired through the "practice of reading" (Smith, 1985: 7 

and Goodman, Watson & Burke, 1996: 15). An essential part of the learning cycle is 

the opportunity for the learner to play around with or put into effect the hypothesis 

shelhe is currently working on. Role-play (in the classroom) is a way to create an 

almost real world situation, which coerces the learners into using language. The 

interactions that take place in such situations create opportunities for learners to 

receive feedback about the appropriateness of their activities. Teachers need to create 

settings in which learners experience an urgent need to read, in order to demonstrate 

why they should become lifelong readers in the real world, not just in a classroom

activity (Cambourne, 1988: 70, 74 & Clay, 1972: 38). 

The classroom is the place where most pupils learn how to read and get 

practice in reading. Often the classroom is associated with learning reading in a 

forced situation. Sometimes the reading is not successful in such an unnatural 

situation and consequently teachers are seen as the cause of the failure. It is essential 

for the teacher to demonstrate reading and give the pupil the space to practice through 

reading (Smith, 1985: 4-5). 

2.1.6.8 Response 

Response means feedback and/or evaluation. Providing learners with 

feedback is important, if it confronts them with their errors in a constructive and 

empowering way. It is necessary that the teacher reports this feedback to the learner 

in a positive way, so that it is not seen as punishment. Teachers accept and celebrate 

learners' attempts to control reading and writing. If teachers know their learners well 

enough, they should know whether an attempt at reading is a genuine one, which 

represents the learner's state of knowledge and development. Celebration is 

manifested by enthusiasm by the teacher for the learner's achievement. In a 

classroom context, evaluation is a more conscious activity than in much of the real 

world. The evaluation will give the teacher a view on the learner's knowledge in a 

non-threatening way. By keeping a record of the evaluations, feedback and the 

observations of the learners' engagement and responsibility in the reading activities, 

the teacher can follow the learner's progress. 
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We can say that the learner and the teacher communicate for the purposes of 

achieving something and as a by-product of this original purpose there is a response, 

which supplies the learner with information on what he is trying to master 

(Cambourne, 1988: 77-79). 

In conclusion, I would like to stress that it was necessary to establish the 

description of the reading models and the features of independent reading prior to 

giving an account of Cambourne's eight reading conditions. The most effective 

reading model, and the features of the independent reader helped to identifY the aim 

that needed to be achieved in creating a conducive reading environment. 

2.2 In summary 

Discussing the theories on language development and learning in a second 

language environment, I aimed to put reading in a broader context of literacy. I 

consider reading as a dynamic meaning making process taking place in a natural 

context in which there is an interaction between learner and the text. This definition 

puts focuses on the learner. So, if we want to follow learners' progress on reading in 

the classroom, we need to focus on the characteristics of an "independent" reader to 

assist "less proficient" readers. The learner-centred approach applied in the classroom 

is further clarified in the reading models. 

In my classroom research I focus mainly on two reading conditions 

"immersion" and "engagement", as described in Cambourne's theory. It is difficult to 

separate any of the reading conditions, but I isolate the two and acknowledge that 

because they are intertwined with the other conditions and thereby influence each 

other. 

Before we move on to the research design, I would like to clarifY the 

importance of my study within the existing reading research generally, but also in a. 

South African context. 

2.3 Related Research 

Most reading research related to mine has been conducted in the USA. Within 

this American context little attention has been paid to reading in a multilingual 

classroom. 
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One study which does focus on it is Martinez-Roldan & Lopez-Robertson 

(2000). They noticed the low expectations teachers had towards second language 

learners. In their research the authors challenge the assumption that learners, 

especially in second language environments, should conquer decoding skills before 

they are able to talk about meaning. Their aim was to investigate first grade bilingual 

learners' thoughts on literature and their ability to discuss it. They planned literature 

discussions once or twice a week with the first grade bilingual learners, but no 

specifications were given on the period of time they spent with them. 

Their findings showed that learners are able to engage in meaningful talk 

about literature discussing social, cultural and political issues which they connected to 

their own lives. The social interaction between the learners seemed to benefit them as 

they learned from each other. In conclusion the researchers stated that the bilingual 

learners, no matter what their linguistic background, seemed to have the potential to 

discuss literature. In order to give learners the chance to voice their opinion, the 

teacher needed to create a non-threatening environment and offer appropriate 

challenges to the learners. 

Other researchers, such as Brown (2000), examined the reading process. 

Brown's research indicates that learning to read is a developmental process during 

which students make changes over time. She stresses the importance of independent 

reading that can be achieved through Vygotsky's idea about enabling learners to reach 

their full potential by using the construct of the zone of proximal development. 

Brown's aim was to find concrete ways for teachers to use appropriate texts for 

beginning readers. She asked whether beginning readers need predictable or 

decodable text. She studied two first grade teachers in a USA school in a 

metropolitan area. The learners came from middle and working class families with 

different ethnic backgrounds. 

The research was done within the paradigm of action research. The teachers 

of two grade one classes, who were observed in Brown's research, developed a 

comprehensive literacy program. They made time to read aloud, a wide variety of 

text and genres were available, and the learners were taught comprehension strategies. 

Workshops were organised to encourage learners to read independently and to 

construct meaning. 

Brown's fmdings are presented in three case studies of learners to show their 

stage of reading development: learning about the print, breaking the code and going 
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for fluency. In conclusion, it was stated that primary classes might benefit from 

having all kinds of books available to support all the learners in the different stages of 

reading development. 

The aim to read independently is also stated in Menon & Mirabito's research 

as their focus of research (1999). They discuss how they organised learners' reading 

time and what action they took. Their focus was on a grade four and a grade six class. 

The aim of their research, which lasted a few weeks (no specifications), was to hook 

the learners on books. They made learners aware of reading as enjoyment and sharing 

that joy with others. They gave the learners what they called "HOB time" (hook on 

books) and used charts with opinions on the books the learners read to share with each 

other. 

The main finding of Menon & Mirabito's reading research showed the social 

aspect of reading. It seemed that the learners needed support of a knowledgeable 

other to reach their full potential, as Vygotsky suggests. 

According to Baumann, Hooten & White (1999) it is important that reading 

strategies are taught in a meaningful context. The aim of their work was to integrate 

comprehension strategy instruction into literature reading and response activities with 

fifth graders. At the same time they were aiming to find out if reading comprehension 

development is a result of reading strategies and the learners' attitude toward reading 

and literature. 

Five hundred and fourteen fifth graders from lower middle class in a US 

community were taught various reading strategies. Books were used as the medium 

for teaching comprehension strategies. They found that the learners learned the 

reading strategies that were taught in those meaningful contexts and that they could 

also apply them into other contexts. At the same time learners reported that they 

valued reading more and also reported that they read more because of their 

appreciation of literature. 

Pretorius' research (2002) focuses on a South African context. She 

investigates learners in higher grades, as it seemed that they are assumed to be able to 

read fluently, but in reality they still struggle (Pretorius, 2002: 99). She summarizes 

this concern as follows "skill in reading becomes more demanding as students move 

up the education ladder, while the gap between skilled and unskilled readers widens." 

(Pretorius, 2002: 91) 
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Pre tori us aimed to find an answer for three questions: "What are the reading 

levels of South African students?", "How does reading relate to academic 

performance?" and "What is the state of reading research in South African?" 

In order to answer the first question Pretorius refers back to reading research 

that has been done in South African, including her own (previous) research. She says 

that previous research shows that the focus of reading is too much on decoding skills 

and not on comprehension. Hence the learners' poor reading levels, especially in 

higher grades and even at university. This, she suggests, causes a poor ability to 

learn. 

Pretorius' second question regarding academic performance was investigated 

through testing primary school learners in 1998. Later on she conducted similar 

reading tests with first year psychology students at Unisa. According to her results 

there seemed to be a strong relationship between reading ability and academic 

performance. Students who scored poorly on reading performed poorly academically. 

In order to answer her third research question, Pretorius made a study of the 

existing journals on literacy, applied language studies and others in which reading 

research might appear. It seems that little research has been done specifically on 

reading in a South African context. 

Most of the studies that took place in the USA seemed to be aware of 

Vygotsky's social theory of learning, which is very relevant in explaining language 

deVelopment. Unfortunately, most of the American studies focus on lower grades 

(foundation phase). In these early grades, learners are taught to read and therefore 

they are assumed to be able to read independently in the intermediate phase. So, it is 

assumed that there is little need for research on learning to read in higher grades. 

My study focuses on grade six learners since some of them still struggle with 

reading, although they are assumed to have reached a level of independent reading 

and thus be able to read for comprehension. I emphasise the need to immerse learners 

in a book-rich environment and engage them in meaningful reading activities in order 

to stimulate reading development. 

As mentioned previously, most studies did not investigate reading in a second 

language environment. Not even Cambourne (1988) dealt with learning to read in 

multilingual environments. Therefore, my research, which takes place in a 

multilingual South African context, aims to contribute towards filling that gap as it 

places emphasis on reading in a second language environment. At the same time I 
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consider reading and learning to read as a continuous process relevant for all ages in 

aU grades. 

With my study I aIm to contribute to research on reading and hopefully 

stimulate other researchers to focus on reading development in a South African 

context because reading is an important aspect of life. I do not consider reading as 

just a skill we learn in the foundation phase, but as Pretorius (2002) does I emphasize 

the importance of reading as a life skill, because it has an influence on later learning 

performances. As Pretorius argues, 

Reading not only improves reading skill, it also promotes language development, and has been 

found to be a powerful means for improving proficiency in an additional language. (Pretorius, 

2002: 98) 

I would also like to stress that I do not seek to make any theoretical 

generalisation through the results of my research, as the period of my intervention, 

though intensive, was rather short. My research follows a qualitative paradigm and 

stresses the concerns and the possible solutions through enhancement of the existing 

classroom conditions. 

I argue that my research is relevant and important as little qualitative in-depth 

research has been done on reading development in higher grades in a multilingual 

South Mrican context. Such research is necessary and relevant in order to plan 

appropriate intervention to help learners through their education to develop their 

reading skills (making meaning) in their mother tongue and additional languages 

continuously. 
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3. RESEARCH DESIGN 

The aim of my research is to seek some ways of enhancing reading conditions 

in a multilingual grade six class, and as such my research design needed to capture 

information about the learners' language backgrounds, attitudes and reading habits. It 

also needed to facilitate the establishment and monitoring of enhanced reading 

conditions such as immersion and engagement. Methods of data analysis had to be 

chosen which assessed the outcome of the intervention by reflecting the differences in 

learners' reading between the initial phase and the final phase. In this chapter I 

explain my choice of methodology, and I discuss the different data collection and data 

analysis methods I used. I also comment on my position as researcher in this study. 

3.1 Chosen methodological approach 

The methodological approach that was chosen was qualitative. In what 

follows I account for my choice of this approach. 

My study is located within a qualitative paradigm. Such research is more 

diverse than quantitative research because the structure of the design and data is not 

fully organized in advance, but develops as the research proceeds. Qualitative 

research uses multiple strategies and methods to make the results more reliable and 

trustworthy (Punch, 1998: 148). Silverman explains that qualitative research is used 

to understand the participants' categories and to see how these are used in concrete 

activities. Qualitative research varies, but always assumes that systematic inquiry 

must occur in a natural setting rather than an artificially constrained situation 

(Silverman, 1993: 10 and 23 & Anderson, 1994: 102). The same idea is found in 

Punch's work, where he states that qualitative research is done in situations that are 

reflective of the everyday life of individuals or groups. He also states that qualitative 

research is conducted through an intense contact with a "field" or life situation 

(Punch, 1998: 149). 

Qualitative research IS therefore undertaken by researchers who prefer 

naturally occurring data and field research which involves observing and analysing 

real-life situations, actions and activities as they occur (Silverman, 1993: 23-24). The 

researcher values the views, perspectives, opinions, prejudices and beliefs of 

participants in the research as a means to understand the participants' world 
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(Delamont, 1992: 7-8 and Fraenkel & Wallen, 1993: 381). The qualitative researcher 

is interested in how people interact, how their attitudes are translated into actions. 

The reason why a qualitative paradigm was chosen lies in the nature of my 

research interest, with its focus on the research question of how to enhance the 

conditions of reading in a multilingual grade six. The emphasis of this study is on the 

quality of relationships, activities, situations and materials. This kind of research thus 

requires a holistic approach, which means that relevant aspects of a phenomenon need 

to be described as comprehensively as possible (Fraenkel & Wallen, 1993: 380). 

An important feature of collecting qualitative data and doing the initial 

analyses is "induction". Induction refers to the position of theory in the research. The 

researcher begins to collect data and follows this with an initial period in which shelhe 

seeks theoretical propositions that match and help elucidate the data (Anderson, 1994: 

108-109). Inductive qualitative research is sensitive to unexpected events. Thus it 

has to take cognisance of the risk that too much early reliance on theory or prior 

research may adversely influence understandings and interpretations of data in an 

inductive research project (Struwig & Stead, 2001: 111-113). 

In my case, I had been immersed in literacy theories before starting the 

fieldwork. During my initial period of observations, I identified some problems 

regarding reading, which I thought would be interesting to research. Thereafter, I 

found myself going from classroom to theory and back. For example, I had to go 

back to the theory after my findings showed that reading is a social activity. I decided 

that Vygotsky's theory would support my findings in an appropriate way. The 

dialogue between theory and fieldwork was a constant refinement of my 

understanding of the phenomenon I was researching. 

3.2 Site and Sample 

My research was conducted in a school in the District Six area of Cape Town. 

The school itself has an interesting history7. Originally, dating back to 1913, it was an 

English-medium school for white children and in 1937 it was designated for coloured 

learners. Until 1956, the medium of instruction was English. However, in the same 

year an Afrikaans-medium stream was introduced in compliance with a new 

government policy directive regarding mother-tongue education. 

7 The information was gathered through informal conversation with the headmaster and the grade five 
and six teachers, and from information available at the District Six museum. 
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Mass removals from the area caused a drop in numbers, because the school 

had drawn most of its learners from the District Six area. In the 1980s it attracted 

mainly children from English or Afrikaans-speaking homes, and both Muslim and 

Christian learners. The English-medium classes from all grades were always larger 

than their Afrikaans-medium counterparts. Since the late 1990's, there has been a 

steady decline in the number of children from the immediate neighbourhood attending 

the school (only about 60%). The school began to bus learners from Langa or 

Khayelitsha, which is between 25 and 30 kilometres away from the schoo1. Hence, 

the changes in the language profile of learners, because in addition to Afrikaans or 

English speaking learners, there are now learners from Xhosa-speaking homes in 

these two areas. 

There is no longer a choice of medium of instruction. All classes are now in 

English. Many learners are learning through a language that is not their first 

language. When the school started to attract Xhosa-speaking pupils, none of the 

teachers could speak the language. However, in 2002 a Xhosa teacher was employed. 

This means that learners may receive assistance in translations, but with only one 

teacher to support Xhosa-speaking learners and their teacher, it is questionable how 

effective the system is. 

My sample was purposively and not random selected, because the teacher of 

one grade six class showed an interest in the research and was willing to participate. 

Data were collected from one of two grade six classes in this schoo1. The sample 

itself consisted of 18 boys and 24 girls who attended school regularly. 

3.3 Methods of Data collection 

Initial phase -Reading Surveyl 

-Cloze procedure test 

-Observations (classroom, teacher and pupils) 

-Interview with the teacher 

Main Research -Creating reading conditions 

Period: -Introduction of reading strategies 

A. Intervention -Observation 

B. Final Phase -Reading Survey2 

-Cloze procedure test 

-Interviews with children 

Table 3.1: Data collectIOn methods used In the research 
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Table 3.1 gives an outline of the data-collection methods that I used during my 

research. 

3.3.1 The initial phase 

The forms of data collection in the initial phase are further explained below. 

3.3 .1.1 Reading Survey 

The initial phase of my study began with a self-report reading survey which I 

designed. It was a group-administered instrument of the kind used as a source of 

information in research and evaluation studies and in planning programmes in 

education (Gambrell, Palmer, Codling & Mazzoni, 1996 and Fink, 1995: 2). The 

Reading Survey (see appendix 1), which was used in the initial phase, solicited 

information from the children about their attitudes towards reading, their interests and 

their reading habits in the educational setting and at home. The survey had a total of 

34 questions, which were divided into four parts~ general, school, home and favourite 

books. It contained 32% open-ended questions, 32% multiple-choice questions and 

36% yes/no questions. 

In the Reading Survey, 59% of the items asked learners about their reading 

habits at home and at schooL Questions covered: the language(s) in which they read; 

the language(s) in which they preferred to read; where they read; how many books 

they had read; how much time they spent on reading in that particular year; what 

reading activities they did in the classroom. 

Twenty six percent of the items questioned the learners about their interests, 

e.g. what kind of books they read; what genre of books they preferred; what their 

favourite story was. Fifteen percent of the questions asked about their attitudes 

towards reading, e.g. do they like reading; do they enjoy it when the teacher reads 

stories; do they like reading aloud; do they like reading silently. These questions were 

designed to elicit information about the reading interests, habits and preferences of 

learners and the information gained from the survey was used to plan the intervention. 

I made it very clear that the learners' responses to the survey items would not 

be graded. I told them that the results of the survey would provide information that I 

could use to make reading more interesting for them, and that the information would 

be helpful only if they provided their most honest responses. 
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3.3.1.2 Cloze procedure test 

I made use of a cloze-procedure test (see appendix 2) to gam some 

understanding about the learners' reading level. In "Cloze procedure and the teaching 

of reading" by Rye (1982), this form of testing is not seen as a process of requiring 

readers to fill gaps in sentences, but is described as: 

The use of a piece of writing in which certain words have been deleted and the pupil has to 

make maximum possible use of context clues available in predicting the missing words ... The 

use of the surrounding context to help the reader guess the missing word is essential to the 

concept of Cloze Procedure as a meaningful way of helping reading in the classroom (Rye, 

1982: 1). 

An advantage of this type of exercise is that it can be used to identify what text 

is suitable for which learner. The teacher is then able to determine whether a book 

will provide enough challenge for a certain learner to stretch the learner's skills to the 

limits. According to Rye (1982) such exercises can be used as a readability measure 

in the classroom as it reflects a person's understanding of a text. The test supplied a 

context in which the learners had to discover meaning in order to fill in the gaps. 

While other kinds of tests will only focus on a limited range of abilities, cloze 

procedure testing involves the learner in several activities related to reading. It 

requires that learners recognise words, use semantic, syntactic and stylistic 

information in order to predict the deleted word, draw meaning from outside the 

context of the immediate sentence, skim (look at what has been read) and scan to look 

for information to predict. While it has many advantages, this kind of exercise has the 

limitation that it can only attempt to measure how a particular person does at a 

particular time and place under particular conditions. It has to be acknowledged that 

some pupils are better at doing tests than others, and that the performance of the same 

person on the same test done at different times may vary dramatically (Rye, 1982: 30-

31). 

The test that I developed was contextualised in that I chose a passage from a 

book which was already available and had been used in the classroom, and adapted it 

accordingly. I presumed that the grade six pupils had read the text before. The 

section used in the test contained a large portion of familiar language and relevant 

content. Rye (1982: 41) suggests choosing a passage of at least 270 words and 

maximum 520 words. In such a passage it is advisable to have a deletion rate between 
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one in 5 and one in 10 deleted words. I decided to select a passage with 330 words, 

with a deletion rate of one in nine words deleted, so in total 36 words were deleted. 

3.3.l.3 Interview with the teacher 

Anderson (1994: 115) defines interview as a "conversation with another 

person, a verbal questionnaire, or a life story". This general definition implies the 

variety of techniques one could use in conducting an interview with another person(s). 

During the initial stage, I interviewed the grade six teacher, focusing on the reading 

conditions in the classroom. 

I used a structured schedule (see appendix 3), which I had prepared prior to the 

actual interview. The questions asked about the availability and genres of text in the 

classroom, the time the learners spent on reading, and when and where they read 

(according to the teacher). These questions were followed by questions about the 

teacher's encouragement and assessment of the learners' reading process. At the end 

of the interview we talked about specific reading activities and the attitude of some 

learners. 

The interview took place in the grade six classroom during interval. The 

teacher gave me consent to use a tape recorder. Finding a quiet spot in the school 

building was challenging. The best place for the interview was the classroom, 

although we could hear the playground noise in the background. The classroom door 

was locked, because learners had the tendency of running into the classrooms during 

interval. Unfortunately our time was very limited (45 minutes), but I succeeded in 

asking all the prepared questions. 

3.3.1.4 Observations and field notes 

Through the reading survey and the cloze procedure test, it would be difficult 

to determine whether or not students actually feel, believe, or do the things they 

report. According to Gambrell, Palmer, Codling & Mazzoni (1996) only careful 

observation can verifY the information through surveys and tests. Subsequent to the 

reading survey and the test, a period of two weeks was spent in observing the teacher 

and the pupils, in order to obtain a more complete idea of the reading conditions, 

teaching practices and reading habits in the grade six classroom prior to developing 

the intervention. As a participant-observer I needed to discover the meaning and the 
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coherence of certain events as an insider. At the same time I was still the outsider 

observing specific events in the environment. 

The method of observing led to another method that I used during the initial 

stage and the intervention: taking field notes. Detailed notes were taken in the 

classroom to help me to record information while I was observing the teacher and the 

students (Fraenkel & Wallen, 1993: 397). I followed the process as Anderson 

described it (1994: 131): I observed the entire event at the moment, the "stream of 

behaviour" and I recorded my observations as clearly as possible in a field notebook. 

This was important, because the taking of field notes helped to sharpen the quality of 

the observations. I did not always have the chance to write things down immediately, 

but I tried to jot them down as soon as possible, when I was in the taxi on my way 

home. However, I realise I might have lost some important information about certain 

events because of this lack of immediacy in recording my observations. 

3.3.2 The Main Research Period 

The components which comprised the intervention were: providing a variety 

of texts, developing activities based on reading skills (prediction and sequencing) in 

order to enhance reading engagement, and observing learners during those activities, 

and seeing if they changed their reading habits by comparing the results of the survey 

and text done with those done in the initial phase. I also interviewed seven learners at 

the end of the main research period. 

3.3.2.1 Part A: In preparation of the intervention 

The information that I obtained through the data in the initial stage was used to 

plan my intervention. Firstly I made a selection of 172 books (see appendix 4) from 

the "Rare books and Special Collections" at the University of Cape Town (UCT) 

using the results that came out of the first reading survey. I looked for a wide variety 

of material, e.g. poetry, history, short stories, comic books according to the learners' 

interests. At the same time I chose books in the three different languages spoken in 

the classroom (English, Afrikaans and Xhosa). 

In order to cater for what Cam bourne (1988) calls "immersion", I left the 

books in the classroom for two weeks. Learners had free access to the books during 

the school day. 
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The second component of the intervention comprised two activities, prediction 

and sequencing, that would encourage learners to use various reading strategies. It 

would enable the learners to develop their meaning making skills through prediction 

and sequencing activities. These activities included writing a newspaper article with a 

given title and sequencing jumbled paragraphs of a story. 

The first activity, prediction is defined by Flanagan (1985) as breaking a story 

into suitable segments and giving or reading them out one at a time. The learners then 

work out or predict what they think is going to happen next. If they are working in 

groups, with members of a group must ensure that they give evidence for each 

prediction, and then the predictions are measured against what actually happens in the 

story. In my activity I gave learners the title of a newspaper article and they had to 

predict what happened according to the title. 

The second activity, sequencing, entails giving a passage that has been cut into 

pieces to the learners for them to assemble into a meaningful order. This deliberate 

fragmentation encourages the learners to look more deeply at the detail or style of 

prose. Whether the learners get-it-right in the end is not as important as the process of 

constructing meaning, the act of becoming involved with the text (Flanagan, 1985). 

At the time of these activities, the teacher was not in the classroom. I was 

considered to be the teacher for that time, and she did not want to interfere. 

The third component of this period are the observations done during this first 

part of the main research period. These were a necessary addition to the written data 

that I gathered during the above-mentioned activities. During the observations, field 

notes were taken not only to collect information on the activities the learners were 

doing, but also to record learners' attitudes towards reading, their reading habits, the 

time spent on reading and their choice of reading. 

This observation period lasted two weeks and mainly the learners were 

observed, because they were the focus of my study. 

I was not always able to make detailed notes, because at this point in time, I 

became more a participator or even teacher than a researcher, because I helped 

learners with the activities. I tried to recall the events and made extensive notes about 

the conversations afterwards during interval or after school. 
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3.3.2.2 Part B: The final phase 

In the final phase, a second reading survey and the cloze procedure test from 

the initial phase were given to the learners. This phase was completed with interviews 

of seven learners. 

The first component of the final phase was Reading Survey 2 (see appendix 5) 

contained 32 questions, focusing on the same items as Reading Survey 1. Its prime 

purpose was to assess whether there was a change in attitude, reading habits, and 

interests. Twenty eight percent of the items evaluated the activities introduced to 

them during the intervention. 37% of the items asked about reading interests, 22% 

about their reading habits and 13% about their attitude towards reading. In contrast to 

the first questionnaire, there were 41 % yes/no questions in reading survey 2; 28 % of 

the items were multiple-choice questions, and 31 % were open-ended. 

As second component, the learners were given the same cloze procedure test 

(see appendix 2) to post-test the children, in order to see if there was any difference 

after the actual intervention. 

The third component of this phase had the purpose of acqUlnng more 

infonnation on striking differences between the two surveys and the observations 

regarding their reading attitudes, habits and interests; focusing on the two reading 

surveys, I selected seven learners to interview. They were selected according to the 

responses found in Reading Survey 1 and 2. These learners had given inconsistent 

responses or they gave unclear comments in the open-ended questions of the reading 

surveys. 

The interview followed a semi-structured schedule (appendix 6), which 

enabled me to probe after brief responses. During the interview some learners needed 

encouragement and support. Children who were shy or who replied on short, quick 

answers were encouraged to elaborate upon their responses through non-threatening 

phrases like "tell me more about that", "what else can you tell me" and "why do you 

think that". Probing of brief responses from children is often necessary in order to 

reveal important and relevant infonnation (Gambrell, Palmer, Codling & Mazzoni, 

1996: 528-529). 

3.4 Triangulation 

Triangulation is a process of comparing data gathered through different 

methods of data collection. It is used to increase the possibility of obtaining a more 
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consistent and valid assessment that contains sufficient infonnation (Smith, 1998: 

123). In my study, I used different methods e.g. observations, reading surveys, 

interviews and field notes to collect data. The sum of all those tools helps to validate 

the research (Fraenkel & Wallen, 1993: 400), although I acknowledge that my sample 

is too small to make any generalisations. The method of triangulation was rather used 

to combine and check all the infonnation obtained through the reading surveys, tests, 

interviews, observations and field notes. Checking data obtained by the variety of 

methods used in my research is a way of contributing to trustworthiness and 

verification of the results (Ely, Anzul, Friedman & Garner, 1991: 96-97). 

3.5 Summary of the research process 

The school-based research consisted of two main periods: the initial phase and 

the main research period. The initial phase data, which consisted of a reading survey, 

a c10ze procedure test, observations and an interview, was used as a baseline for work 

in the main period of the research. Obtaining the baseline data enabled me to plan an 

appropriate intervention based on the needs, interests and current reading conditions 

and practices in the multilingual grade six class. 

The main research period was divided in two phases: the intervention and the 

final phase. The intervention phase was planned making use of the results of the 

initial phase. This phase involved creating better reading conditions, introducing new 

reading material, other reading strategies, and observations. During this phase I 

observed and wrote comprehensive field notes. 

The final phase used the same doze-procedure test as in the initial phase, a 

second reading survey, and interviews with seven pupils. The data thus obtained were 

analysed in order to assess the effectiveness of the intervention. More detail 

regarding the three phases is given in the rest of this chapter. 

3.6 Data Analysis Process 

3.6.1 Analysis process of Cloze Procedure tests 

The results of the pre-test and the post-test were analysed according to Rye's 

view on interpreting doze procedure results (Rye, 1982: 22-24). The results of the 

test were categorised into three levels, the frustrational, the institutional and the 

independent. Learners whose results fall within the "frustrationallevel" are those for 

whom the chosen paragraph was far too difficult, even if a teacher is available to help 
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with the reading. Those learners score approximately 40% (14.4/36) or less on the 

doze procedure test. The second category, the "instructional level" includes those 

who scored between 40% and 60%. At this level, the results indicate that the passage 

is still too difficult to be understood sufficiently. However, with the assistance and 

encouragement of an adult the learner could read it. Learners who score 60% 

(21.6/36) or more are placed in the third category "independent level". These learners 

are able to read the passage with a high degree of understanding without any help 

from a teacher. 

3.6.2 Analysing Interviews, observations, field notes and reading surveys 

Before they were analysed, the interviews were transcribed and the 

observations and field notes, which recorded the events as well as my own 

interpretations of them, were typed. These typed records were read several times 

before I coded it. The colour coding identified all mentions of the factors I had been 

alerted to through my reading as probably significant. In addition, I coded one factor 

(the social aspect of reading) which my observation had led me to believe was very 

important, although I had not read anything about it. I then search for theory for 

which would account for this factor and found Vygotsky. 

The data acquired through the reading surveys used in the initial phase and the 

final phase was analysed to show the relative frequencies of the answers. 

All the data gathered through these different methods was analysed in depth in 

order to show attitudes (teachers and learners); reading practices (time, place, type) 

and reading preferences. I analysed the data from the initial phase first, extracting 

from it the information I needed (about learners' reading preferences habits and 

attitudes) in order to plan the intervention. 

After the fieldwork was completed I noted changes between the data of the 

initial phase and final phase. Information acquired through the interviews and the 

reading surveys was compared with what was observed and jotted down in the field 

notes. The categories identified through the coding was put in different themes and 

categories. 
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3.6.3 Discourse Analysis 

[This tenn refers to] linguistic analysis of naturally occurring connected speech or written 

discourse .. .it refers to attempts to study the organisation of language above the sentence or 

above the clause, and therefore to study larger linguistic units, such as conversational exchanges 

or written texts. It follows that discourse analysis is also concerned with language use in social 

contexts and in particular with interaction or dialogue between speakers (Slembrouck, 2003, 

http://bank.rug.ac.be/daJda.htm#ap). 

In this study the term discourse analysis refers to analysing written language, 

because the data that are used for this analysis emanates from the writing activities 

organised during the intervention (prediction and sequencing). As a framework for 

my analysis I relied on Fairclough (1989, 1992), and Cook (1989). 

Fairclough drew a three-layered model as in Figure 3.1, including the text, 

interaction and social context as the three elements of discourse. The centre of the 

model displays language text, which can be spoken, written or signed. The second 

layer discourse practice surrounds language text. It involves text production and text 

interpretation. The broadest layer socio-cultural practice refers to wider social and 

political relationships (1989: 25). Between the different layers of the model. 

Fairclough states that there are three stages: the description of text, interpretation of 

the relationships. and explanation of the relationship between interaction and social 

context (Fairclough, 1989: 109). 

TEXT 

Discursive practice 
(Production, distribution, consumption) 

• 

Social practice 

Figure 3.1: Three layered model of discourse analysis (Fairclough, 1992: 73) 
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To analyse the data I focused on text analysis, which is only one part of 

discourse analysis. In this regard, I looked at the context outside the text to follow 

how the learners used information to make meaning. 

Within a text, links between sentences (repetition of words, or use of related 

words), which are formal connections between sentences, are referred to as cohesion. 

Fairclough (1989: 176) distinguishes two ways of analysing cohesion: the analysis of 

cohesive functional relations and the analysis of explicit cohesive markers on the 

surface of the text. I discuss only four types of cohesive markers which Halliday 

(1985: 288-289) in Fairclough (1989: 176) identified: reference, ellipsis, conjunction 

and lexical cohesion. Reference or "referring expressions" as Cook (1989: 16) 

describes them, refer back or forward to a certain part in the text (personal pronouns, 

demonstratives and the definite article). Ellipsis leaves out information that can be 

traced in another part of the text or it is replaced with a substitute word to make that 

cohesive link between different parts of the text. Conjunction refers to cohesion with 

conjunctive words and expressions such as "since", "if', "and", "therefore", "in 

addition", "in other words" (Fairclough, 1989: 176-177 & Cook, 1989: 14-21). 

Finally, "lexical cohesion" creates cohesion through the repetition of words, the 

linking of words and expressions in synonymy or hyponymy and words that belong to 

the same semantic domain co-occur. 

The way these cohesive markers are described makes it seem as if they are 

objective elements in a text, whereas they are dynamic. Different people, in this 

instance the learners, interpret the texts in different ways to make meaning. My 

interpretation of those cohesive markers might be different than how the learners 

interpreted the texts. 

3.7 The researcher 

Data were collected through intensive contact and participant-observation in 

the classroom. Through such means, the researcher develops a deeper understanding 

of the site by adopting a functional role and becoming a participant (Saville-Troike, 

1989: 108-109). 

The idea of observing and participating started in response to the positivistic 

tradition, which highlighted the distance between the researcher and the object. In 

this tradition, the observer tried to avoid any kind of interaction or participation with 

his objects. This tradition held that facts exist and can be collected without 
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interference of the observer. The result is supposed to be as authentic and close to the 

objective reality as possible. 

The tenn participant-observation originates from anthropology. The annchair 

anthropologists in the late 1800s had written about cultures they had never visited. 

Malinowski (1922) was the first anthropologist to conduct fieldwork, called 

participant-observation, because he was in the field with the people he studied, 

participating in their lives. 

In postmodemism the role of the researcher is re-conceptualised. Qualitative 

observation as a method used within the tradition of phenomenology and sees human 

beings as active co-creators of their daily lives. This view contrasts with the 

positivistic approach and emphasises the active participation of the researcher. The 

participant observer is expected by the group to share, ask questions and take notes, 

because this is consistent with the role as an observer (Taft, 1982). The research is 

organised in close cooperation with the field and the subjects observed. 

According to Anderson (1994, 131) we can differentiate several varieties of 

participant observation. Figure 3.2 outlines types of participant-observation: passive 

observation, moderate participation (balance between participation and observation) 

and active participant observation. Teacher researchers are participants in the 

classroom, and thus considered to be total participant-observers. 

Passive Moderate Active Total 

Uninvolved 

/ ~ I \ 
Observer Participant 

Figure 3.2 Types of Participant-observation (Saville-Troike: 1989) 

The method of participant observing reqwres recognition of cultural 

relativism, knowledge about possible cultural differences, sensitivity and objectivity 

in perceiving others. Saville-Troike (1989) states that the researcher should 

contribute to the welfare of the host group in a way they recognise and desire. So, the 
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researcher should not be taking data without returning something of immediate 

usefulness to the community. 

Successful fieldwork for a participant-observation approach means a high 

level of linguistic and cultural competence, especially if the research takes place in a 

limited time frame. The key to successful observation and interference is freeing 

oneself from one's own cultural filter (Saville-Troike, 1989: 119-123). 

I did not consider myself as an objective, authoritative, politically neutral 

observer standing outside and above the research as researcher did in a positivistic 

tradition. I would rather consider myself as a participating observing researcher 

taking my own influence and knowledge into consideration during my study. I 

consider this research as a two way process between researcher and the researched in 

which we learn together "in the creation of knowledge" as Punch (1998: 146) states it. 

Therefore, I acknowledge my subjectivity as a researcher, being aware of my 

feelings and attitudes involved in the fieldwork. I brought my own biases, 

assumptions, patterns ofthinking, and knowledge gained from experience and reading 

into the research. 

I also came across other people's perspectives and opmlOns, which were 

opposed to my own ideas. Hence, it was important to keep in mind that teachers and 

learners did not have to accept me or co-operate with me. As Hitchcock & Hughes 

(1989: 64) phrased it, "discretion, sensitivity and common sense are priority here". 

The grade six teacher or other staff members would tell me certain "insider 

information" and try to get my opinion or advice. I had enough information to 

understand the situation, but at the same time I was not fully involved in it. As 

Hitchcock & Hughes (1989: 64-65) advise future researchers in their work, I had to 

find a diplomatic way to handle these occurrences. 

The circumstances surrounding my research placed me in the position of both 

"insider" and "outsider". I chose this dual position, because it both as advantages and 

disadvantages. When acting as a complete insider, teachers would accept me as one 

of them, but there were also disadvantages. The researcher as insider might lose the 

overview of the situation and get lost in details and highly salient data may be 

overlooked, because it is so familiar. As an outsider I thought it was likely that I 

would be able to obtain representative data from the learners and the teacher. I 

needed to be aware that this might have affected the behaviour of the people being 
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studied, but this aspect is taken into consideration when analysing the data (Taft, 

1982: 61). 

The idea was to position myself as participant-observer and researcher and I 

was introduced as such to learners and teachers. However, many students did not 

fully understand the purposes of my being in their classroom, if I was not a teacher. 

They called me "Miss", because I spent most of the time with the grade six teacher or 

with other staff members, consequently they perceived me as one of the teachers. Of 

course there is an age gap between the children and me, which resulted in them rather 

perceiving me as a teacher than as a student. The relationship between the students 

and me was unequal, similar to the relationship that the learners have with their 

teacher. The fact that they identified me as a teacher might have had an influence on 

the results of my data collection, although I never experienced that the learners felt 

uncomfortable or limited in my presence. 

My own subjectivity could block my view of what is significant in the data, or 

prevent me from moving from descriptive to theoretical levels of analysis (Strauss & 

Corbin, 1990: 95). 

Much of this research is dependent on my observations, which could have 

made it difficult to check the validity of my conclusions (Fraenkel & Wallen, 1993: 

393-394). Fortunately, I triangulated my data collection strategies, thus minimalising 

exclusive subjective views. 

3.8 Ethics and Confidentiality 

To some extent research intrudes into people's lives, especially with 

qualitative research, because it often deals with the most sensitive, intimate and 

innermost matters in people's lives, and ethical issues inevitably accompany the 

collection of such information (Punch, 1998: 281). 

The Department of Education of the Western Cape received an outline of my 

study_ They returned a form in which they gave me permission to conduct my 

research. At the same time, the principal gave me written permission to conduct 

research in his school. 

I promised the learners and the teachers to keep the research information 

confidential and anonymous. Nobody apart from myself would have access to the 

tapes containing the interviews, and the transcriptions and other material will not be 

shown to anyone. 
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The participants in my research were, prior to my research, clearly informed 

about the content and the goals of my research. The learners' parents were not 

directly informed about my presence in their children's classroom. I considered the 

principal's consent enough to conduct the research, because there was no risk 

involved in this study. The participants, who are the learners of the grade six class, 

had the chance to ask me whatever questions they wished about my background and 

my research intentions. The learners cooperated on a voluntary basis. I never forced 

them to complete any surveyor test and I never forced them to participate in the 

activities that I organized. Although their teacher encouraged them to take part, most 

of them participated out of curiosity or interest. 

3.9 Limitations of the study 

3.9.1 The language 

At the beginning of my research, there was a limitation in communication, 

because initially I had a problem understanding the different languages used in the 

class. The learners and even the teacher used distinct and different pronunciations 

and code-switched very easily (English mixed with Afrikaans and Xhosa). I do not 

speak Afrikaans or Xhosa and English is not my mother tongue, nor was English the 

mother tongue of most learners in the grade six class. As researcher I acknowledged 

these possible communication obstacles which could have influenced some of my 

observations, but my own language background helped me. My mother tongue is 

Dutch and thus similar to Afrikaans. Therefore, I had little difficulty understanding 

the latter and after a short period I was used to the different pronunciations. Prior to 

my research I had taken a Xhosa intensive course at ueT which helped me to 

understand basic conversations in that language. My background, and my general 

interest in languages helped me to adapt very quickly. 

3.9.2 Time 

The period in which books were made available was very limited, only two 

weeks. The short period of the intervention was caused by constraints beyond my 

control as the Department of Education prohibits research in the schools during the 

fourth term of the school year. The fact that the learners read more than normal 

during that period might be due to the excitement and the novelty of having books in 

the classroom, an aspect which I fully acknowledge. 
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3.9.3 Size a/the sample 

The study was very limited in size, because I did my research in only one class 

since I preferred to conduct an in-depth qualitative study. However, that means that 

the data can only be generalized within a group, within a context, because the sample 

size is too small to make external generalisability possible (Struwig & Stead, 200 I: 

145). 

3.9.4 Gaps in the research 

In this section I would like to address the shortcomings in the process of the 

data gathering. Initially I planned more interviews with the teacher in the intervention 

and final phase. During my main research period, the teacher was mostly out of the 

classroom and left me alone with the learners, because she was organising after

school activities and during intervals she would be in meetings with other staff 

members. After this intervention period I would have liked to follow up the situation 

in the classroom by interviewing the grade six teacher again, but she was not available 

due to illness. 

The research done in the initial phase was comprehensive and the time spent to 

observe the learners and teacher was enough, but my time was rather limited to 

complete the intervention and the final phase. I would have liked to organise more 

activities during the intervention period based on reading strategies other than 

prediction and sequencing. Unfortunately, the Department of Education does not 

allow researchers in the classroom during the fourth term of the school year. 

Therefore, my intervention could only be two weeks, the last two weeks of the third 

term. 
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4. RESUL TS OF THE RESEARCH 

The purpose of my research was to examine how the reading conditions in a 

multilingual grade six class could be enhanced by focusing on immersion and 

engagement, as conceived by Cambourne (see Chapter 2 Literature review). As the 

initial phase and to ascertain the current conditions in the classroom, I gathered 

infonnation that enabled me to plan an appropriate intervention (see Chapter 3 

Research design). The first section in this chapter describes the results of the initial 

phase including the profile of the classroom, the learners and the teaching conditions. 

lbe second and third sections describe the results of the main research period, 

which include data collected during the intervention and the final phase through a 

reading survey, cloze procedure test, observations activities and interviews. 

4.1 Initial phase results 

4.1. J Classroom layout 

The classroom profile was based on observations and field notes recorded 

during the familiarising phase which lasted from February till May 2002 and the 

initial phase from 13 th August until 6th September 2002. The classroom is big and has 

five windows. The paint on the walls and ceiling was peeling. Colourful curtains, 

tablecloths, posters and a table full of plants were signs that the teacher tried to make 

the classroom a comfortable and enjoyable learning environment. 

The' wall to the left of the entrance door was filled by a big blackboard, which 

was partly used for classroom administration (e.g. names of learners who did not hand 

in their homework or their portfolios, teachers who borrowed a book). Another part 

of the blackboard was covered with exercises. The rest of the blackboard wall 

contained learners' work about "a balanced diet for human beings", which had been 

done that year. Above the board, in the middle of the wall, hung a broken clock. 

Under the blackboard a light blue built-in-cupboard, which was not locked held the 

learners' portfolios and year's work. 

As illustrated on the floor plan drawing below (figure 4.1), a big carpet lay on 

the floor in front of the teacher's desk, which stood at the back of the classroom. 

Recent work, which still needed correction, was piled up on the teacher's desk. In 

front of the teacher's desk there was a small bench, used by the teacher to sit on while 

reading stories. The carpet and the teacher's desk divided the classroom in two sides. 

Because of the seating arrangement, most of the forty-two learners had to look at the 
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blackboard sideways. It would seem that learners with the same language background 

preferred to sit together when they were given group work that is, Afrikaans and 

English learners would work together respectively and Xhosa learners would sit in 

their own groups. During the period of my observations, the learners' seating 

arrangement would change regularly. 

Figure 4.[ Floor plan of the classroom 

The books (basal readers), which the children were supposed to read, were 

placed in piles on a small, low table next to the carpet to make them immediately 

available for all the learners. 

Other available reading material, which consisted of old magazllles and 

newspapers, lay on a table at the back of the class. This reading material, it would 

seem, was not used for reading during free moments. During some classroom 

activities these magazines were used to cut out pictures (e.g. healthy food). Against 

the back wall behind the teacher's desk a bookshelf contained her books (e.g. new 

textbooks about the curriculum, an atlas), to which the learners were not allowed 

access. In one unlocked built-in cupboard at the back of the classroom, English 

textbooks were kept. These books were only taken out when needed, for example, for 

exercises. Above this cupboard was a shelf with dictionaries and a few biographies 

about famous South Africans. The cupboard for science material was kept locked. 
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The general profile showed that the environment was not contributing to 

creating a reading culture since most of the texts were either stored away and only 

used for certain activities, e.g. extra English textbooks. The old magazines and 

newspapers could only be used when the teacher gave permission, for example, when 

the learners had to find pictures for the lesson about "a balanced diet for human 

beings". The basal readers on the table were only accessible with the teacher's 

consent after the completion of the learners' work. As a result, opportunities for 

reading seemed very limited and reading material seemed, by and large, unavailable. 

4.1.2 Learners' profile 

For the learners' profile, the results of the reading survey and the c10ze 

procedure test were used. In addition, more data was gathered through observations 

during the initial phase. The cloze procedure test was given to the learners to 

understand the level of their reading proficiency and competences. The reading 

survey included questions regarding reading habits, attitudes towards reading and 

reading preferences. 

The results of the cloze procedure test, given to 41 learners (1 did not 

participate), are indicated in Table 4.1 below. This table indicates the raw reading 

scores. The learners ' mean score on this test was 18 (out of 36). 
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Table 4.1: Pre-test results chart 
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In order to understand and interpret the results of the cloze procedure test 

indicated above, I used Rye's (1982) categorisation framework of reading levels (see 

3.6.1.2). Rye distinguishes between three levels of reading ability namely frustration 

level, instructional level and independent level as indicated in Table 4.2. 

,.---.... ~ 

Level Actual Results Number of learners 

Frustration ! 0-7 5 (12%) 
L 

8-14 7 (17%) 

iSlruC,jOnallevel 15-18 7 (17%) 

19-21 8 (20%) -----
Independent level 22-29 12 (29%) 

I 
30-36 2 (5%) 

Table 4.2: Results ofthe pre-test according to Rye's theory 

The first level, "frustration level", is regarded by Rye as the level in which 

learners are situated who were not able to make meaning of the cloze procedure test. 

As Table 4.2 above illustrates, a total of 29% of the learners in this grade six class are 

positioned within the frustration level. 

"The instructional level", which is the second level of Rye's categorisation, is 

considered as the level in which learners still have difficulty making meaning of the 

passage, but with the assistance of a teacher, these learners might succeed in 

understanding. As Table 4.2 above indicates 37% of the learners were situated in this 

level. 

The third level described by Rye is the "independent level", Learners situated 

at this level can read and make meaning independent of any assistance from 

significant others. As the results in Table 4.2 above indicate, only 14 learners (34%) 

of the grade six class were operating on the independent level. 

I need to stress two points here. Firstly I tested the learners using only one test 

(prior to the intervention and again at the end of the research period) and secondly the 

results cannot claim absolute accuracy. They are only an indication of the possible 

situation of making meaning. Notwithstanding, these results provided some form of 

baseline information as an aid to planning the intervention. 

The second source of data emanated from the results of the reading survey. As 

already indicated on the previous page, questions were posed seeking to gam 
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information about learners' language background, reading preferences and interests, 

reading habits and their choice of reading material. 

Regarding English as a home language, Table 4.3 below indicates that only 

32% of this cohort of learners use English as home language. The same number of 

learners (29%) respectively speak Afrikaans and Xhosa. Only 7% use both Afrikaans 

and English in the home environment. This suggests that, while the medium of 

instruction is English, only a third of the class has English as home language, an 

aspect that has implications for reading development and the methodologies used in 

the classroom. 

Home Language Number of learners % 

English 13 32 

Afrikaans 12 29 

Xhosa 12 29 

AfrikaanslEnglish 3 7 

No answer 1 3 

TOTAL 41 100 

Table 4.3: Home language of the grade six learners 

What was striking at this initial phase, was that the teacher was also keenly 

aware of the discontinuity between the home language and the language of 

instruction. 

Thus, while exposure to a multilingual classroom environment is often seen as 

advantageous, for this group of learners it may have had many disadvantages because, 

during informal conversations, most of the learners told me they are not able to 

understand written text in their mother tongue. Not having a good command of the 

mother tongue in written or oral form has been found to compromise the learners 

learning a second language or learning through a second language (De KJerk, 2002: 

20-26). 

When asked about the language they preferred to read in, the majority of the 

class (81 %) stated that they preferred reading English books. Less than 10% of the 

group (see Table 4.4) suggested that they prefer reading Afrikaans or Xhosa books. It 

should be noted that this might have more to do with the availability and access to 

books in other languages than with the learners' actual preference. They may have 
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had little opportunity to encounter readable and interesting texts in Afrikaans and 

Xhosa, hence their preference for English. 

English Xhosa Afrikaans Englishl Afrikaans 

Xhosa !English 

Home language 32% (13) 29% (12) 29% (12) 7% (3) 

Language they 81% (33) 2% (1) 10% (4) 5% (2) 2% (1) 

mostly use to read 

Language in which 81 % (33) 7% (3) 7% (3) 5%(2) 

they prefer to read 

Table 4.4: Languages used ill the readmg process 

Prior to asking specific questions about the learners' reading habits and 

attitudes towards reading in the questionnaire, I sought to gain some general 

knowledge regarding learners' reading. The learners' answers about the environments 

where reading takes place were not consistent. In this question, as I explained to the 

learners: "mostly" was defined as the only place where they read; "Sometimes" meant 

that they read in a certain place, but not consistently; and "Rarely" the place where the 

learners "never" read. I used the word "never", because they did not understand 

"rarely" or "hardly ever". As the Table 4.5 below suggests, the learners have the 

habit to read at school "mostly" or "sometimes", but the school is for most learners 

not the only place where they read. 

Mostly Sometimes Rarely 

School 27% 32% 7% 

Home 20% 20% 12% 

Library 12% 20% 15% 

Table 4.5 Places where learners read 

Another general question revealed the number of books the learners had read 

since the beginning of 2002. The learners' answers showed that most of them (66%) 

had read fewer than ten books since the beginning of the year, and 27% had read more 

than ten books. 
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These general questions were followed by more specific questions about the 

learners' daily reading habits. Their answers helped me to reconstruct where, when 

and with whom they spent their reading routine at school and at home. The results 

revealed that 44% of the learners read for less than ten minutes every day, 32% spent 

between 10 and twenty minutes daily, and 20% read for more than twenty minutes. 

Reading at school happened, according to 41 % of the learners, in the 

afternoon. When probed about where they preferred sitting, 44% of the learners 

suggested that they preferred to sit on the mat in the middle of the classroom, while 

37% stated that they prefer to read at their desks. 

Many of the learners (51%) suggested that at home they read only "when 

[they] finish homework" in the "afternoon". Some (12%) said that they read before 

they went to sleep. 

So, it seems that reading was perceived as something you do only after "real" 

work has been completed e.g. after activities at school, after homework or at the end 

of the day. 

In the reading survey, learners were asked who read to them or with them at 

home. Mothers seemed to be the person who mostly read with the individual learner 

(32%). Other members of the family do however read sometimes as Table 4.6 below 

indicates. 

. Mother 32% Aunt 12% 

Father 17% Brother 7% 

Sister 17% Uncle i 2% 

15% Someone else 10% 

Table 4.6: Family members who read aloud for thetr children 

The result above indicates that learners have extended family members who 

may play a critical role in learners' reading development if provided with some 

guidelines. 

Learners were also asked about their reading interests and other general topics 

they were fascinated by and what they might want to read about. The results suggest 

that the reading interests of the learners are wide-ranging, from comic books to long 

stories. Table 4.7 indicates that these learners may have been exposed to different 

genres, an important feature in the process of enhancing reading development. 
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Always Mostly Sometimes Rarely 
_ ... 

17% 4% ! 22% 14% Comic books 

Sport 12% 22% 19% 17% 

magazines 

Newspapers 2% 27% 9% 

Short stories 12% 12% 20% 7% 

Long stories 
I 

15% 
I 

19% 
I 

22% 2% 

Table 4.7: Text genres read by the learners 

The learners' preferred genres8 of interest were further clarified in a 

subsequent question. As shown in Table 4.8 below, action stories and comics were by 

far the most popular (44%) type of text. Learners also seemed to like drama (34%) 

and history (34%). Interestingly, non-fiction books were not considered favourably, 

because only 5% of the learners indicated them as a preference. This result suggests 

the learners' awareness of their likes and dislikes, a key consideration when wanting 

to engage learners meaningfully in their own reading development. 

Action 44% 

Drama i 34% 

Action comics 34% 

History 34% 

Drama comics 29% 

Poetry 24% 

Plays 24% 

Humorous comics/cartoons 20% 

! Political comics 15% 

Fiction 12% 

Biographies 10% 

Non-fiction 5% 

Table 4.8: Preferred genres 

g Definitions of the genres from which the learners had to choose their preferences were not given, 
because the learners seemed to understand what I meant by it. So, I did not explain it to them. 
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In examining the results, I compared the girls' interests against what boys said 

they liked reading. Table 4.9 below indicates that there is a difference in interests 

between boys and girls in this grade six class. Fashion, swimming and netball are the 

three outstanding interests within the group of girls. The group of boys seems to have 

more interest in games like soccer, rugby and cricket, choices that seem to perpetuate 

gender roles and stereotypes which, while not the focus of the study, need to be 

pointed out. 

GIRLS BOYS 
I 

Art/craft 29% 20% 

Fashion 37% 5% 

Cooking 22% 10% 

Science 17% 5% 

Politics 12% 

Soccer 24% 34% 

Rugby 10% 20% 

Cricket 20% 27% 

Swimming 37% 17% 

Tennis 5% 5% 

Golf 10% 
1--........ 

Athletics 12% 5% 

NetbaH 46% 

Basketball 14% 5% 
I 

I r:~ .Iing 7% 5% I 
I 

Karate 12% 2% 

Gymnastics 
i 

2% 

Table 4.9: Boys/gtrls' tOpICS ofmterest 

Although it did not seem that the learners had a lot of choices in the variety of 

books and readers they read at school, I was interested in the way they picked or 

would pick a book. Fifty four percent said they chose a book by "browsing through 

the book" to see if they would like it. Thirty four percent took a book by "looking at 

the cover" and 29% said that they took "advice from the teacher" to read a certain 

book. Few learners (27%) read "the summary" on the back cover of the book. Some 
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learners suggested other reasons for reading a book, for example "I read the book that 

my mother reads", "I open a book and I read it" and another pupil suggested, "I like to 

see if it has a lot of words". 

In summary, the test and the reading survey illuminated several Issues 

regarding the reading level and development in this grade six class. 

One of the aspects related to the learners' different language backgrounds and 

suggests that learners use their mother tongue (Afrikaans, Xhosa or a mix of 

Afrikaans and English) at home, while they use English as medium of instruction in 

the classroom. While one third of the learners are English first language speakers, the 

other two third of the learners seemed "communicatively competent" in their mother 

tongue (which they use at home), but they said they could not read in their mother 

tongue. The learners were taught in English, with their mother tongue often presented 

as a subject (as second or third language). 

Another observation made it clear that there were few appropriate books 

available that addressed learners' preferences, needs, likes or dislikes. This concern 

emphasises the need for relevant books and even more the need for Afrikaans and 

Xhosa books which were not available. It seemed to be an important aspect causing 

the learners lack of skill to read independently. 

Even the results of the reading survey show a worrying reading pattern. In the 

first eight months of 2002, 66% had read an average of one book every three weeks. 

For 76% learners it showed that they read less than twenty minutes daily. 

I observed that reading was a part of the classroom activities, but it did not 

seem to be taken "seriously". This observation was confrrmed by what learners said 

about when they read. 

4.1.3 Teaching conditions 

The teaching conditions described in this section were recorded through 

observations and an interview with the grade six teacher. This section describes the 

teacher's actions, her teaching style, and her attitude towards reading. 

In this first part, I focus on my observations, where I recorded the teacher's 

actions. On several occasions, the teacher was not present in the classroom due to her 

responsibilities as head of the intermediate phase. For example, she was responsible 

for giving grade four their work when their teacher was only able to come to school at 

9.00 am instead of 8.00 am during the first term of the school year. This happened 
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before the grade six teacher was able to attend to her own learners. This pattern also 

occurred in August 2002, when another teacher was ill. The grade six teacher was 

responsible for solving this situation and had to give the learners work until a parent

volunteer was called to supervise the learners. As I observed in my field notes: 

"N. went to grade 4 class to get some of the learners, because their teacher is 

ill ... After a few minutes she comes back" 8.15am on 19 August 2002. 

During my fieldwork (August-September 2002), I observed that the teacher 

would stay downstairs for a while after intervals or she would leave the classroom to 

make copies or phone calls due to other responsibilities such as being the coordinator 

of a historical exhibition organised at the school. Often other teachers would come 

and disturb her during her teaching to enquire about certain issues. I recorded this as 

follows: 

"While the learners were busy, N. disappears to make a phone call and copies" 

15 August 2002 

"N. phone rings ... runs to grade 5 classroom ... [later] The grade 4 teacher 

comes in and chats with N. while the learners are working and talking" 

19 August 2002 

"Grade 5 teacher comes in the classroom and disrupts the lesson by asking the 

learners questions about their transport and he starts discussing it with them 

[later] other children take advantage to talk when principal enters the 

classroom" 21 August 2002 

"N. goes downstairs with one of the learners [to the principal's office]" 

27 August 2002 

On occasions when the teacher was absent, the learners would chat, play and 

run around in the classroom. During the teacher's absence the learners could have 

been given the opportunity to exercise their reading skills. If they had had books 

available in the classroom and with appropriate guidance, most of them could have 

used the time to become more independent readers and manage their reading but these 

opportunities seemed to have been missed. 

I also looked at the teacher's approach to teaching and reading in particular, 

with a view to understanding how these factors shaped learners' reading engagement. 

In most cases, the teacher applied a rather non-interactive style of teaching combined 

with a few interactive aspects. In practice, this means that most of the talking was 
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done by the teacher, who gave instructions without interference or questioning from 

the learners' side. Below is an example of an incident. 

According to my notes on 19 August, the learners were asked to complete one 

vocabulary exercise to learn how they should use a dictionary and afterwards, she said 

to them: "you will know the meaning of 30 new words, when you finish your work". 

This exercise started at 8.30 am and was finished at 11.25 am. The learners had to sit 

in groups (due to shortage of dictionaries and textbooks), but had to complete the 

exercise individually. At the start of the exercise, the learners "may not disturb the 

teacher during the explanation" and the teacher "gives them instructions to distribute 

the English textbooks and dictionaries ... the learners look puzzled and don't know 

what to do, although the teacher already explained it. .. she writes the whole exercise 

on the blackboard". The teacher had read the exercise aloud several times and 

explained what they needed to do by writing down an example. ·'N. repeats several 

times"'they first have to write the whole exercise and then they can find out what the 

words mean through the dictionary". 

When this introduction (more or less 30 minutes) was completed, the teacher 

sat down at her desk. Some learners had questions regarding the task, so they had to 

go to the teacher's desk for assistance. From time to time the teacher would do a walk 

around the classroom and help the learners. 

Even though some learners had not finished the exercise, they would chat and 

disturb others. According to my general observations and the teacher's statements in 

the interview, those were the learners who actually needed most help and were the 

labelled "'problem learners". The teacher offered to answer the learners' questions, 

but as long as they did not ask questions, the teacher would not help them. 1be 

learners who finished their work neatly and correctly were used as "good" examples. 

Others who made a mistake received negative comments. The learners who seemed 

to struggle most, gave the impression that they perceived the task as irrelevant or non

challenging. 

Sometimes the learners were given the chance to work in groups because the 

teacher was aware that they liked it very much. During those group work sessions the 

learners who struggled were helped by others. When group work happened (only 

recorded twice during my observations), the teacher did not always organise it 

beforehand. So, it often ended in a chaotic situation as illustrated in following 

example. 
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Normally the teacher would divide the groups, but on this occasIOn the 

learners could make their own groups, because the teacher decided on the spot that 

"they have project time now", only because they still had half an hour left, so they 

could brainstorm. In my diary on 20 August, I wrote: "They have to create their own 

story and write their own dialogues. They have to make their own puppets at home". 

The learners seemed to be very excited and the noise level rose very quickly. It was 

the end of the day, so a lot of learners preferred to talk about things other than 

"puppets". The teacher warned them several times that they should discuss their 

groups work activity more quietly and eventually she decided to stop the "exercise", 

because the learners were not working on the project. "N. sends G. to the principal's 

office, A. has to sit on the desk and has to read a book ... R. has to stand in the comer 

at the door .. .learners need to be completely quiet till the bell rings ... S. goes 

downstairs to empty the bin". 

From time to time, the teacher engaged in a more interactive approach, which 

she enjoyed, in order to introduce a new topic for one of the subjects (e.g. History) or 

just to get the learners talking. On one of these occasions, the teacher introduced the 

learners to a text about Robben Island (History) as in following example. 

The teacher gathered the learners closely around her on the mat. On one 

occasion for example (19 August) she asked the learners to imagine how they would 

feel if they could not hug, play or even see other children. "The learners are very 

keen on giving their opinion by sticking their fingers in the air". This introduction led 

them to a text about the prisoners of Robben Island (History). The link between the 

"reality" of the learners and the "curriculum activity" made it more relevant and 

imaginable for the learners. 

These interactive moments happened mostly at the end of the day and did not 

always aim to introduce a new topic. At times, the teacher would organise these talks 

to initiate open discussions to stimulate the learners to think critically or create their 

opinion about certain topics. For example, on 20 August the teacher explained to the 

learners why stories are told (especially in the oral tradition and the history of District 

Six). She referred to the performance of American storytellers, which they had 

attended a few days earlier (15 August 2002). The teacher allowed some of the 

learners to come forward and role-play their favourite story. 

In the interview with the teacher I paid attention to the teacher's perception of 

reading and how she organised it in the classroom. The teacher stated during the 
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interview that she perceived reading as "very important". She said that the teachers of 

the intennediate phase had had a meeting in December 2001 about the teaching focus 

for 2002. They decided to make reading a priority in 2002, "what we would do 

during the year and there was a concern amongst the teachers that reading in grade 4,5 

and 6 it needs to take more time .. .it needs to be devoted more time in the class and 

. we actually want to do it as a phase project". 

However, my observations revealed that most of the concerns and intentions 

mentioned by the teacher in the interview did not always happen as such. Through 

infonnal conversations, the teacher expressed that she was not happy that this 

"reading project" never took place. She briefly explained to me that ''we supposed to 

have a time to read every day ... we don't have time every day ... So, the reading is sort 

of fitted in ... the other things". So, reading became a part of other subjects, e.g. Life 

Orientation. 

In the interview, the teacher emphasised the importance of reading for 

pleasure, even though this did not seem to be borne out in the classroom. She 

suggested that the learners should enjoy books not only related to the classroom 

activities, but for pleasure, as the following excerpt illustrates: "I like them sometimes 

to just read the stories, the joy of reading ... feel that book in their hand ... just for the 

pleasure of reading. . .. I let them read like that, by themselves on the mat". 

During my observations I noticed that the learners were not always given "free 

choice" to read. I noticed that the learners waited for instructions on whether they 

could take a book or not. As written down in my journal on Thursday 15 August: "if 

they completed [class work] ... they had to hand it in and take a book from the table 

and sit on the carpet". On Monday 19 August, I noted "the children who are finished 

have to sit on the mat and take a reader ... the teacher repeated it several times". 

The teacher would sometimes use reading as punishment as I recorded on two 

occasions, e.g. "A. has to sit on the desk and has to read a book" (20 August 2002), 

"G. did not behave in his group, so N. put him separately and he has to read a reader 

silently on a desk" (27 August 2002). This practice it would seem may have 

contributed to these grade six learners perceiving reading as punishment. 

I assume that the learners did not often engage in reading, because there was a 

limited number of interesting and relevant texts available in the classroom, and these 

were limited in variety. Only a small number of books were available (ten basal 

readers of each book). According to the teacher, "they share and rotate ... because, 
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instead of having forty books of the same they have access to more different reading 

material". The basal readers were not challenging for the pupils, too easy for some 

and obviously not appealing for others. Some learners told me (during informal 

conversations) that those basal readers were too boring. 

In the interview, the teacher stated that there was a classroom library and a 

school library. I would not have described the books in the classroom as a library, 

because there were few texts and little variety available. 

Notwithstanding the shortage of relevant reading material, the learners seemed 

to be aware of different text genres. The teacher stated that they had been working 

with newspapers (e.g. the period that Mark Shuttleworth went into space) and she 

introduced the learners to poetry using her own material (Oprah magazine). So, she 

seemed aware of the lack of sufficient and challenging reading material and attempted 

in a limited way, to compensate through the use of newspaper and magazines. 

One of the reasons why a non-interactive style of teaching was used may have 

to do with the large number of learners (42), which could place a burden on teachers 

and implicitly encourage rather than discourage non-interactive styles of teaching. It 

would seem that with more teacher-led lessons she would have better control over the 

large group of learners. 

On the occasions when an interactive approach was used, learners would be 

allowed to work in groups and there would be more talking. They had the chance to 

voice their opinions and feelings and at the same time they would help each other. 

The learners seemed to enjoy these discussions more than the above-mentioned non

interactive approach, where learners' input was limited. 

The way the teacher perceived reading was not completely put into practice as 

I observed. Mainly, reading seemed to be fitted into other subjects, which is all right, 

but other than that there were few opportunities for learners to read for pleasure. 

The teacher seemed to control the learners' reading process. She told them 

when to read and often what to read (basal readers). They could only read after they 

finished their work, which meant that the "slowest" workers (and in most cases those 

were the learners who did have problems with learning and also with reading) thus did 

not have much chance to read books. 
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4.1.4 Summary of the initial phase results 

The results of the classroom profile, learners' profile and the teaching 

conditions, discussed in this first section, revealed several concerns. 

The learners, having different language backgrounds (Xhosa, Afrikaans, 

English or mix of AfrikaanslEnglish), were taught in an environment that was not 

very conducive to reading, where little variety and availability of books was evident. 

Although the learners indicated that they had certain preferences regarding the 

genres of text, such as action comics, history and drama, these genres were absent in 

the classroom. I have no evidence that learners' interests had been identified prior to 

my intervention, since very little of the learners' preferences were reflected in the 

available texts in the classroom, which consisted mainly of basal readers and old 

newspapers and magazines. 

In the survey, the learners stated that they preferred to read in English, but as I 

observed, there were no texts available in any other languages. The availability of 

text was not the only concern that was raised in my observations, but there seemed 

little room for learners to take control of their own reading development. The teacher 

told the learners when to read and often what to read. The learners' reading process 

was managed by the teacher and they did not have free choice. The evidence suggests 

that they considered reading as a classroom activity related to the subjects they were 

taught, and not necessarily as something to do for pleasure. My observations revealed 

that reading was often treated as something you do "after completing the main work" 

in the classroom or even at home and in some cases it was used as punishment. So, it 

was not considered by the learners as a "serious" curriculum focus. 

These observations were key in helping me understand what was required in 

the intervention phase if there was to be any improvement in the reading conditions in 

this grade six classroom. 

The next section will describe how the main research period was planned 

using the data gathered in the initial phase, so as to enhance the existing reading 

conditions in the grade six classroom. 

4.2 Description of the main research period 

Through the data gathered in the initial phase, I extracted three main 

challenges that I needed to focus on to create opportunities for the enhancement of the 

reading conditions in the grade six classroom. The part of the main research period in 
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which I enhanced the reading conditions, called the intervention, took place from the 

9th until 23rd September. 

The first challenge that needed to be addressed in this period was to change 

the physical conditions in the classroom, thereby making the environment more 

literacy-rich. A second challenge was to provide more books that were varied in 

content and genre. A third important challenge was to create tasks to stimulate the 

learners' reading engagement, particularly reading for pleasure. 

As a result, I undertook three main actions that constituted the intervention. 

Firstly, I changed the physical conditions in the classroom by creating a literacy-rich 

environment. This I did by hanging posters on the classroom walls with stories, 

newspaper headlines, poems, cartoons and pictures of Roald Dahl's story "George's 

marvellous medicine". I also used posters about reading from the Sunday Times and I 

made a "top five" list of favourite books by asking the learners about the favourite 

books that they had read and would recommend to friends. 

Cambourne (1988) inspired me to organise the second action with his 

suggestion that learners should be immersed in a classroom where a variety of books 

is available as this might enhance the learners' engagement in reading activities. 

Therefore, I organised with the "Rare books and Special Collections" library at UCT 

to borrow 172 children's books for two weeks. I asswned that, among these books, 

each learner would find something which met their interests he/she had indicated in 

the reading survey. The books (see appendix 4) were mainly in English, but I had 

also selected some Afrikaans and Xhosa books. There was a broad variety of genre: 

non-fiction, poetry, plays, history, action comics and other genres. 

As a third action I designed and gave prediction and sequencing activities to 

the learners. I did this because I assumed that the learners would need some guidance 

and extra training to improve their reading skills in order to stimulate their 

independent reading. For the prediction activity, the learners were asked to use their 

prior knowledge in order to write a newspaper article about a certain topic (displayed 

in the newspaper title they chose). Prior to the actual writing, a discussion took place 

where the learners came forward with their perception of how a newspaper is put 

together. Learners and I developed a set of criteria or features of a newspaper, and 

discussed articles found in the newspaper. This discussion provided them with ideas 

of how to write their own newspaper articles in fields I knew they had an interest in. 
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Learners could make a choice from several topics (e.g. swimming, hiking, media, 

history, political and international news). 

In the sequencing activity, groups of learners worked on a specific task. They 

had to rearrange jumbled paragraphs of a story so that it made sense. They had done a 

similar activity organised by the teacher while I was doing my observations and they 

seemed to enjoy that kind of task. I selected six different stories around the same 

theme, "the hare", and gave closed envelopes randomly to each ofthe groups. 

Finally, the main research period was concluded with a second reading survey, 

a cloze procedure test (same as in the initial phase) at the beginning of October and 

interviews with seven learners that were recorded on the 15th October 2002. This 

concluding period I refer to as, "the final phase" of the research. In the next section 

the results of this final phase are described in relation to the results of the initial phase 

and the data gathered during the intervention and the final phase. 

4.3 Results of the main research period 

The data gathered during the intervention through observations, note taking 

and learners' completed work, and during the [mal phase through reading survey and 

cloze procedure test (post-test) and interviews, are reported in this section. 

The results presented in this section are divided in three main sections: the 

results of the comparison of the doze procedure tests (change in reading level), the 

themes emerging from the gathered data and the text analysis of learners' written 

work. In examining learners' written work, text analysis was used as a tool to find 

cues learners used to make meaning of the text. 

4.3. J The Cloze procedure fest 

Forty-one pupils completed the post-test. The results (see appendix 7) of cloze 

procedure test 2 (the post-test) suggest a general improvement of the learners' reading 

proficiency. In the first test, learners obtained a mean score of 18, while in the post

test they obtained a mean score of 22. As Table 4.10 below indicates, there were 

some shifts within and also between the three levels. 
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Level Actual Results Number of learners 

Pre-test Post-test 

Frustration level 0-7 5 (12%) 4 (10%) 

8-14 7 (17%) 2 (5%) 

Instructional level 15-18 7 (17%) 3 (7%) 

! 
19-21 8 (20%) 5 (12%) 

Independent level 22-29 12 (29%) 20 (49%) 

. 30-36 2 (5%) 7 (17%) 
! 

Table 4.10: Results of the pre-test and post-test 

Five learners who were situated in the frustration level obtained an actual 

score between zero and seven in the pre-test. Four of those five learners did not 

improve their scores in the post-test. They stayed in the same level, as they were still 

not able to make meaning of the paragraph. Most of the learners who had an actual 

score between eight and fourteen in the pre-test moved to the instructional level, 

which is one step closer to independence. 

In total 29% of the learners were situated in the frustration level in the pre-test, 

whereas in the post-test only 15% obtained scores within this range. So, six learners 

obtained 15 or more as actual result and therefore shifted to the instructional level, 

which was a qualitatively significant shift. In the instructional level those learners 

will be able to read with assistance of a "mentor" to avoid frustration. 

In the pre-test 37% of the learners were situated in the instructional leveL This 

percentage decreased in the post-test as only 19% were categorized in this level. So, 

the most obvious shift took place between the instructional and independent leveL As 

we can see in the results table below only 34% initially obtained scores in the 

independent level, whereas in the post-test the amount of learners increased to 66%. 

While the results are pleasing, the researcher is aware that the results in the 

post-test might have been a consequence of the general changes that had occurred in 

the reading environment as well as the influence of the researcher's presence. 

Notwithstanding this, the results do however suggest that generally there was a 

significant improvement in the reading levels caused by the enhancement of the 

reading conditions during the intervention, an improvement that gives hope for 

teachers who read this work. 
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4.3.2 Themes emerging from the results of the main research period 

Using the data from my observation notes, interviews with the learners and the 

second reading survey the following themes emerged: enjoyment and interest, variety 

of text, a changing reading culture and risk taking. 

4.3.2.1 Enjoyment and interest 

Within this category, two trends seemed to emerge from the data. The fIrst 

trend relates to the excitement regarding the availability, easy access and variety of 

books and the second trend reflects the changing attitude and the reading habits. 

Regarding the fIrst trend, the learners seemed to be very enthusiastic and 

excited about the number, variety and access to all the books brought into the 

classroom. They described the situation as follows: "the classroom was full of 

books", "there were more books than before", "the class was more alive", "there were 

lots of books that I could read", "There was books that I could read", "1 did see 

pictures in the classroom. I did see newspaper on the walls", "the classroom was full 

of books and pictures", "there was books to read", "the classroom looked nice with 

the library" and "there were posters and lovely books". 

As I observed and wrote down in my field notes during the intervention on 

Tuesday 10 September "When the children sawall the books they were very excited 

and they reacted very positively about the posters [that I had put up on the walls]. 

They immediately started reading and looking at the books". 

Some learners answered in the fIrst survey that they did not like reading, but 

the survey after the intervention showed that those learners liked reading, "because of 

the books" that were brought into the cla.o;;sroom. Further elaboration was given 

during the interview as the following quote suggests. 

A: " .. .in the questionnaire you said you do not like reading?" 

P3 ; "Yes Miss, but I likcd9 the books ... " 

A: "The ones that I brought into the classroom?" 

P3 : "Yes Miss" 

Another leamer, whose mother tongue is Afrikaans yet prefers to read in English, 

because it is "easier", had this to say: 

A: "In the questionnaire you told me, you actually tried to read in Afrikaans?" 

" my emphasis 
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PI: "Yes Miss" 

A: "You read in Afrikaans and did you like those books?" 

PI: "Yes Miss" 

A: "Did you like them more than the English books?" 

PI: "Not really, but those were nice Afrikaans books 10 ••• " 

Results of the research 

These examples suggest that it was not necessarily that the learners did not enjoy or 

want to read, but rather that what was available (variety and access) influenced their 

engagement and also their attitude towards reading. The available books, which were 

brought in the classroom during the intervention, are the books these specific learners 

liked and those were nice books, books they had an interest in reading. 

The given examples show us that the first trend of "showing enthusiasm and 

excitement" is linked with the second trend about "changing attitudes towards 

reading". The learners' attitudes towards reading changed as stated in the reading 

surveys, because prior to the intervention, some said they did not like reading and 

afterwards they answered they liked reading due to the books that were made 

available. 

The second trend illustrates the change in atmosphere and attitude towards 

reading. It seemed that learners were generally more quiet and settled than before the 

intervention. The first day of the intervention (9 September 2002) I wrote in my field 

notes about the learners "they seem very interested and more quiet than usual". The 

learners seemed to sit on the mat voluntarily after a test or an exercise more often than 

I had observed before the intervention and they started reading books without being 

prompted to do so. 

I was not the only one to observe the learners' change in attitude. The learners 

themselves noticed, not only the material differences, but a difference in the reading 

attitude of their friends and classmates as these comments suggest; "everyone was 

reading a book", "the last two weeks I had fun reading", "Everyone was able to read 

in class", "children were always reading a book", "I saw a lot of children running up 

and down to get a book". 

In general the learners had a more open attitude towards reading, as it became 

an activity based on the learners' choice to participate. Therefore the complete 

to my emphasis 
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classroom atmosphere changed as the learners had the chance to read whatever was 

available, and what they preferred and liked. 

4.3.2.2 Variety of texts 

Once books were available during the intervention, I observed that the learners 

read morc. In addition, having access to a variety of books resulted in the opportunity 

for learners to exercise choice. Choice meant that the learners read books for 

enjoyment and not only because they had to, but because e.g. "I like stories about 

animals", "it was full of cartoons", "there is a lot of adventures in the book". They 

could read what they liked and gave reasons such as: "fun and exciting", "it was 

wonderful", "it was a good book to read", "it teaches us good things", "it was very 

nice and it was like a movie" or "I like soccer" as reasons for the choices they made. 

I compared the preferred genres (before the intervention) with the genres they 

had read during the intervention, as shown in Table 4.11 below. As indicated, the 

learners did not seem to increase their interest in newspapers, although they had been 

using them in class to find information for certain projects (e.g. Mark Shuttleworth). 

Even during the intervention, I used newspaper articles in the prediction activity, 

which most of them enjoyed. So, I assume that they linked newspapers with 

classroom activities and not necessarily with reading for pleasure. 

Preferred genres (stated in I Actually read books (stated in 

reading survey - initial phase) i reading survey - final phase) 

Comic Books 17% 17% 

Soccer 12% 24% 

magazines 

Newspaper 2% 5% 

Long Stories 15% 2% 

Short stories 12% 41% 

Poetry 24% 27% 
._-

, Biographies 10% 7% 

Theatre 24% 10% 

plays 

History 34% 34% 

Table 4.11: Genres of text the learners preferred and actually read 
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Soccer magazines seemed to be read more during the intervention period than 

as indicated in the initial phase. Some learners (according to the teacher) were not 

used to having these magazines available or they did not know that they existed, 

which may have accounted for their increased interest So, the learners who had 

indicated "soccer" as one of their favourite sports in the initial phase, showed a high 

interest in these magazines. 

While reading soccer magazmes seemed to have increased dramatically., 

theatre plays and long stories did not attract many learners. Only 10% had read 

theatre plays. I assume though that they might have confused it with "role play" 

which they sometimes did in the classroom. 

It seemed difficult for learners to read long stories, because they did not have 

the chance to fmish reading those stories at school. The books were only available for 

two weeks and could only be read in the classroom. Firstly, they did not have the 

time to read these long stories. Secondly, such stories require more concentration, 

which was not always possible in a busy class of 42 learners. 

Short stories seemed to be preferred by 12% of the learners prior to the 

intervention, but 41 % actually read these in the intervention phase. According to my 

observations they preferred books with lots of pictures, as I wrote in my journal (11 

September 2002). "S. takes a comic book and start drawing the pictures ... G. takes a 

book about trains ~d together with A. he is looking and pointing at the pictures ... M. 

looks interested at the cartoons ... ". 

An interesting spin-off of the intervention was the process learners engaged 

with in making choices about what book to read. According to their reports in the 

second reading survey, many of the learners (44%) read the summary at the back of 

the book or they browsed through the book (34%). Some looked at the cover (15%) 

and interestingly, some (15%) took a book that was recommended by a friend. 

During the intervention, the learners were invited to read whenever there was 

time and they could make their own choices. Having a variety of books gave them the 

chance to make their own choices and manage their own reading process as part of 

beingJbecoming an independent reader. 

4.3.2.3 Towards a changed reading culture 

During the intervention the learners gave the impression of taking more 

responsibility for their own reading process. The change in their reading habits was 
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an aspect of the general reading culture. The changed reading culture seemed to 

happen on three levels: choice, sharing and time spent on reading. 

Regarding choice change was evident on two levels. On the one level learners 

made choices and influenced each other through recommending books to each other. 

On another level, they exercised choice with regards to the type of books that they 

read. In the second survey the learners seemed to prefer soccer magazines and short 

stories. 

Secondly, it would seem that there was a change in reading arrangements and 

patterns since there was some evidence of reading becoming a shared activity, as I 

noted in my field notebook on several occasions. The learners seemed to see reading 

as a collective activity and discussion of the books took place within groups of 

learners, while they were sharing a book and showing each other the pictures as is 

illustrated in the following excerpts from my field notebook: 

"D. shares his book with other children" 

"G. reads the sport magazines together with M.", 11 September 2002 

"0. was reading silently ... children were laying on the mat to read." 12 September 2002 

"T. is reading poetry with another learner ... " 16 September 2002 

"0. was reading aloud for L., S. and N ... " 18 September 2002 

"the children are discussing the right order of the text ... they are laughing with their 

friends ... " 20 September 2002. 

"Reading together" and helping each other to read created a better 

understanding between learners from different language backgrounds an unintended 

outcome prevalent during this phase. In the interviews with some pupils during the 

final phase, one pupil stated: 

A: "I saw in the questiOlmaire that you tried to read books in Xhosa?" 

P4: "I tried to read" 

A: "Did you understand itT' 

P4: "I asked help to other peoplell
." 

Another pupil answered: 

A: "In what language did you try to read as well?" 

P6: "In Xhosa" 

A: "How did you read it?" 

II my emphasis 
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P6: "I read it and looked at the pictures and I got help from the others 12." 

Xhosa-speaking children usually have to speak English (and even Afrikaans) on a 

daily basis, because it is the medium of instruction in the classroom. It is a situation 

of "sink or swim" in the classroom. English and Afrikaans learners who tried to read 

Xhosa books understood the difficulties that Xhosa learners have to face every day in 

school. As some learners explained during the interview, they had to ask for help in 

order to understand the book that they were trying to read. Asking for help and 

working together might lead to a classroom where teamwork is more important than 

competition, where learners begin to develop empathy for those who struggle with 

English. 

Lastly, the aspect of time played an important role in this theme as well, that 

is, the time spent on reading books voluntarily_ The learners reported when they read 

voluntarily during the intervention period: fifty six percent stated that they read after 

they had completed an activity, 37% when they entered the classroom in the morning 

and 7% took a book whenever they had free time. 

My observations support this. In my field notes (9 September 2002) I wrote, 

"The learners enter the classroom. They look at the posters and other material on the 

walls and start reading it." And on another occasion (12 September 2002) I recorded, 

"They saw that [the teacher] was not at school yet. As soon a<; they came into the 

classroom they ran to the books and started reading". 

Other reading moments took place whenever they finished a test, group work 

or any other given task, for example, "After the History test they went to the cupboard 

to fetch a book and then sat silently at their desk or on the mat to read until everybody 

was finished". 13 September 2002 

4.3.2.4 Risk taking 

It is actually remarkable that the learners reacted positively and 

enthusiastically, because after all, the available books were new to them. Every day 

they would voluntarily go and choose books to read. For example, on Wednesday 11 

September, I wrote, "The children were going automatically towards the 

cupboard ... the children start reading". 

12 my emphasis 
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At the beginning of the intervention, I explained to them that they could read 

as much as they wanted and what they wanted. There was no competition attached to 

this two week-intervention. I made it clear that they would not be assessed or graded, 

so their reading was completely voluntary. According to the second reading survey, 

most learners read between 5 and 15 books during the two weeks (mostly short 

stories). In practice, they read between 0.5 and 2.5 books a day. According to my 

observations the learners changed books regularly_ "'M. takes George's marvellous 

medicine, he goes to his seat and start browsing through the book. He puts it back. 

He looks at the Afrikaans books, takes a book about trains, afterwards he takes a book 

about space ... " 12 September 2002. 

Making choices involves "risk taking", but this risk taking went far beyond 

just taking the risk to make choices and to read. Prior to the intervention little reading 

material, which was low in complexity, was available in the classroom. So, during 

the intervention the learners did not seem to fear to engage in reading different genres 

and books with a higher complexity (i.e. soccer magazines, short stories). Some 

learners were even "brave" enough to take the risk of reading books in different 

languages. 

Although they had access to a variety of books in Mrikaans and Xhosa, most 

pupils (83%) however, reported that they read English books, as we can see in the 

Table 4.12 below. 

English I Afrikaans Xhosa Afrikaansl Englishl Afrikaansl 

Xhosa Xhosa English 

Language 83% 7% 10% 

they used 

mostly in 

reading 

Language 17% 37% 20% 12% 2% 

they tried 

to read\3 

Table 4.12: Languages used m readmg 

n 2% did not answer this question. 
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In the interviews, PI claimed that Afrikaans is more difficult to read, although 

it is her home language " ... Because English is easy to read, Afrikaans is more 

difficult... ". P3 stated that Afrikaans is easier to read " .. .I read in both languages 

[English and Afrikaans] ... I find Afrikaans more easy ... ". Even though they had 

access to books in their mother tongue during the intervention, I assume that learners 

considered reading in their mother tongue (Afrikaans or Xhosa) as too much of a risk, 

because they were not used to this. In some cases, Xhosa learners were not able to 

read in Xhosa as some of them mentioned in through informal conversations. 

The themes that emerged from the data gathered in the main research period 

suggest that all the trends seemed to be intertwined. Although discussed separately, 

we cannot disconnect the availability and variety of text from the reading culture and 

risk taking. 

It seemed that the availability, easy access and the variety of books not only 

caused excitement, but I observed a change in attitude. The learners were more 

settled and quieter than usual. Actually, the complete reading culture changed. They 

took the risk to start reading, because they had the choice to read and could choose 

their own books. They read together (with each other and for each other). They also 

helped each other with reading, even in languages other than their mother tongue, 

which minimized the risk of reading books in different languages. 

4.3.3 Text Analysis of learners 'written work 

In the following section the learners' written work is analysed and discussed to 

reveal how the learners tried to make meaning in the different activities. They 

completed two tasks. For the first, the prediction task, learners were given titles from 

newspapers for which they had to write their own article. For the sequencing task 

they worked in groups. Each group was given a story that had been cut in paragraphs 

and jumbled. The learners had to arrange the paragraphs in such a way that the story 

"made sense", which does not necessarily mean that they had to put it in its original 

order. 

Three main themes emerged from the text analysis of the two activities. These 

include context related cues, lexical cues and miscues. 
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4.3.3.1 Context related cues 

Within this theme of context related cues I focused mainly on two categories, 

namely, the use of prior knowledge and the writing style in the prediction task. Prior 

knowledge refers to the learners' knowledge that they used (or could have used) to 

make an informed guess in order to make meaning. 

As regards to the first category, the learners had free choice to pick one of the 

following newspaper titles to write the article: "Afronaut Mark stops traffic but gets 

learners going", "Welcome back Natalie", "The many faces of Desmond Dube", "The 

story of Sarah Bartmann" and "Couple held for murder of missing girls". The 

learners who choose the same topic were put together in one group, hence five groups 

were created. 

From their work, I examined how the use of prior knowledge was expressed in 

the different groups. At one level, it could be detected in the manner in which the 

learners made use of the title. Four groups only wrote about the protagonist whose 

name was mentioned in the title (Mark Shuttleworth, Natalie DuToit, Desmond Dube 

and Sarah Bartmann). They seemed to ignore the rest of the title, some indication of 

only writing about something they were familiar with. Below are the examples from 

four groups that illustrate the above. These excerpts illustrate how the protagonist is 

viewed (heroic, role-model status) by the learners. It also illustrates how the learners 

focused on what they knew and left the rest of the title, by and large, unattended. 
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In both group 1 and 2 examples Mark Shuttleworth and Natalie DuToit are 

portrayed according to a similar "hero image", especially in the following lines (the 

given number refers to the number of the line mentioned in the articles above): 

Group 1: 

15 "famous at the age of 26" 

20-21 "funding the Hip to be Square camaign" 

29-30 '"the first African to travel to space" 

3 2-3 3 "perform experiments up there ... to study the Aids virus" 

Group 2: 

6 "losing her cereer of swimming" 

7 "swim with disabled people" 

8 "she did not give up hope" 

To illustrate the first group's pnor knowledge on Mark Shuttleworth's 

"success story", we can take a look at the details in the article. Their meticulous 

description illustrates the amount of knowledge these learners had gathered about the 

life of Mark Shuttleworth prior to the task. They obviously had a lot of prior 

knowledge about this man as shown in following lines. 

3 "studied business and computer technology" 

14 "the sum of 575 millions" 

16-18 "for each of the people who worked with him ... tea lady, cleaner, gardener...a 

million rand each" 

20-21 "is currently funding the hip to be square camaign" 

22 "after moving to England" 

The second group who wrote about Natalie DuToit used the same style as the 

Shuttleworth-group, but showed less detailed knowledge of their "hero", because they 

do not inform the reader what the cause of her accident was, except very indirectly in 

line 10, as illustrated in following lines. 

3-4 "she was in a terrible accident" 

5-7 "she was about 2 months in hospital; and when she got her results she was 

devastated. She thought about losing her cereer of swimming" 

10 "People use to ask her what happened to her leg" 

12 "she also received received two gold medles from the common wealth games" 

The Natalie DuToit group realised at the end of their article that they had to 

take the whole title into consideration, which was the given task. So, in the last 
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sentence the learners tried to fit in the part of the title "welcome back" as they wrote 

in line 14-16, "When she came back from the common wealth games they welcomed 

her back". 

At the time of the writing of these articles, both Mark Shuttleworth and 

Natalie DuToit had been on TV and in the newspapers. The learners seemed to have 

gathered this prior knowledge and used it effectively in the article. 

The third group also wrote about the protagonist in their article, "Desmond 

Dube". They specifically focused on Desmond Dube's personal life in considerable 

detail. However, they do not tell us how Desmond ended up on TV from being a 

street kid, as illustrated in the following examples: 

"Desmond Dube was a street kid" 

2 "he ran away" 

16-17 "the people love like his program" 

In a similar way as the previous groups did, they focused on one part of the title 

"Desmond Dube". It seemed that they were more interested in his family life, 

because it was probably the only information they had about him using their prior 

knowledge, which is illustrated as follows: 

3 '''he met a lady her name was Lettie and then they fall in love" 

6 "tree months leter his wife relied that was pregnant and she told Desmond 

Dube that she was pregnant" 

10 "it was a boy" 

11 "when his baby boy was about six years old she was pregnant with another 

child" 

12 "their names was Thabo and pinky " 
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5 onc:\ """",fit- \::r> s~l ~\ rn'~eoI ~c4 ~ h.e... !.V<*l." 

b<> ~l"'c' CMd I~Yrled ac'=ul ~~~,\::r"e.- W\Ol",,\:i.,s' 

~ w'b ""i r- ~,e:d ~l wan ~ ~ ~ \;elc:l 

tx-.aTVlor1-O/ tmbe_~\:; 'Ohe. I..,j~ ~<"J~ ol"l.d ~"'cf 
b\..\be I-OC<~ s""" e:.J\ert<::"""d ~t h.1E, CJ~ it. ~~ ~~, ~ 

10 ~ 8"\ bt;.l It. ~ o.!f:A Soc "'''- c::o.~d on L;)1t-t... ~T 
~~ C>~ "!.u'c, I::n.by ~ t.::>c.s. Dbo1.4~ ""'''' ye.::~ 01<:\ ~ 
'-X:l~ ~~ ""',\h ~!;4,.f c;..,.; leI.f4. bo.!:J "'V~ '<'terri 
~Elr f'(orY\e.e ~ ,\.....~~ c..~"\ f"""' ¥-..y Cl",01 '-~ \-1....3' 
,~'"'f ~"! \.::Je.."""'" 'ro ,.,o(t:h"j ~ C>~ ~~wlMct 

15 '6t».:>e ca('''''~'z;( on ..,.:>:\:::f-, hi,=> ~M t.;;:>,tL 1--1,,,> 

c-h Idren cIVld he c=:'!.> ~fpY CA""~ .fI.-.e- fe&>fle I-oyfl. lli<e 

17 lA·:;> ,(!fOrw? 

Group 3: "lne many faces of Desmond Dube" 

JHr ~.:"i c:f S~\2-t:\\-\ £,1\ Rltt7fltJN 
1 .Sofah &t(t~ ....... ." ~~ ~~ ~l" \'6Q ''In 

t;\..--.e.. ~re Pro..?~ ~\. __ ~ h~~ c::T'" c, ~~u 

!oru.:::J ...r.~ ~-'J k::..~ ~",,,-
',.,J,:;~~ Q:5. ~ 61-=v~ I~.e.. ~(,bc:;::;-.. 

5 ~~ ~b ~~ ~...- lJ.-e"........... ~_$...oC 

st-.,,-cors 
'l.o "" ~u.I:;.cJ.-... (~~) 8~ Sur.::;.pe: ~'e:;\C~ h.er 
~ ~ i...... t/'\~----. A,...,c:l ~~ Ic .... (;;...er .s~ 

bec~~ =- probed.uk LI.-dc ,"",... ''''b~ ~ 
~o .\).v\c........... ~C-or'I o~~cJ h~ ~ ~ .•• ,t . ..-e r,,,>,} .. 

~ oc:::k' <:>r.::1u~L c;):);::::;...k. ~\..--..,.e/;/ <?<A_~ / o.lJ 

it ~--:> ~s ~ \cw / a.."..cJ :!S">~ 
h.-c~* >.::~ s~ <~C:J 5t--__ c{. .. Cj 

_D~ L'--.t2.- ~lJec-t...'1'o'~' L"'" Io-v<"'S a(r.1.cA· 
15.l\....c:k c.,.. .€k-...(~"-'~ \-"v.,....."O.~~~.J.;,.. 

.~~ ur1Cc>~'SG?c::v ... obt~ \0:-.0 cot.......>...... 'IA..e,.-. \,,-J\..,.CO .,-.."t3t,..-..Jt.c 
'" ,'-'"' "~,r<O. c"f c>0d -5~-':J \;>.--'''''' ":;'::r:jl'\.~o" 

. ~ ___ r-.tcao..~ ~~r~ to s\..-.:;::. ...... lc:J J:::.::e_ f'e....c '---,rr~ d 

20 SQ'oh &:.k-r-"o~ \,<",.;::1 t:..r ....... -e.. S~h A~~n 
c;.,'4cJ SL-oe:. ..........,..-!!<- """ Cf'!t'.d..,..""" .cT.j~ e;.h-.. 6~'C'>,-,,).:::} 

bQ br~d <-Jlt:\"- re~,-

oed she died in lE,q .n PO('v 

Group 4: 'The story of Sarah Bartmann" 

The fourth group composed a short passage on Sara Bartmann's whereabouts, 

but the article reads as if the group did not relate to the topic. They started off well by 

describing what had happened to her, but then they lost the plot. I assume they had 

very little prior knowledge about this topic, and it was not enough to enable them to 

write a coherent article as these lines illustrate: 

6-8.1 "the Dutch traded her to a Dutch (person) From Europe exabicion her body in 

a museum" 
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Results of the research 

15-19 " ... Bartmanns humanness make it unconscionable to own her who might it 

future pop up and say that Egyption mummies and people to should be 

returned to Egypt" 

: n 'SQ'P dt~ tit s 

B <>,"" '" 0 r <:> '" 
1 "'-I'Vh= po"c.e ~'ChI1lCj td"" fY\'~""'~ ~ 
~h~~,r\~ ,-::le:5S\CG c:Y.df!'\on or>cl hOl~ "Veil:>, 
~dOtJ tOunci /:.~ \:x:Cres 'oJ\:, \-ave 4el La 
COf'¥h'r{ the °denICI~'1es< A f'<"on \.M:>11::'?rg'1r. a 

" j"W<::ocJc.,;d 01<3::1 cla~ to t}e v.\\O~ '*' m\den\-,oll 
In ~\1."cl\<.,., 0=. lhe",1r\s <horne ~\~ of 
I~, ~e l,lr.e d,~~ ~ o<>d t'i\l?=-d orr 
1.tx'If'c:e "::horl~ otter \unch&ffle< 1t'i's r('an was • 
1t.d<.\'''9 -...e.", d {'oro \'\JO~1c. ~\.e h~." d..:::q 'Storde::J 

10 Lo ~\ ~N> c: \.he ~~.\f,s ~ 'lc:ol ~ 0 o\:oU:. 
. \ ~ "In t'0e (d-<?">t. ancJ we ~ re< ~ :f'"e 
~rn 0 ~\"'<t>l or I-t's fore os. he eJ(p\~ ,-he L~ 
. ~r\s ~ 'ead\"l ~. \\e~..the fdlce 
and the tx>\~ ~ ~enl"'" ..Nere ~'ln 10 

15 .<r>~"'ute:'>. ~ ?=>I"'~ arrE"bce>d!.he rYlon \:::)ecnvse 
lhl'::Lt th~hC he. ~ Lhe ~\\e.r'" \">our \qle.r 
~ d<::=t.o?", t_rat. el{c.rn'i'nej the \::xx:f."~ wens • 
cb\e to ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ thaL ,\:.. "0os 

Ithe cy~s c::>;JcJI ",the G::.u,r,d ~r pr,,...,\:::s ,Ire p:>I:::e 
20 lod::.. G ~ pr,r\l:s ord w.er-e able. to ~ 

\3."""" '-'\> Cord lo .~ t\,e'i'r -SUp-'i'-se ",L \N.::>S 

lvvo I:.e:x:~ thd:. ~<2 c..\:. the LINe 3~fls Ack.'!:p 

~~ \~ O::>~ llAe <:aup\e <::flo cl:5OUt ~ 
dan".,t. 21Y\"d~o.\\ ", Q.~Ic-<e;1. t~ ~n Lira:, r~ ~ ~\" 
~i;~"",..;)a-::' ~CC.0 \el\:.~_d o..o.,ne =,-,pe. dec 'oc:::d 

,\NO'S> ~rate.a ,,\0,~:Sou\ lh~ aue~Q"c:d 
'L~ ":::>e~Qtly f~ S:.\~ reo'S'on"" -::, c::kJ;Jf 
1oflE:J thot. 'IN 'C ~"oI.:l '50 (: t!ne ~Ij t~ 

'y.,)(2 r.e~ded. \b\\~ ord~"",~co· o'wa~~ 
30 'riale.d tire. Q.oupi<? Of'\d ~ ll-.e couple 

ch::.1~ /::.k~ ~bI cb ~bh'''J ObD<-oc !:ohe 
~~CQ <.::>nC'..1 Holl_'1 >'de wd~j 8",....,,, tfeov> 

....,\--en or.e or !:he I:=he><;;. ,.3(ob'oed l:}.e 

i1:o.., :yi:=,' o"d 10:::>1<.. t..W::"" 1<') ~:J,,,,, VC>o lhe~ I:co k t.h~ 
35 ~ 1:0 a o~ I.0Qr~ ju,*- cwt.s>,de cl M,~holl. 

~ the 10k 5U'\e, '-f' L.»t,\' c> ,_nf L,hen \:h",,:) 
bLlf nec\ tk 3;' IE, On:::! 6sl or all che ~6~d the. 

» ';j,r\s. 0>. bmCc.., =1-. Tf.erl lk:'j ~p=l .5,,1& 
ir. lhe ro=Sl: a<d ~hc <:.o"pe. ran O"-'0j' lh.s 

40 ~ Cl \::,r,,1:d ""ur~ .s;o:.d t:.l.-e ch..er or fOl,C.e, but:: 
!J,eJ \J,I\ £3"',<,-,<:: J~;ce tJ-e o::of\~ "",II ~ce 
.<exc:c:IC.US,Qrl on I=k-o ::l.. 7 

Group 5: "Couple held for murder of missing girls" 

The fifth group of learners wrote the above-mentioned article. In contrast to 

the other newspaper articles they took the whole title into consideration. They did not 

only write the story of the missing girls, but they talked about the "couple, which were 

held for the murder". This group succeeded in making meaning of the whole title_ 

These learners wrote down a detailed description of the events, which show that they 

were well informed and possessed prior knowledge of the event. Their knowledge 

enabled them to mention details of the story as follows: 
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Results of the research 

5-7 "the village of Mildenhall in Suffolk, near the girls' home village of Soham" 

1 0-1 1 "his dog took him about I km into the forest" 

16-17 "I hour later the doctors that examined the bodies" 

25-26 "the couple was separated in the joul they questioned them separalty" 

34-35 "they took the girls to a old warehouse" 

38 "they dumped the girls in the forest" 

The second category of context related cues focuses on the writing style the 

learners applied in their articles. Interestingly, when describing the leading person in 

the article, the learners seemed to use a biographical style in a chronological story 

line. This was the only writing style detected in the learners' work. They seemed to 

be familiar with this style of chronological writing as illustrated below. 

The first group (see article group 1 above) told their story starting with "how 

Mark Shuttleworth grew up" until the time he actually went to space and what is still 

going to happen. 

"Mark Shuttleworth grew up with his parents" 

20 "And is currently funding" 

29 "This may be the first African to travel to space" 

33-34 "The results of these tests have yet to be concluded" 

The same kind of chronology was applied in the second, the third and fourth group's 

articles. In "The history of Natalie DuToit" (see article group 2 above) it was done as 

follows: 

2 "She started her cereer from a young age four years when she turned 18 she 

was in a terrible accident." 

6 "She though about losing her cereer of swimming." 

12 "She also received two gold medles from the common wealth games" 

In "The many faces of Desmond Dube": 

"Desmond Dube was a street kid" 

2 "he ran away" 

4 "they fall in love and married" 

15 "Dube carried on with his program ... and he was happy" 

In "The story of Sarah Bartmann": 

1 "Sarah Bartmann wa') born in 1789 in the Cape Province." 
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23 "and she died in 1819 in Paris." 

Interestingly, the learners in group five who wrote the article about the missing 

girls did not approach the topic as a biography of the two girls, but they told the story 

of the events as mentioned in the title "Couple held for murder of missing girls". In 

the first twenty lines of the story, they wrote what had happened previously and from 

line 20 onwards they focused on the couple that was caught. The learners seemed to 

be aware of the writing style of newspaper articles. They informed us about "the 

missing girls", which was "kno\\>'O" information (according to the media), followed by 

the "new" information about the couple that had been was arrested (the previous day). 

In general, we can state that the learners applied a familiar style, a biographic 

writing style, especially in the articles where the learners could relate to the 

protagonist( s). They seemed to find it easy to remember information, because the 

topic was relevant to them (as in group 5). So, they made use of their prior 

knowledge on two levels, in content and in style of writing, both of which seemed to 

enable them to make meaning and write meaningful texts. 

The evidence seems to suggest that the learners who were most successful in 

this writing exercise had more prior knowledge about the chosen topic. Group five 

however, was not only successful in writing about the details of their subject, but they 

also had prior knowledge of the writing style i.e. knowledge about how to write a 

newspaper article. 

I assume that the strict chronology that was applied in four of the articles was 

the only writing style these learners were familiar with, as in biographical stories that 

were available in the classroom. It did not seem that they had realised that life stories 

in newspapers often start with the present and then go back in time, except for group 

five. 

We can conclude that knowing more about a certain topic or a certain writing 

style will give the writer a better result and a better chance of success. So, prior 

knowledge seems to playa major role in successful writing. This finding is very 

important, because it implies that reading should create opportunities for learners to 

use their prior knowledge to make sense of the new knowledge and vice versa. The 

more the learners read, the more prior knowledge they create and the better they can 

apply their knowledge in other situations, as the writing exercise suggests. 
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4.3.3.2 Lexical cues and Miscues 

For the sequencing activity, I decided to use Phyllis Savoy's stories from the 

book "The little Wise One. African tales of the hare" (see appendix 8 for the original 

stories), and I had several reasons why I chose these stories. Firstly, the stories could 

be found in one of the books that was available in the classroom during the 

intervention. Secondly, the grade six teacher had selected this book to read two 

stories aloud also during the intervention. As a third reason, I selected this book, 

because the stories are build up chronologically, and the repetitive character of these 

stories would make it easier for the learners to make sense. The characters (e.g. hare, 

monkey, warthog) are recognisable African animals to which the learners could relate 

more easily, which is another important reason for choosing these stories. 

The analysis of the lexical cues is not meant to illustrate how the learners used 

these cues to sequence the stories in a meaningful way, as I do not have prove of this, 

because the learners did not consciously record the reasons why they sequenced the 

paragraphs as they did. It is rather an interpretation of my understanding of the 

usefulness of the lexical cues available in the six stories. 

The term "lexical cue" refers to the relationship between the words, sentences, 

paragraphs, word order, tense, number and gender. Fairclough (1989) refers to these 

relationships as constituting the coherence of a text. The different cues I identified in 

the texts were repetition (nouns, verbs, phrases), synonyms or related words and 

anaphora. 

I would also like to clarifY another term that I will use, namely "miscues". 

When learners are not successful in sequencing the stories, it means that the words or 

phrase structures used in the text might have been too difficult. Therefore the learners 

were unable to make meaning of the given story. However, these miscues should not 

be considered as failures or mistakes, but rather as a guideline on how learners tried to 

make meaning, but misinterpreted the story line and the available cues. 
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Group I :"The waxen horns" 

(parI!t9~ph 1 J 

Long. long a~o at! the animals of Africa \'t'c:-e cr: f~i;!nd!y 

terms \.,-ith one another. They made their c''':n 1=-- ..... :; and 
n.J.les. and frunl time to t.iJne they ch05e a kin", to guide 
lht!rn. At th..i3 particular tlmll the elephant ruled. a3 monarch 
of the "'ilds. and his subject3 ",Ulingly carried out hi. e,ery 
wim. 

r2] One day. anxious to d1.s.cuss a matter of lmportance and 
great prlvacy th.at concerned the anteJopes. Elephant called 
a m.~tjng or all the homed ruenlbers of hi:; kjn!(cJom. They 
jn1Jnedjal~ly made ready to attend. 

bguru me Me was hom:teSS. or course. When he re
!P3JaJ\ged that toe was not included In the summens. t.e ;oca.< nGt 

nl upset but also ap'eatly annoyed. He was an mqlllslOY.e 
o Ylure and the more he thought about it . the ~o:-e enVl-crea ~ 

OU5 and tllagruntJed he becarn . 
"I shall attend the m .... tin.! .. he grumbled a~ he ""I ",..,h 

hi:t chin in h~ paws in deep cogitation. " r ml!St rh!nk L!f ~ 
plan to deceive the antelopes into believing that I am a 
Dlember or their community:' 

(pol, Fur two W' h u la c:!.ays Sun'::\l~U tho,",Sht . L~d thou.:,h:. and. 
Ull:Ju~t - until at 14J!lt. he '5o8.t up N'Hh .. jt!'rk. aJ ~d .t=. la:8(: ~ 
replac:ed r.ho rro~--n. tha i had pucke rtKJ hl.5 ra(.;~ t"oJ r .;..) lon.tl~ 

H. chorUod ft.o1; h u ~ld ppe:.1 towarrl~ tnit'!" for L ",u uj nutde h\.s 
way to a a eserted bees' neat, wole t" .. he nu-n~n ·.bt:I'ed ~4!'oetna: 

in an an(·bear hul~ noc.fr.r RWa)' H~ ~oon ' ()';~l~ed H . se?a" 
rated the wax fro," lhe old hon.e).colTlb. and: t.X.l .... th~ W •. 'II: 

_ _ hama. ~ ___ _____________________ _ 

(P5J With grea . skill he shaped the ",ax into a pair "r etejjlani. 
shiny horn.:l to ..... ear on top of hi~ head . Then he sett1~ 
down for the night with a slab or conlenUllenL 

r~ Early the next morning he mould~ the waxen horns onto 
his he:a d to fit secureJy between his neat Uttle round ears. 
The n hoppity-skip he went down the path to the antelopes' 
m <>e> tin& place. smillng to him..elf and shakin~ his head rrom 
ti.l:ne to time to test the firmness of' his Dew head-dr~ 

.• ~"-n excellent imJ tation;' he smirked. " Those fooHsh :tnte
• lopes will never suspect that my horn!: are not real! " 

T'he!""e Wag a s harp nip in [he ~arly morning air as S-..m
guru set out f'rom home. so the wax. held firm and hard. au:: 
as be neared the m eeUng place. the day promised 1.0 b<!<:ome 
h ? 

(P7] ~nl!l m any eurtOU$ ~anceg in hb dirt'Ct'ion a~ he ar
rtv~. SunjfU r u lost no !.ime !n minglin& ~i!.h the cro'Ad. He 
88 '\."9 a ~ of retia(. Thank KOO'1n~~51. h~ thonght. none of 
the anj nuaJiI has rEW."-Oeniged me. F,vpn [h(: e=lephsnl"s ;,"itrilant 
eyes accept ed him as one of the i!-rn)up. An went weU for a 
whlle. and h e heard many secrets that concerned the 
horned creatu res. 

.But the hare had overlooked the fllct that WIIX melts in Ihe 
mIdday heat - or perhaps he was Unaware (,,1 It - and liS the 
Sun grew hot[er. ihe waxen horns Oe@:an to son en untjJ at 
l~t they started to melt. Sunguru felt something wet trick. 
hn~ down the side of his fltocoe. He Ln..lshad it away im. 
patIently. thinking that he was perspiring. Rut 10 hi. horror 
h~ 9.r")l\o' t.hat there wa~ mol~n W~ on his paw. 

He paled beneath his Cur. and tried to find a Corne .. In 
which to hide. But the anteloPES had alre3d.v noticed that 
his eleganl horns werr. benciing in the heat. They were tOO 
quick for him. and as the disKuise collapsed 011 either sid~ of 
Sunguru '3 head. the jostling crowd caughl him and dragged 
hiin c" th? ir king. 5hoiltin~. ·· Ionpos.to, ;::-: Sp: .. •·· 

"\\'eH:' said Ihe el£!phan. -.;-hen he ~w t he har'e' s In">sch-

IP1~h . "il Sunguru wishes to wear oroaITlents o n has head. J 
shall see that his wish Is carried out. It will act a~ a re
nUotJer oC his deceit f"or ever more!" He then ordered the 
horned creatures each in turn to pull Ihe h~.re·s ears W'lth 
aJ. their mlaht. 

!p' I) '."his punishment was administered until Sunguru's little 
round ears had stretched. and stretched. and stretched to 
the length of the elegant waxen horn. with which he had 
uiad to dece1ve not only the antelopes. but his king as well. 
And to this very day the hal'e wear~ his long ears as a badge 
of his disgrace. and he is disliked and distrusted by all the 
horned ar.imals around hbn. 

!\.Ild by the Kikuy u ur ~tounl "roy!! . '..'11:.'" 10::! '" ·""it.;' .. ·.t.n.a:;~ln6 is ruso (cund in 
!fIan~ lJ ~hil:- O' .. \~I :-it:~ 

Results of the research 

Group 2: "The Lion, the Hare and the fleas" 

fpa<3!l"'ph 11 r~ lion, t~ hare and the fleas 

In the long, long ago. when the world was \'ery )'OIL"lg and 
animals could talk. a lion was walking along a footpath one 
day when he saw one of Ha;-e'3 children playtng in the 
sunshine. 

rpll Now. the liO{I ~~ to ~t thaI day and be was 
hungrj. So although Hare's ch1Id was \.ery small. he c:aughl 
' .n<l at" i! ~use his stomach was empty. 

iPJJThe hare. being 1leaI'b1. saw thU happen. He was very 
angry 'Aith the lion and decided to punish him. But becaU5e 
the Hon was 90 big and fierce and strong. and the hare so 
very smaII and weak, he could not SO up to the lion and say. 
··Lion. why did you eat my chiJd1·· Surely the lion would 
~ea~i.o"ll I~ !:!~ had to plan his revenge very carefully. 

fl>4jAlthou gh the bare was sucb a HttIe fellow. he was re
nowned throughoul the Ia.Dd Ibr his cleverness. He thought 
for a loog lime how to get the better of the lion. until at last 
he hit upon.a p_lan.....:.... _______ ~~~ ____ ...... 

{p3J Now. he ihoughTIo hlmseJr. J must pretend to know 
nothing of the fact thaI he killed my chiId, and make him 
believe that I am his mend. And be smiled al his own 
ingenuity. 

(p6J Mme days passed before he saw the Hon having his mid
day rest in the shade or a tree. He sidled up to him and 
bowed deeply. saying. ··Good day. friend Lion! I see you 
ha\'e chosen an excellent resting place on this very hoI day. 
Have you eaten we)]?"' 

(PlJ "Yes, Hare. I have eaten well. J caught a fat bush·pig thaI 
will satis~ my need!! for several days." 

IPhlWhiii IIiiI hole was deep eoooch. the bare carefully put 
the lion's tall into it. and ftIIed It agaln with the earth that 
be bad dua out. Then be ftrmly stamped down the soil with 
the blunt end of his stick so thaI no matter how hard the 
lion pulled. be would DOt be able to free himself. 

[plOjlt was not IoIl8 before !be Uon. soothed by the hare comb
ing through !be hair OD tIM end or his taIL feU into a deep 
sleep. With a chuckle or eJee the hare, using a sharp-pointed 
stick thai be bad brought with him. began to dig a bole 
quite close to !be roo( 01 the .Hon·s tall. 

(P96.u .l.A:'1. me neJp you.. 1t"'feDd. ... saJd OW hare. ")"U hoK2 your 
. • wHh ooe PIIW whOe J C8itcb the ness with the other. " 
How JIOOd it is to have such a true &fend!" smUed the 

lion as he settled down again to contlnue his nap, wbile the 
hare began to catch the 0_ OD ..., ...." a( !WI !I.jI,. 

1P12)He poked the lion in the ribs and called. " Gel up, Lion. 
and tell me wbo It is that eats cllildren!" 

The lion wolle .. 1th a_~.~ tried to jump uP. but hi. 
tail was so IlimJy embiilif"ed' ~ the hole that he Cell back 
with a roar of pain. After much stru&gling be managed to sit 
up and tried 10 grab the hare. but be might have saved him· 
self the trouble. The bare was well beyond his reach, 
thoroughly eJUoying the lion's d1scomIIture. --------

lPlJ) Roaring in rage. the lion reaUsed that he was firmly 
trapped. He also Jmew that he could DOl expect any hetp 
from the an.l:mals around. for had he not. at some time or 
:mother. made a meal of at least one 0( their relations? 
There 'Wti his mate. of COI.ll"'se', but as he had refused to 
mare the tasty bush-pill v.."1lh her. :the was 3ure to take her 
o~n ~veoge~ 

loJ) "And did YOll sleep well last nig.llt?" 
"Ye:;. Hare, I !Iept well. " 
"But you would sleep much better if you did not have so 

many fleas in the brush of your taU~ I can see them running 
about from wbere I stand:· 

"1 know. Hare." replied the lion. "The fleas are a great 
bother to me. because my J.ajJ 110;)) not stay still while I try 
to catch them. They are such small creatures, and my paws 
are ,;0 tarae." 
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Results of the research 

Group 3: "The hare and his mother 

Ip.r.9,a~11 I J The hare and his mother 

Kalulu the Hare was a good son. He had supported his 
mother throughout the lean years that foUowed his father'S 
death. but be was having more and more diffioulty in find
ing sufficient food for the two of them. So he finally decided 
to look fOl" work at the farm of a man V\o'oo lived nearby. 

[P2] The man was pleased to employ IliJIl beCause, having no 
sons, there was no one to herd his cattle. It became the 
hare's work to take the beasts out to pasture each day as 
soon lI$ ~ Jl{.a,a,~ ~ WbeD the cows had been 
milked, Kalulu was given a calabash ~ milk for his break, 
fast. and another one when he returned in the evening. His 
morning ration he took to the grazing~s v.itb him. 

pl3f'y the time Kalulu~ caught up with him. the m'ln had 
reached his father·ln-Iaw·s hUI anti was insilk> gn>t!linl; lhe 
old man. "Ilrinc me the bag and lhe honey, "lire." h .. l~lIf'1l. 
"and shut lhe door S() tllal we are nul ,tislllrr. ... I."· 

Kalulu Ivst no lime In folluwing Ih .. man's InsfrllcliolU. 
Then he put a heavy pole lIgllinst the rfoor so Ihat II roul.., 
not be opened from lhe inside. With his '",r lu the ,I .... r 
wailed. 

, .. , The bare, bowever, had his own reason for taldIlg the DillX 
to the pastures each day. When he reached a big tree along 
the way, he stopped and. tapping the trunk lightly, called. 
"Mother. Mother. come out! It is your son with your food." 

TIleD his mother would come to the opening and embrace 
him. She would pour some of the milk into her own caIa· 
bash before returning to her underground refuge. and v.-as 
alwaY! veq grateful to ber sag for his care. 

ipl! One day the man said. "Hare, why Is it that you do not 
drink your mllk before you leave each day'? Wbo are you 
feeding on my food?" 

"In the early hours of the day I do not need food," KaJulu 
replied, "I prefer to drink it when the sun is hot, and the 
beasts are restinl under the trees." 

IP5l The man became more and more s~plcious as the days 
passed and the hare continued to take his breakfast with 
him each day. So he decided to spy on him, to see if he 
spoke the truth. 

[p61 One morning the man rollowed al a distann! and. sure 
enough, as KallIlu reached the tree he saw him mp il and 
heard him ,,,,II. "M1>Ihcr, Mother. il is )'Ollr :lOll hringlng 
your~~." ______________ ~ __ ............ .. 

Ip71. The man went back to his hut. picked up a bag. slung \I 
over his shoulder aQd retumM to the tree. Three times he 
tapped the trunk and called in a small and squeaky voice, 
"Mother, Mother, iI 'ls your S<ln bringing you more food." 

TIle old hare call1G\ 10 thl! opening, and was immediately 
seized and pili into ' the bag. Then lhe man hurried home 
with his catch. 

11'41 'I1le following da when Kalulu took Ihe callie oul 10 

graze, he tapped *tree and called his mother as usual. 
but there .. no , For Ihree days the same IhlnB hap-
pened and in greal w he concluded Ihat a jackal must 
have eaten her. -

[P12l<alulu opened the hag, To his great surprise amI juy, IIlU 

jumped his mother. "So that is how lhe mnn n!pa)'s 1\1.' rur 
all my hard work'" he exclaimed as he l'mhracell her. "1 
shall punish him for this." to'UUng the bag with angl')" bees. 
he tied It up again and hastened siler the man. 

(P91 On the fourth da 
me. I have a 
banded the hag to 

man saki, "Hare. carry this bag for 
to take to my rather·in·law." And hie' 
hare. 

some distance along the mad to the 
heft a honey·binl called ft-nm a treto 
said. "Hare. go with Ihat bint and 

________ ...!:ILt_hen-.:.:~fi=ollow after me." 

to a ollow tree, and the contented 
showed that there was a great deal of 

honey. So the hare lOOk the axe !'rom his bell. and pur down 
his bag next to a bush before he began to chop. II did no! 

lake him long to reach the nest, and aner a ~ feed nf 1M ' 
delicious honey he broke off a big piece of ('11mb ror the rna" 
and tunaed to pick up tbe baa-

But something was slnlKBlinll inside lhe hog an,1 a vnk~ 
called out, "Oh. untie me! Untie mel" 

----------~--------~ 
[p14fresenlly there were shouts Hand screams from inside AS 

the bees. angry at their nJUgh handling. sWRnned (nil wh"n 
Ihe bag was unlled. "Open the door! Open the door! Oh, the 
bees! HurTY, Ihey ant kUltnc us!"' the man .md hI:! f"th'H'·in · 
law and Iheir family shouted. 

11>e screams rootlnued, but the hare did IInl wail , .. Sf!l, 

the outcome. He hWTied '-'k 10 find his mother and lo .. k 
her to live wilh him very far away frum Ihe man wh .. hall 
heen his masler. 

IIlJ11at 00.""" nl AI'rII-an ,. .. k ...... that ant .. ..,.. ..... u .... -uu..."h· lha: hie.n ~f"l;' h ....... .." 
h ............. work for 'be .. nAt .......... ~ .. h Ih., ... n ...... · r ... . h. U,. .. " ....... ,. hi ...... :an. 
ap.in 1IIiWd", punbr .... ~ .. y or tv tall. ~n ...... b a 'avu",., .. · "Is.:. r .... ~nd tn .fd 

r..-nm. rDnftS In rJUIf1y J.d,a... 
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Results of the research 

Group 4: "The Hare, the Hippopotamus and the Fire" 

Th,' IlIIrt'. t~· hip/JI'pot(If1I11S mllllht' }irt> 
(paragraph 11 

The har" ;tlld Ihe '~P""p"I;III1I1S '''.1'1' ;;1"1,;,1 fri .. llt1s . l'hey 
IYlllk,~1 hlll .. ther in,'lIw veJ.t 111101 .is i'hl "ad, nlh .. r ill Ih~ir 
I ·1·.. . 1. ... m~$.. , ... hIPIMlJ~IIIIl1S was "er)' pI"I"..-1 i" his hUI lin lhe 
,'tIgl' of Ih .. f('I l'S1. + 1 every ,Iav It" !llllh .. ,. ... 1 ",1/1 III'} (;'rnS9 

10 add III Iht' nllll~' . /If his vt'rv IlIn: .. IJt"lI, lill' he was ,1 ~f'IJ 
laf'l:c (Tf'-lI IIIJ', '. . : ' 

Ip9J "[)ear I'rlelld," said the lire. " Iu OO su w'''lld .:ivt: II plffls
lire, hlu II would cause YI)I) IIfJlhit~ 1'111 '.hsll1!SS Ali t .... 
tllres f/'ar me when' k>-lIVP my h,,")('. alHI Villi ~lllJ lri f.-at' 

. . me 11,00," , 

(pll1\9 Ihe hippopotamus refu S<:1111llisll1u In IllS 1" "Ie 'Ialu/IJ!I-, 

Ihe fin. evenlnally said, "Very wdl. wll"..-n.w at lIIid,lav I 

shall visit )" '11," 

The hi/lplIlllllallIus was dehghu'. 1 
The lilllilwing .lay ht! was prel~II'ing r .... lib g UI",' • '1I·J"i~.,1 

when he ht·an) a cradlling noist: .... I~il.., . II .. lu-.kl'tl lIul lit 

~i~ • 
Ihe doorway of his hili III _ a hlg bll/I'k l'IulUl a ppnlftrhlna:, 

and mallY hirds and allimals IllllnhllC ",wants him In panJe, 

"My (rie.lfl is 1111 hW way'" Ihought .he hi ppoplll::lmlls joy, 

litJly. nlll his jlly Illmed lu li:'llT as .he Ilre ~hte",,1 his hut 
wilh a roar an.1 a hisl!. Thf.n he fill. ~rillil !la n K'S ffiWeIop 

him as Ih" tintier'dr1l:rolSS tOOl W3.'i his 00.1 c:lughl aJiehl. 
He racl.'fl rmm Ihtr ~t like a hall 0( lire. nnd inill lhe J"iver 
h~ Jllunl.'t'tl III ""111 hill bllming skin. Nflt a hilir \I\/lS 1f'f1 on 

h is hig hare luly - aI!td so i. ha:l remain"" ever s illce. 

[PS) The hippt lJM)(amus was sU .. nl ror It whilo> as llottht ~an 
10 en"'I' jnlo his min.!. 'n,t"ll he sa iii . '·W .. II. mayl.., \lUU at 
rillhl , rrlen,l lIi1rt'. fflr m:tIlY li ..... ~ ha ll' I ""i" 'l't r ,1 h .. :, ~.i 

lalily fl'fllll f'ire . Vel lI~ver un,'e hli~ I", ~I\"'II III" .h. ",'p"r' 
Illuily fie relunling it in my ''''"' h'.I11I· I , h .. 11 ., .. ",,~ 10:, hhn 
abottl il. " 

tp3) The hare was \'et')' angry al slIeh apparent ht'8rtl~ne-. 
Jo'or a Ion.: while he nursed his anllt'r, dllrillg whit-h lime he 
"Ianllf'll III pllnish his fdentl ror his mrl!lessllt's:.. 

Some liml' htl!!r 01; it~aitl \isilt!tl Iht' hiJlIJI." ... lallllls. n"" 
hippo was Ilelitlhh~111I st't' him. a/),I SIN'" iht'ir ' ·/lI)\en..1tiull 

was, nmniul: SllIo"lhl), a~ of nili. 

[p10tBul. gOt.' Jo1re, Ihat wllllid lit! illll ... , ,~it.1o-. , ·""~ill. ' ril\;: (.1Ii 

Itmg'slandinl: friendship. I ha~ .. " .. UII.I.· ... III.H /II ~' \ ,u 

I'It'as.· visi! my hOIlIl'. If' ~1I11 'all flO d .. ' '' . I "hal, "I ,"Y, '11';'1 

Ihl rt' has lJ.·t'/1 btll lil l '.' Irll /h ill ""111 " .... "" >' ·.1 ', k Hil:-I •• " 
Ii.r me," 

(p41 "My frien ..... ~id Ihtt hllJ'e. folluwing a lull in lhe conver· 
sa.i .. n. "\\Ih} is it lhal ~'ire, allhollgh " .... fe&lnc ~at 

friendship lowanls YOII, dlM!S noc 1't:!1IIr11 Iht' lllallY visi ts YOII 
have llilid him'! Surel, II is right Iha. yllll sh .. ultl retlll"n his 
pitsl hospitalily! Or is il Ihal hill frienchlli!> IS }Jol as greal lIS 

he wuuld have yl.'11 !!Ii e?" 

(pS) "No, lIal1'," replied. the hiPllll, "hi:; I'riendsh ip III indeed a 
true one. We alway!! II/xl KJ'I'III enjoynM'nl in roch lither'S. 

ccHnpany." 
'""MIen. rrieml IIippo, III lest his fOlldndB for YOIl. wl hi 

know Ihal '11>11 al"l" 1. 1)' hurt III hi.~ IJel:kd :' 

l-laving had !he !8'ds d dooht 56 S&k'L1'ssl'ull y ~l\ II in hi 
7Jnind, the biworlOtamus In8t 1111 lim ill ":l IIiJll( '-'II ~~r". nit! 
hare diolnof an~lfI\pllny him. "Iompia inilll: ,.( "M)lhril tIC 

"(iooo day 10 you, ~'1re." saitl the h'p\Mlj''',IIIUllb, "'10 I 
lind yuu Wf!JI ..... 

11'2) lie was al",. qllil~ aln , r,Jl' he had a I_IIl1rill c">al 0( hair 
which kelJI him wai{,. thnlllj:IlIOiIl lhe wintt"l' 1",lIlIhs, 

TlM'1I i. 1"'1'1"'""" b>a ... ne da'l , while on a ,y,lIk .. ",.-lh.,l" 
.he hil'P"l'llf Il IllIlS - IO'h .. was IlS clIlRl •• y itS 1>4! was Jarp 
PIISbat lhe hart< agalnsl /I .reP.. hUrlhlg him badly . Nil. I. 
"Using whllt he had dOli ... the hippo(lotamu" w.llked on. fa', 
in~ no notke h'- the h",-,,'s nies 01 pain, 

[plJ)The hippopotarnns:'!"'ver Wflll bock 10 his hclfllO! on lhe 
I'lIge of I he fhrest, I).tf has lived in riwn and lakes rmm 
Ihal llay 011. '01) a~ of lIIf>etinK rire agaill, And he never 

ventures (1111 .. .- .hll' .. alt'f' in daytime, Iea\iin.: il only a . 
night 10 eat 1I141 gm~\1 lilt> water's edge, 

(PS) '"(;ood day 10 YOIl," noplit'.\l l~ fire. ;'11 is ~ klfl~ litnl' ~IM 
I h;tve had the pieasuill Ilf ~~tng VOlt. Har .. }'flU 1"" ,0 III 
lhal YOII have not visilt!tl me ror St. IlIng," 

"Not ill, Jo'lre." replied the h iplJOf"l/ilIIIIIS. "hul I haye I)f-,'n 
grt".lIly gMeVf:fllha. vou hav!' .lI·VI'r Illlllr/ll~1 lilY friHNt hli' 
!ly visllin' II~I: , " 
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Results of the research 

Group 5: "The hare and the warthog" 

I [paragraph 11 Th,' hort! alltl lite /I'f/l11lllg 

Tilt' hiln, waS ,,,11 .• ,. hiIJ",ilif'sS one Illl"-hllll: :I'; Ih .. ~ llll n-. 

IIV .. ,. I~" hill~. "no I h" h'irpetl along tI,,, 1>1111, III .:alhe(" 
1l\llIlpkllls fr"m h", lands IIcclfby. Wt-... , 001 hb "hil,ln-n lhe 
1II1r.;1 beallliful In ihe I; ... d:l And "f!I'llIillly h.' 1t"'1 n, 5('11 10 

hi. II("oud I)" hi~ 110 k:s ul shet'11 illliJ 1l1 .. lI s, Ills 'TOIlS, lUll, 

Wf're all Ihal rOIl"1 lifo r\t1!in'tL Yt:S, life \ViiS i"'''-''11 1:f«1. 

[p2] Ire was !Ifl PhlPC'1"Upjtld Ihlntin, abolll hi5 J)OS$HSions 
Ihal he rlllled 10 lVu'l'h Ih., palh, :md sll<l,lcnlv he 
W h I 

' .. was 
mil(; eo III' IIIln IIIIf IIlr. There he hunll Itr It It,r,: rn.tI\ a 

51"11"1 r .. , .. , '11I;lI'h".1 10 a IlIlIg S<I 1,1i III!. "'hkh h",,1 I:>o>tll\ 

dnve n in I ... he ground Iw. hadl)UI his Ii •• i illill " .. 'I' W~'I 
Md ilP.e1l I:\II1Oinlll), hi(klen in Ihe 1"'It. . 

"011 ... h, "h!" hc shl"iek,!(f, " ilf'I,,! I'lc'a~<J , .II'i., hie',ub 
t'Orne ;11101 CIII me down. Oh, 11<;1", 1 cr.11'!" 

. 1 .• to. . I Ih" h:u~'" ",I:-Ion ur. ' 
rt 

.. ~ contulIlIld II) u ..... , . 
a ...... I ~r.',n,1 ,I ~"\I .,'t' .. ,,' '""111,, 

It! " 1'11--,-, goi." , . ..... . " . 
sn lhe haJY. sa • II f ' j "ltl, ", . " " "W .I",~tl 

II n a. M-aSI ('a "'Y '" 10 helll me , • II the han"!> 1I1. · ... b . lI ,i ' .... · It I 
, . ' instl'ad ,If "8 Ifill HO\l/t'~" I . i 1\ .. a\'iI,\.' 1.'11 "I , I .. I" 

I hi I· ,I'" who \,1 11t'\ "' hng ,·a\l." s an '7" . II -"1" , ' I .... h. h' In '''' 
, . ' n .,..Ii,;II\t; thai h, ' • I.'" t , 
hn'\\lJlale hal'>'. '. ' 1 ,I ... 1,:11'" ,;"d "" ,."., 
U,.,. hanl-he;",It~1 warth,1f!, 1.lInl '_' __________ •• 

[P6) It w as Ialein Ihe IIn"rnoun Whell he !>IIW n w:n·lh • .o: 11 ..... - ., 
ling alollg Ihe palh IOwlln18 him, la il In lh., ai .. ,,, .. 1 11111 or 
imltOrtllll"'!. lie .... ilia.; IIeII,"1 labl . IIlI,u!!hl /lw' 1111/"'. u,l l 
was aholll 10 call (lilt when Ih warlh(~ ,-itW hilll, 

"110. ho. I ... >!" bml:heci Ih" h .. arllho& ('I·ualun,. "Is iI " .. I II ... 
Wise One I SOle hanging hv his let.: ill .. 11("1'0 all lIIHlhwil ~ 

lJUtlllll'l-? Oil. Ih~ is '"0 1\11111)" lIo, h(I , h .. !" , 

r[p13] Thp. ..r;ofl) hm'" knew IIr a game-pilll<''l:l I" a 1"I .. ·tl "' III~' .. I 

IIw ""i';' "r" IIlf'folie I"'l"h which hc'"n~ed It. a ".,;11 II', \'11, 
Iilg ... mill Ihis WII~ whel..., ht' 1('.1 the d)ft..;;). 

Wh," .. It .. .:ame lit Ihe Irap, htt skiPI , I "VI:I it. !.." •• willl; 
Ihal hi.~ lillhl weil!hl ",ould nol hn!llk .h .. IWIj:s Ihal ""\<""",1 

IIw ''''''P h .. 1t> IIno1"nu',uh. 

'[pl2) 'n,is mallo, Ih., wartho!: very ang,"\'. lie Was a bull)' a'HI 
1Il',I ,-u",1 .... "rilidslII, "111 In his twar. he kll .. w Ihal he ha" 
hdlitVt~1 h~.lIy II .. load lUI Inlt-llti .. n .of """l1l1ing Ihis , hnw· 
. ,v.·". ,.n I ... t "a,..~1 I!WI han,. hU\lillt( h' kill him "';1" hi .. 
,harll III~I", '1'110, wily hilrl' II"(I~."I fnull si.l .. It, si.le as he 
""". iln.1 I ... ·,,"S>! Ihe WilJ1h,'ll w"s hill ""tl dlllllbV I", "'11 
1II,Ih,'r an,l f,"lht·r I ... hillli hilI 1'111/ h.· ,""lli'II, ... 1 Ihe 
1·Il.L ..... · 

[p91 I'resenlly I./i" "'1I1'lh~s .'un'>sily I:IlI Ih., I"''' .. r of him. lIe 
".atl h"al'~ ul Iht"'" Ir:Jipll 11111 hatl n .. ve,· ~II IIlle. s" hr- tie
(·"k.1 In Iin.1 11111 how Ih"v wtll·k.-I "11~r .. I -' I 

_ 04 . .. t ! , lP :tall '", II 
"II!. ~ow IS it Ihal yllll h"nl( Ihcrt!, 1I1.~ilk, lI"'vlI~' I ";1111:'1 
UII.1e1 sIan" how Ih.! pole 1:,,1 I'ull Ih .... e .. f\ I h 
th.~ l)tll~ lu p-xfunint; if. - ' . IU t, \~f·llt lip ((-, 

[p4111 was IInl0l11111i1ie for Ihe hare Ihal Ih,i a si"I1'" Ir i ..... , 

was wi.hin ,'arshfJl. nor .Ikl an~ J>;"'S Ilmt " ':1\ II .. . 11 /IIlI.II 

Ihe ,I •• y. 11111 iI was fcll 'luJ»t11l IIlIk .... ,1 111.11 I II.; lllilll ... h , hlliJ 
set Ihe 1m!, ha",ltml.,'() 10 he 1,1t' llflinll 1!'1: IliI)' ill a n" .u tl}, II 
la~. when- it hr-er parly Was ."klll!! 1,lm '<. ;.,,01 lta.1 I" '1,lIl'n 
all .. h .. ", Ih .. ~"are. 

[p14]The warthog. however, helng big and heavy. hrOkl> IlIP 

.~Igs wht'll he Inl(l ntl them. lie rlill inw Ihe "" 1I0l11l1ll0 11 
spik l' Iha. had '-n sel IIprlghl ~l lhe OOItolll. It p,iM1"tl11 h i 
stomiJ("h, callslng him slIch an injury and $(1 mllc'h paUl Ihal 

he dietl hefllre su~t. 

[Pll1 '11Ie hare IOSI 110 li~ in tllllyill1f lhe I"OfI8 lhal held him. 
Olle>! free, be het:an Ia1:UI"Se lhot wllrtho!J, ('.ailing him every 
I~" nao\(. lit' ",,,It I IhlnIt "r he.-aWie he had mfllse<l '0 ""ii' II 
r" .. ,ltllll 1\fOP.U, illl is lite IlIw ,,( Ihe Wild. 

Ip5)1'he h" Urs pal&'(j slflwly, an.1 IIw han' W'1,1 hH,,·,·' ;0" nt'
thollght of hi.o; de.1r wife, hill ('hilt"..,,, . all' I his 11I ':1 "l illll 
"(II'ks of slwep and goalS, whit:h he w.ollkl n.; ~ f' '' ".,. 11';lIlL 

. . 1'be hare !luppressed his angeT at I ht.) Will'I h"g'lo la,lIlhler 

[P~ltl unkind words all,l s.aiol. "\.J£>/\ r rlii'II'\ W, fll"otI r·!I.·IJ,St· 
release me. Whf'n too uw.,..,r ul' Ihi 11'''1' lilH I. II . '" will 
kill me Iof!<'all"" ,Jf illl II", m""Ii"" I It.I"i' I.,~.PII il.1I . bi ~ 
gilflll'l~l._" _________________ ••••• 

'1"'15 WOII make an e1l'el nl I'llb ing posl,' .' con. 

r
101 limll!d. and he ~ 10 rub lhe il"hy spot .. n his t.ck 

against the IM.1ol Oul the warthog was big a nd ...... vy. and 
100 pule w .... I~I and boonoly. !il' il sooo f,,11 down. 

1 ' The hare ran on, lauKiling to himsell". t\n<I Ihe .ilIl1Kl' 
[p ~'f'1f' t>njoyi'd a reast of mast war.~ un .he roll .. wing 

.Ia) 

.u toon IIII!' . 4.111 nu •• Ih~ IutIIU6k ... uun;,!; .. ~'V I ..... n ~di.:d filS .... "u. h~&.U"'&. 

..udhu'b. ho,"KhII hwna .. ttat ...... 1ftS" huh atad .... 11 ...... , Ih...,..'" ,;yw-I u-.... ~ ... 
hi ....... uf dill '''' ~ .,.;al i.. ,ind LtlkUtt: iii human hr!Ulp .lu 
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Results of the research 

Group 6: "The hyena, the goat, the leopard and the hare" 

[paragri\Dh 1] 
(hE' Ity,·/lo. the 1:1)(11. Ihe /tV{Jal"l/olUi lit,' Imrt' 

The h)'(ma 's hume was lIt'ar It rivi·r. allli h" nWIlf~1 II lillie 
,·an.,e 0'- \\ hid, hI' W<u> xCet!1iillKlY 111,.,1111. 1\1<",1 "H' IUb art 
very gn'l. .. lv itnLl Ihis un ... was 11<> e11"1:"liun. II .. also hal" 
pelletl 10 he vllr~' II\I~I"Y , fl'lr he hilll nul ..... PII I .. ,.. S4!vl'J'al 
,lays. So el • .-Iy ill I he mllming htt dimlw.tl inlu his "11111'" a nd 
paddled a el"t>SS Ihe river 10 see whal 1111 .... ulll lind 1111 Iho 
olher side. Like the I of his fltlllily. he wru; /I Ihu'r IUlll liel. 
dum mad,. h ls llvilll by hnuesl m~8ns . 

[p5] flul 0Jlf'e ltJt,re his iruuh!es bt.'Ilan . The ca/lt>t! Wl\!I $I) s mall 
Ihilt he 1:f1l1ld ,'arr y l.IIl ly Iwo Ill' his lIew ao'qllisilioflS a, ~ 
lillie. 1I(IW '"1 111111 h" ~tl all his ~NM)I\' 1'1"",,' sa ft- Iy" 

[pJ] "1 a m incl",,,1 fortunail', " he said. pushing ()ppn Ihe door t 
It hilt. Inside he li,up,1 R large basket or 1\1 n l. a mi rnbbed 
his paw, IIlgClher with joy . 'ihis will pro"id •• man), m~ls 
fm' me," he dllH'klecJ 8 '1 \"I" ch"illjt;ed il 011 I s ide.. 

p2) . H~ dragged the l'doe Inlo lhe reeds nexi rn 1M ri¥ r ~ 
IMlIll1 secu rely . Then he we m in Sf'an~ of shmclhlllK 10 eat. 
Before long he "anlCl If) a Ut llp. r"OII>8lh Ihal Iffll IIIWiln!s a 
(01"1*<1. Aft~r fii lk.wlng il li}r some lime. he , ' IUlte In .\ viliagu. 
lie al!pruadlt'l l il s ll!'il llhily. 1lP.('llIlse he was il (1)w;lI'l1 ~ 
well as a Ih ie!". T,) hlsjh), he ro,un.1 ill"~rlt;'ll . Ihe I>C('IIII;UIfl. 
being awa)" HI 11 heer drink ill!! party. 

[p4] He lhen weill 10 t;be l1t~X I hili, where he hroke .Iown lh 
.Ioor ami filUM a ~I lethel"ec1 If. lhe: I'f'nlro ItOIe. This h 
, .. uk. and l ietl il h. Ole tlK~kel Ill" 1IIi'D1 htlll.n~ "",Jillrin!! ItlP. 

!"Ollten!s of Ihe !hi .. 1t .hili. III II he li'lIlltl il Ic,oI";lIll. <llso lied 
lip. Rnd he added it 1.0 Ille !lual 31Jd Ihl: hll.sket of lilt-a I. lie 
I.kked up lhe t.a ket a ll.l. ,trag!:in&: Ihe gum an" III" Io"r .. ,nl 
nllcr him. hllsl e n.-.. t bad, I ... It~ plH<" wh .. ,,, lIP 1, 1011 Id l hi~ 

'8 U6_ 

11,1(1 . ~O," 2 !15 \\'e r d Ka !u iu. " U W 33 n o ( a (h l~f 'tvh~) t U4'JS. y t: "t.ll

[{~~ai. [ [·)I1 K i t as pay r.: ~ n ~ ( 'n - :h ~ 2x:.~a l! ~rH a ,iyicf; 1 4::\:-::: 
YIJU j us t n0 W. Sur~ly yo u lll u :H adml! tha t thiJ i3 om}, Jli.'( 

End rair~ " 
And "",itt". n !0 ~,· t o'.v t:~ c0~ ~~ nu~1!. un h U WJ ~; , lfil ~ i .g (~~ 

hY ~lI a to ponder on the way! of jus[ic~ . 

{P8) Kalill .. never fa iled II) tum lhe prohle m s IIf ntheN ,,, 'hiS -
.. wn 8dv8nla~, Sf) afte.- a IIl",nenfs Iho uWlt he $aid. "Why . 
lIye".. m}' fr N'lId , Iha l is easy. !lint " " mU.'i1 lake ",V, 'I lI ,t' 
IIURI and lhe leopanl. lint /t,ill(l back Ih ' ' r.o'lwnl "iii! ~ VI. 

whm you relurn for Ih .. meRI. In Ihal wav !Iolh Iht, ~wl ami 
lhe lIIeal will hi! s.'lfe.." 

;[p9] " a true friend you are, 1<1.111111." said Iht! h"" lla 
I!ralefllll). anti a t 'H,. ... fn llowE'tl lhe hnn>'s all v ... e II.! h l(,~. 

Ihe (I"al amllhe J..-'o/lilnl over 011 Itle Iii'S' Inl'. ,m,1 1""II.;hl 
hac'k Ihe Iwtp;.rd fJfl his r l!1 l1rll 10 fef!'h IIw 1I,,'al. 

11111 while he was away. Kalill .. IlIh~1 a bal( Ihal hI' t".l n i,.-' 
ov .. r hIS shoulder with meal fmm lhe hymla's hasket. li t! 

was slrolling away whe n the hye"a n>tll rnrd ;11,,1 "xl'bi Il 1l11. 
"Oh. Kalllili. a Ihief has stulen half my nwal!" 

[p7)IIe was s ilt ing woefully on Ihe ril/f'r hllllk. '0'1>1,,1'11 11': 

whalin do. wl>en Ka lu lll lhe IIare AAIII1Ien111,~ 
"G",,'" cla\' In you. my rrit-ncl." l!of' ha ... · w ill. "\\I u l b 

Inmbltnl'l yOll. Ihill Y,"I k)uk "'. Ill ' rahlp"" 
··Oh. Kallllll," ",'plif'd lhe h yfllia. " I alII l'n-:.t l v " lI/dl .. 1 !\' 

In htfw In !:el lilY thrl!fl pu rchases (,Vel' I"" riv,-r , I.,,' 111\ 
"aIKN is tu o small I" ~k .. ev ..... y lhint: OYf'r ill .1 .. , ';''' 11 11' 1I' .... r _ 

Ir 1 la kl' l IMo goat lIud the leopard I\,'SI. ·lIn·tv i ll ... IloOf""" 
will eal Ihe &:031 while I 1-elllrl1 for II .. , 1II""I~ ,," .. 1 ,. I ' ilt. 
Ihe gnal <I.MI lhe mt'lll " ver hlgt:II.I:J'. II ... 1:' ><11 ..... ill . .. 1 Iho' 
ml".aJ whlli' I relurn I(.~ Itw k'opcmJ Kaluill . 1 alii 1-I" ';Jl ly , 

perplm(ed!" 

The first two stories had a recognisable opening phrase: «long, long ago ... " 

and «in the long, long ago, when the world was very young ... ". Both groups selected 

these paragraphs as the first paragraphs 14 . These phrases are easily recognisable, 

because similar constructions are often used in fairytales. 

I identified three main categories of lexical cues: repetition, related words (e.g. 

synonyms) and anaphora, that the learners might fmd useful to sequence the stories in 

a meaningful order. 

Throughout all the chosen stories, the repetitive character of nouns, verbs and 

phrases was fore-grounded. In the first story, keywords were repeated as following 

examples suggest: «the elephant" [pI] and «Elephant" [P2], «Sunguru" [p3 and p4], 

"the wax" [p4 and p5]. 

(4 [pl], [p2], .. . refers to the paragraphs of the original stories as we can fmd them in appehdix 8. 
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In story two, there are meaningful interconnections between the following 

nouns, "Hare's children" [pI] and "Hare's child" [p2], "lion" [pi and p2] and "friend" 

[p5 and p6]. Story three connects following nouns, phrases and verbs: "man" [p 1 and 

p2], "tree" and "food" [p6 and p7] and "father-in-law" [p9 and p lOJ, "Have you eaten 

wellT' [p6] and "Yes, Hare, I have eaten well?" [P7], "a roar of pain" [pI2] and 

"roaring" [P13], "Mother, Mother, it is your son bringing you food" [P6] and "Mother, 

Mother, it is your son bringing you more food" [P7], "call" [P6] and "called' [P7]. 

Further in story 4 and 5 there are examples such as "friendship" [p4 and p5] (story 4) 

and "path" [P2 and p3] (story 5). 

In some cases, the second lexical cues are identifiable, namely related words 

(i.e. synonyms, contrast) which were used to link the paragraphs of the stories. The 

following are illustrative of these cues as in story 1, "monarch" [PI] and "kingdom" 

[p2], "a meeting" [P2] and "summons" [P3], "homed members" [P2] and "hornless" 

[P3], "the waxen horns" [p8] and "his elegant horns" [P9], "to pull the hare's ears" 

[PIO] and "ears had stretched" [pI I], "pull the hare's ears with all their might" [PIO] 

and "this punishment" [pI I]. 

Story 3 contains similar connections as in following examples, "to look for 

work" [p I J and "to employ him" [P2], "to spy on him" [P5] and "followed at a 

distance" [p6]. In the stories of group 4 and 5 there are also links between 

consecutive paragraphs through the following related words "his guest" [PI I] and 

"my friend" [pI2] (group 4) and "hung by a leg from a short rope" [p2J and "a trap" 

[P3] (group 5) 

The third lexical cues found in the stories are anaphora. This refers to 

pronouns (i.e. he, she, this) that refer back to the previous sentence where the actual 

noun was used. Examples from story I made following links: "Sunguru" [p4] and 

"he" [p5], "he" [P7] and "the hare" [P8]. In story 2 the same connection is made 

between "the hare" [P4] and "he" [P5] and in story 3 between "the man" and "Hare" 

[P9] referring to "They" [pIO]. And finally in group 5 there was a link between "the 

Hare" [pI] and "He" [p2]. As soon as the name of the protagonist of the story is 

settled in the first paragraphs, the author starts to refer to "he", in these stories "the 

hare". 

Anaphoric pronouns can often cause confusion. The use of "he" and "they" 

can be ambiguous as illustrated in story 6: "the hyena" [p 1] is only mentioned there 

and in the other paragraphs "the hyena" is referred to as "he", which makes it very 
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difficult for the learners to follow. Another protagonist in the same story "Kalulu" 

[p8 and pIO] might also have confused the learners, because "Kalulu" could have 

been referred to "he" as well. 

In summary, the learners' completed work revealed important factors in their 

meaning making process. It would seem that during the reading process successful 

meaning making happened by applying prior knowledge. As a result, the more 

information the learners had gathered prior to the activity, the more successful they 

seemed in the writing activity. Prior knowledge seemed to apply to the content as 

well as to the writing style. The learners used their prior knowledge to detect the 

appropriate writing style and to recognise certain sentence structures. 

The analysis of the sequencing activity illustrated how learners might have 

used lexical cues as aid to sequence the stories in a meaningful order. I assume that 

often the repetitive character of the story helped them to make sense. Nouns are 

easily recognisable and understandable, whereas the conjunctions, prepositions 

(which I did not mention in the analysis) are abstract words and are on a deeper level 

oflanguage proficiency. The way in which the fust two groups sequenced the stories 

showed us that they understood the content of these stories. The other groups were 

less successful, but it does not mean that they failed. It rather refers to level of their 

understanding of this specific text and they might have been more successful with 

another text. They tried to make meaning of the paragraphs, but misunderstood the 

cues available in their stories. 
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5. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF THE RESEARCH 

The aim of the research was to find out how conditions could be enhanced in a 

multilingual classroom. For this study, only two reading conditions, namely, 

immersion and engagement,· were fore-grounded from a list of eight suggested by 

Cambourne (see p.18 in this study) as key indicators to enabling learners to become 

independent readers. While I understood that the eight conditions work as interrelated 

entities and cannot be viewed as separate, the selected ones seemed necessary 

prerequisites upon which to build the remaining six conditions. Secondly, because of 

time constraints (the length of time that could be spent on the intervention), it was 

necessary to find a way to contain and delimit the focus of the study, hence the choice 

of foregrounding only two conditions. Notwithstanding, what became clear as the 

research progressed, was the interconnectedness of these conditions as well as the 

dialectic relationship between reading and writing. 

As a way of analysing the results, I integrate and critique the literature 

(Chapter 2) and the emerging themes from my fieldwork (Chapter 4), which are 

further categorised in order to demonstrate the enhanced reading conditions. This 

analysis is presented at three levels, namely an examination of the material, cognitive 

and social perceived benefits during the intervention. In examining the perceived 

benefits attention is paid to how these conditions operate in multilingual contexts. 

5.1 The material level 

5.1.1 A conducive environment for independent reading 

One of the prerequisites for developing independent readers according to 

Smith (1985), Flanagan (1995) and Weaver (1994), is ensuring that the environment 

is conducive to making children want to read. This, they suggest, includes creating a 

literacy rich environment (thereby immersing learners) and having a variety of texts. 

Key within this environment is the need to create opportunities for learners to read 

independently (silently), with others and sometimes for others. However, these 

theorists agree that making meaning is the fundamental purpose of reading and hence, 

learners need much opportunity to read silently, a process they suggest, facilitates 

making meaning rather than a concentration on "getting it right". 

In the two models of reading discussed in the literature reVIew, the one 

focusing on "getting it right" as its primary aim, concentrated on decontexualised skill 

development within a hierarchical structure where learners have to demonstrate their 
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proficiency by reading aloud. However, the model that has meaning making as the 

cornerstone for reading development, pays attention to providing as many 

opportunities for learners to read silently, with more capable others and only 

sometimes, reading aloud. The premise (as already discussed on pages 13, 16, 24 of 

the literature review) upon which the latter model is built, rests on the belief that in 

reading silently, learners concentrate on obtaining meaning from the text and can use 

a variety of cues (semantic, syntactic, etc.) to do so. 

In the study a conducive reading environment was created in two ways. 

Firstly, the classroom itself was transformed into a literacy rich and reading-friendly 

environment. In this regard posters and other material were put up on the wall and 

books were made available. Secondly, the environment was also made conducive by 

creating a positive attitude towards reading whereby learners were allowed to make 

choices regarding when, what and how they read, e.g. silently, individually, in pairs or 

with a group. 

In the results, it was evident that learners were excited about the change in the 

physical environment and as a consequence, reacted enthusiastically to the new look 

of their classroom. I noted that as soon as they saw the variety of books, they 

voluntarily started to read, with little or no directive from myself as researcher or 

from the teacher. For the duration of the intervention, the same thing would happen 

each morning, that is, the learners would run to the bookshelf, select a book and begin 

reading before their teacher came into the classroom, something that I did not 

experience prior to the intervention. For the most part, during these non-timetabled 

sessions, learners would read silently. 

In creating a conducive reading environment, my study highlights some key 

considerations that worked to enhance reading development and serve towards 

enabling learners to become more independent. The first critical factor relates to the 

opportunity learners had to make free choices. During the intervention they selected 

whatever, whenever and however they wanted to read. On one level, being able to 

exercise choice seemed to change learners' perceptions of reading. During the initial 

phase what was most apparent was that reading seemed to be associated with either 

punishment or as something one did only after real work (schoolwork or homework) 

had been completed. However, during the intervention, being able to choose what, 

when and how to read seemed to be associated with reading for enjoyment, reading 
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seemed to be associated with enjoyment, a necessary condition for developing 

independent readers. 

In creating opportunities for learners to exercise choice, the second factor was 

evident, that is, they were beginning to take responsibility in managing their own 

reading development. This was evident in the voluntary nature of engagement, the 

time learners spent reading, the number of books they read in a short space of time 

and the general enthusiasm around books. 

The third interrelated factor relates to the expanded opportunities learners had 

to read silently. In this regard, reading silently meant that learners could concentrate 

on making meaning rather than getting it right. They could make mistakes without 

fear of correction or ridicule but also have opportunities to self-correct. In self

correcting learners could rely on various strategies that included using prior 

knowledge and experience, prediction, semantic and syntactic cues as well as 

miscues, features that Smith (1985) suggests as characteristic in what independent 

readers do. 

Creating a conducive environment thus did serve to enhance reading 

development. What seemed more important though was what learners could do 

within this context, that is, exercise choice and take responsibility for their own 

reading development. 

5.1.2 Variety, interest and relevance of books 

Another key condition in developing independent readers, as Smith (1985) and 

Camboume (1988) state, is the need to provide a variety of texts. Variety means 

ensuring that learners are immersed in and exposed to different texts and genres as 

well as different levels (in terms of difficulty) of reading material. 

The results of the initial phase revealed that learners had little choice in what 

they could read. Most of the available books in the classroom were either basal 

readers, magazines used for purposes other than reading and English textbooks that 

were only used to complete decontextualised exercises. To fulfil this condition, 

during the intervention, many more books were available. What the results indicate 

however is that in fulfilling this condition, two key issues need consideration, namely, 

learners' interests and relevance. 

In completing a survey during the initial phase, I ascertained what learners 

were interested in, and by so doing I could select and provide books I perceived they 
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would want to read. As a result, what became evident in the intervention period was 

that learners engaged because they were interested in the topics. They also seemed to 

read because the material was contextually relevant to their everyday experiences. 

For example, they read more books about soccer, and in completing the tasks could 

rely on their prior knowledge and experience because the topics were current, 

interesting and relevant to their life-worlds. 

What these results point towards, is the importance of considering variety in 

the context of learner interest and relevance. Critically, immersion and variety of 

texts are insufficient conditions if not provided within the broader framework of 

learner interest and relevance on the one hand and learner choice on the other. This 

seems especially true in multilingual environments (as my study showed) where 

learners' main language is not the medium of instruction. Providing learners with 

opportunity to choose the level at which they want to read, as well as texts that are 

somewhat familiar seems a necessary condition for enhancing reading development 

and facilitating independent reading, as aspect that is expanded upon in the next 

section. 

5.2 The cognitive level 

5.2.1 Using reading strategies: Considering form and content 

As a vehicle for enhancing reading development, it was evident that some 

level of success lay in creating a conducive environment in which learner interest and 

relevance were considered. However, creating material opportunities seemed to be 

only the first step in the process of enhancing reading development and as such, 

insufficient in ensuring more sustainable changes in learners reading engagement. 

In ensuring more sustainable reading practices, Weaver (1994), Cambourne 

(1988) and Smith (1985) suggest that a focus on reading strategies rather than reading 

skills is key. This means that, in engaging in the act of reading, learners should focus 

on using reading strategies that include, amongst others, the use of prior knowledge 

and experience, prediction and sequencing. 

In the initial phase of the study, I observed the teacher's reading approach as 

one that focuses on and includes allowing only the more fluent learners to read aloud 

and on isolated skill training (vocabulary, grammar). Little attention seemed to be 

paid to engaging learners in using reading strategies within a broader meaning

making framework. In fact, the ability to read aloud and show perfection in this 
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activity was perceived as an end in itself and not an activity that had meaning as a 

core purpose. 

Therefore, m addition to creating a conducive environment, during the 

intervention, I developed reading tasks that necessitated learners using the reading 

strategies of prediction and sequencing. These strategies, as Smith (1985) suggests, 

compel learners to read for meaning in order to be successful in completing the tasks. 

In other words, learners would not be able to engage meaningfully in either task if 

they were unable to "make meaning". 

Using reading strategies is commendable as a way of engaging learners III 

meaning making, but what became apparent in the results was that these tasks had to 

comply with two critical features. The first relates to the level of difficulty and 

perceived challenge and the second includes the extent of familiarity of the material. 

Critical, too, was considering these two features as integrally linked. 

Having considered the two features above, the tasks were planned. Firstly, 

taking into account Vygotsky's (1978) theory of social interaction. In this regard, 

tasks are developed in a way that ensures learner engagement in the "zone of proximal 

development" (ZPD). In practice, this means developing tasks that are not too 

difficult (so that learners do not become frustrated) or not too easy (so that learners 

lose interest) even when the form (structure) of the task is unfamiliar. Secondly, I 

ensured that the selected topics were relatively familiar thus ensuring a strong 

possibility that learners would use their prior knowledge and experience in 

completing the tasks. 

At no point in the initial phase were learners engaged in either sequencing or 

prediction exercises. This meant that the structure (form) of the two tasks given in the 

intervention phase was novel. The results indicate that learners seemed to be unfazed 

by the novelty of the task-form because the content was sufficiently familiar and 

recognisable. In fact, they seemed to recognise their capacity to succeed because they 

"knew" the material and could immediately engage in trying to make meaning even 

when the form of the task was challenging. What led to learner success, it would 

seem, was ensuring that the content was familiar even when the form was new. 

Therefore in using reading strategies as a way of enhancing reading 

development, attention needs to be paid to the nature and content of tasks. It seems 

inadequate to only consider "challenging" as meaning "level" of difficulty. 

Challenging in this study meant paying attention to the interrelatedness of content and 
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form and how these work to engage learners in meaning-making activities. In this 

instance it meant maintaining familiarity of content and changing the form of the task. 

The upshot and consequences for enhancing reading development, particularly in 

multilingual contexts, is that changes to both content and form may frustrate learners 

and move them beyond their zone of proximal development. 

5.2.2 Interrelationship between reading and writing 

Language development processes include providing opportunity for learners to 

listen, speak, read and write (Smith, 1985). He suggests that the more learners read 

the better they may become at writing and vice versa. 

The interconnectedness of these two processes was evident in the intervention 

phase of this study. It seemed that the more the learners already knew (by 

implication, by hearing or by reading) about a certain topic, the better they were able 

to write. Conversely, while writing, learners were in a position to reread their drafts, 

thus giving them opportunity to refine their stories and ensure that these were 

coherent and meaningful. 

5.3 The social level 

The material conditions and the challenging activities could not have been 

successful in enhancing the reading conditions, if these had not been not organised 

within a supportive organisational structure. This organisational structure, 

particularly within a multilingual environment, seemed an important consideration for 

two reasons. Firstly, learners received instruction in a language that was not their first 

language and secondly they were expected to learn the "new" language as a subject. 

Within this organisational structure therefore, learners had to feel comfortable to take 

risks and make mistakes without fear of disapproval or ridicule. 

While theorists like Camboume (1988) and Smith (1985) focus their attention 

to reading development in first language environments, the principles they postulate 

seem feasible when considered within a supportive context, as the study indicates. 

Two main aspects emerged from my study regarding the creation of a 

supportive and encouraging environment. During the intervention, when learners 

were free to read, they displayed a social behaviour, which was not observable prior 

to the intervention. Firstly, learners seemed to support each other through paired and 

group-work during reading and task activities. They helped each other, they read 
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together in groups of two or more but also gave each other the space to read alone, 

silently. 

The second aspect of the supportive environment was the opportunity learners 

had to ask for help. At any time and for whatever reason, they were free to seek 

assistance from peers, the teacher or myself, as participant observer. This opportunity 

to ask for help created an "enhanced" relationshlp between teacher and learner where 

channels of communication were beginning to open up and become freer than before. 

It also meant that there was an emerging healthy reliance on peers as helpers and 

enhancers withln the reading process. 

My study therefore showed that, immersing the learners in a text-rich 

environment and engaging them in challenging tasks could not take place without a 

change in the organisational structure of the classroom. 

5.4 Conclusion 

This study was limited in scope and time but interesting results were obtained 

regarding enhancing the reading conditions in a multilingual environment. 

In considering immersion and variety as key features towards enhancing 

reading development, first and importantly, was the need to contextualise these 

features within the broader framework of learner interest and relevance. Fundamental 

too was a consideration of the extent to which learners could exercise choice and 

engage in risk-taking behaviour. Risk-taking, as already discussed, means taking 

opportunity to engage in unfamiliar tasks, in reading books beyond current reading 

levels and reading with and for peers. 

With regard to tasks, the results indicate that familiarity of content even when 

the form is novel, ensures and facilitates meaning-making behaviour. Maintaining a 

fine balance between changing either content or form therefore remains a critical 

consideration in the process of enhancing reading development. 

Finally, these conditions can only be successful if they take place in a 

supportive structure, where learners can work together and where they feel at ease to 

ask for help from the teacher or from other learners. 
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS 

In this closing chapter I would like to take the opportunity to display the main 

findings of my research, as stated in chapter five, through recommendations for 

teachers and reading facilitators and for further reading research in the South African 

context. 

Finally, I briefly explain my own learning process of making meaning while 

reading and writing during this research. 

6.1 Recommendations for teachers and reading facilitators 

• Teachers are invited to creating a literacy-rich environment where learners 

have the opportunity to be fully immersed in reading. The teachers need to 

understand that the availability of books is not sufficient. Learners will only 

read when there is a variety of books, whereby these books are interesting and 

relevant. Therefore, learners' interests need to be identified. 

Often financial constraints are given as a reason why there are few interesting 

books available in the classroom. However, there are possibilities of getting 

books through organisations in South Africa which can help providing local 

books, for example, BIBLIONEF15 and READI6. 

Learners can even make their own storybooks. They can tell stories to each 

other or people from the community can come to the school to tell stories, for 

example about the history of the community. These stories can be recorded 

and transcribed into a self-made storybook. Afterwards the taped stories can 

be listened to and the transcribed texts can be read, by both learners and 

teachers. 

• In order to encourage learners to read for meaning, the teacher needs to create 

challenging tasks. In anyone task the interconnectedness of reading and 

writing can be taught by giving learners a writing task based on reading 

strategies. These tasks should be based on familiar material in order for 

15 BIBLIONEF S.A. are based in 4, Central Square, Pinelands in Cape Town. They can be contacted 
on +27 (0)21 5310447 or by e-mail.bibsa@iafi-jca.com 
Their aim is to provide new books in mother tongue languages to under-resourced organisations, 
mostly to organisations in poverty stricken communities. 
16 READ is based in Johannesburg and can be contacted on +27 (O}ll 4963322 and per e-mail on 
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learners to use their pnor knowledge, but challenging enough to engage 

learners in meaningful making meaning. 

• Immersion and engagement should be organised in a supportive and 

encouraging environment. This environment should work as a cooperative 

enterprise, where learners and teachers are learning with and from each other 

without an atmosphere of competition. Learners should be able to ask 

questions and therefore the teacher needs to be available at any time, so that 

learners know that they are supported. 

6.2 Recommendations for further reading research in South Africa 

In the literature I found little evidence of recent research on reading conducted 

III the Intermediate Phase, especially in South Africa. It seemed that this kind 

research is not often considered, because researchers and also teachers take it for 

granted that learners in higher grades are able to read. Researchers' concerns 

regarding "comprehension" of texts only appear later on in higher grades, because the 

higher the grade, the more there is to read and the less help the learners receive if they 

have problems. 

• I would suggest that more qualitative in-depth research should be done in 

multilingual schools to be able to make generalisations on the current reading 

development of learners in South Africa. 

• More emphasis should be on researching different languages contexts, for 

example how reading is taught in multilingual environments and if there is a 

difference between teaching reading in a first and second language 

environment. 

• A third suggestion I would like to make is about reading assessment. Tests 

such as cloze procedure that I used in my research are not necessarily meant to 

grade learners or place them in categories of "bad readers" or '"slow readers". 

Instead of using these assessment methods in that negative way, they could be 

used as a vehicle for reading enhancement. I struggled to find relevant 

assessment material. It is necessary that relevant testing material should be 

developed for a South African context. For example, the testing material 

could be made available in the different South African languages. This would 
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make it easier to detect learners who struggle and need extra attention through 

individual qualitative evaluation and assessment. 

• Regarding the use of reading strategies, I would like to make a fourth 

recommendation. The general aim of reading is to reach an "independent" 

reading level. Reading strategies should be taught to the learners in a 

meaningful context to teach them how to make meaning rather than focusing 

on isolated decoding skills. Reading strategies that are taught should helpful 

tools for learners, especially for second language learners such as the grade six 

learners, because the emphasis should be on making meaning and not on 

getting it right or pronouncing it right. 

• I would like to suggest that reading strategies should be taught consciously in 

different subjects across the curriculum, integrating them in the teaching of 

different subjects. The subjects could explicitly teach strategies on particular 

context related genres. In addition, it would also be advisable to designate a 

period of time for unstructured reading for all learners to read texts of their 

choice silently. 

These recommendations should not only happen in the Foundation phase, where 

learners are learning to read, but should take effect throughout all grades as reading is 

a dynamic and continuous process. 

6.3 Postscript 

These last paragraphs of my thesis are dedicated to my own development of 

"making meaning" throughout my thesis. It is meant as self-reflection and reveals my 

own process of reading development. At the same time it proves again that reading 

and writing, in my case, are intertwined. 

Some people might react with surprise if I admit that I am still learning how to 

read, because they assume that I learned that in primary school and that's it! 

According to my own experiences, especially during this research, I understand 

clearly that reading is not a linear movement, but rather circular. 

So, my research was not only meant to assist 42 learners III a grade six 

classroom to enhance their reading environment, but I was part (and maybe even in 

the centre) of the learning process. This process started right at the beginning of my 

research when I read books about reading and had to make meaning of those texts. It 
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was often difficult as those books contained specific terms about reading and I 

struggled because English is not my first language. Therefore I had to try to grasp 

some meaning from the whole text. This focus on making meaning has proven to be 

successful in my own development. It seemed the more I read (particularly works by 

Vygotsky and Krashen), the easier it became to write my literature review. 

After my fieldwork in which it was the learners' opportunity to make meaning 

of the available reading material and activities, I started the writing process. Again it 

proved to be a real "meaning making process" in which a dynamic relationship 

between the written text and myself as writer was established. At the same time other 

people were involved as they tried to make meaning of my writing and often I had to 

re-write, because my text was too unpredictable because my audience had not enough 

prior knowledge, or because there was no(n)sense in some of it. Throughout my 

research, it was proven that there is a strong interrelationship between reading and 

writing, as shown in my analysis of the prediction activity, where it was clear that the 

reliance on prior knowledge was very important. 

When I look back at the start of my research I had no idea that I would learn 

so much about reading and writing, the continuous process of learning, the dynamic 

processes of meaning making between myself and other people while reading, 

writing, listening and speaking. 

As a "prophet" of the importance of independent reading and making 

meaning, I hope that the people who read my thesis will be able to "make meaning", 

"take meaning", but also "bring meaning" to this work as the dynamic process of 

reading continues. 
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APPENDIX 1 Reading Survey 1 

READING QUESTIONNAIRE 

Date _______ _ Nome ________________ _ 

(Mark your answers with an X, example. [x]). 

What is your Home language? 
[1 English 
(] Xhosa 
[] Afrikaans 

[]-------

GENERAL 

1. Do you like reading? 
[] Yes [] No 

2. How many books did you already read this year (2002)? 
[] 0-5 
[] 6-10 
[] 11-15 
[] More than 15 

3. How much time do you spend on reading every day? 
(] 0-5 minutes 
[] 6-10 
[111-15 
[] 16-20 
[] More than 20 minutes 

4. I read books at .... 

Mostly Sometimes 
.... _. 

School 
Library 

... 

~ome 
~.--------

Rarely 
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5. What kind of books do you like to read? 

Always Mostly Sometimes Rarely 

Comic books 

Sports 
magazines 

Newspaper 

Short stories 

Long stories 

6. What kind of stories, sports and comics do you prefer to read? 

Stories Sports Comics 
Drama Soccer Political 

Action Rugby Action 

Fiction Cricket Humour 

Biographies Swimming Drama 

Non-fiction Tennis 

Poetry Golf 

Plays Athletics 

Hist0r't Netball 

Basketball 

Cycling 

Karate 

7. In what language do you read mostly? 
[] Afrikaans 
[] English 
[] Xhosa 

[]-----

8. In which language do you prefer to read? 
[] Afrikaans 
[] English 
[] Xhosa 

[]----

General 
Horoscopes 

Dear Dolly 

Art and craft 

Fashion 

Cooking 

Science 

Politics 
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SCHOOL. 

9. Where is your favourite spot to read in the classroom? 
(This square represents your classroom. If you like you can draw your favourite 
spot.) 

10. Can you remember the titles of the books you read in the classroom? 

11. Does the teacher read stories in the classroom? 
[] Yes [] No 

12. Do you enjoy it when the teacher reads those stories? 
[] Yes [] No 

13. Do you have a special time of the day to read in the classroom? 
[] Morning [] Noon [] Afternoon 

14. Does your teacher ask you to read aloud in the classroom? 
(] Yes [] No 

15. Do you like reading aloud? 
[] Yes [J No 

Why or Why not? 

16. Do you read silently in the classroom? 
[] Yes [] No 

17. Do you like reading silently? 
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[] Yes [] No 

18. Does your teacher allow you to take books at home? 
[1 Yes [] No 

If (Yes) How often? 

19. Does your teacher give you reading homework? 
(] Yes (] No 

20. If you had the choice in the classroom what books would you like to 
read? 

HOME 

21. Do you read at home? 
[] Yes [] No 

22. Do you have a special time of the day to read at home? 
(] Yes [] No 
If yes, what is that special time? 

23. Is there someone at home who reads to you? 
[] Yes [] No 

If yes, who reads to you? 
[] Mother [] Father [] Sister [] Brother 
[] Aunt [] Uncle [] Grandmother [] Grandfather 
[] Someone else 

24.Do you have a favourite spot at home to read? 
(You can make a drawing of your favourite spot) 
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FAVOURITE BOOKS 

25. How do you choose a book? 
[] r look at the cover (if it is nice, r take the book) 
[] r read the summary at the back of the book 
[] r browse through the book to see if r like it 
[] r take a book that a friend read and he/she said it was nice 
[J r take a book that my teacher advised me to read 
[1 ___________ _ 

26. Give as many titles of books (that you remember) that you read. 

27. What is the title of your favourite book ever? 

28. Tell me in a few sentences the story of that book? 

29. Explain why you like that particular book? 
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APPENDIX 2 Cloze Procedure exercise 

Cloze - procedure text 1 

Joffrey Alexis liked bicycles a lot more than (1. he) liked cars. He thought 

mountains and forests were (2. much) better places to be than towns and (3. 

cities). And he liked dogs more than he like (4. people). 

It wasn't that he didn't like people at (5. all). He liked his mom, he thought his 

dad (6. was) very funny, sometimes he even liked his sister (7. and) he was very 

fond of his gran, although (8. all) that she ever did was knit and all (9. she) ever 

said was, "Take care!". But Joffrey Alexis (10. liked) his dogs. Their names 

were Maggy, Bella and (11. Disa). He loved his mountain bike, and he loved (12. 

the) hills, mountains and the forests that surrounded the (13. village) in which 

he lived. After school he jumped (14. on) his bike and with his dogs trotting a 

(15. few) paces behind, he would head for the places (16. where) he loved to be. 

Far away from people (17. and) houses Joffrey Alexis breathed deeply and sang 

loudly. (18. He) was never afraid and never alone. Birds and (19. flowers) were 

around him and striped field mice scurried (20. across) the path. Tortoises 

lifted their head to look (21. at) him when he passed. Sometimes mongooses 

dashed away (22. and) hid ... 

All of these and the big blue (23. sky) were company enough for Joffrey Alexis. 

Once or (24. twice) Joffrey Alexis had taken school friends with him (25. to) 

the mountain. But they talked too much and (26. did) not see what was going on 

in the (27. wild) places, so he stopped asking them along. His (28. mother) didn't 

mind if he went to the mountain (29. alone) as long as he told her where he (30. 

was) going. "And don't do anything Silly," she always (31. said). His father said it 

was better to be (32. a) little bit Silly at times. His sister hardly (33. every) 

said anything to him because she was a (34. teenager) and was almost always 

talking on the telephone. (35. His) gran just said: "Take care!" and carried on 

(36. with) her knitting. 
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APPENDIX 3 Interview schedule teacher in the initial phase 

The availability and variability of text 

1. What books are available in the classroom? 

2. How many books are available? 

3. Are there extra books provided by you? 

4. Other than books, what texts are there available to the pupils? 

5. Can the children bring their own books or other texts? 

Showing the children what text and reading is 

6. How much time every day or week is spent on reading? 

7. When do you read during the day? 

8. Are the children encouraged to read when they finish working on something? 

9. How is the reading organised? 

10. Is there a special reading corner in the classroom? 

11. Do you read stories for the children? 

12. Do the children have the opportunity to read or tell stories (in front of the 

whole class)? 

Learners need to manage their own reading process, but the teacher will give them 

support and guidance in order to become independent readers 

13. How do you prepare the children when they read a new text (prior 

knowledge)? 

14. How do you encourage and motivate the children? 

15. Do you manage the children's reading program or are they allowed to choose 

their own readings (or is it a shared activity to make choices)? 

The learners are allowed to make mistakes, they learn from their mistakes. 

16. Do the learners have the opportunity to read silently? 
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17. Do you correct them constantly when they make mistakes? Do they have to 

read everything perfect? 

The teacher keeps progress records of the pupils to focus on the gaps in everyone's 

progress. 

18. How do you evaluate the children? Group evaluations or individual? 

19. Do you keep records oftheir progress? 

20. Do you evaluate together with your pupils? 
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APPENDIX 4 List of books 

Title Author 

Wart Bonita Case 
... --

Children in Etosha Jenny Davis 

This fish, that fish Christie de Villiers 
I 

The Comrades Marathon Kelly, C.M. ! 

Karabo's Accident Francess Cross I 
• 

The diary that got me in trouble • Julie Frederikse 
I 

Thami and Thandi Frances Greathead 

When elephant was king Nick Greaves 

Mafia and the aeroplane Max Sed 

Die Klein Prinsie Saint-Exupery~ Antoine (translated by 

Andre Brink) 

Over the bridge Isobell Randall 

The TV mystery Nomsa Radebe 

Shadows Harvey Chocal 

Under the cotton tree David Cobb 
~-~---... 

Dreaming of Freedom. The story of Berens Penny & Hutton Barbara 

Robben Island 

The paper kite Nola Turkington 
• 

Beka's brilliant brain wave Nola Turkington 
I 

-' 
Grandmother's stories Nola Turkington 

The friendly elephant M. Preller 

Daar's 'n spook in my kas! M. Preller 

The Snow-angel Fransi Phillips 

Isipho E.1. Van Wyk 

Ingwenya E.J. Van Wyk 

Muggs and Muffin Nanette van Rooyen 
~ --.-

The artist and Sipho's secret Nola Turkington 

Xhosa fireside tales Nambulelo Makhuphula 

Krotoa Karen Press 
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Mimi Louise Prinsloo 

Moment of truth. A collection of poems Rankoane Portia 

Kosmaak is pret Ramsbottom Margaret 

Cooking is fun Ramsbottom Margaret 

Ric, Rags and Plum Duff Brenda Munitick 

Isong Ie Nkhono Leshoai 

Gardening is fun Lynn Hurry 

The biggest pizza Gillian Arthur 

Die hoed wat weggewaai het Elizabeth Andrew 

The monkey's heart, a folk tale Lemon Bob 

Love, David Dianne Case 

Marshmallows, monsters and mice Wendy Hartmann 

Malvalekkers, monsters en muise Wendy Hartmann 

The adventures of an otter Steve Camp 

Tulube Mabuya 

The Africa's cup Mandla Maseko 

The gun smugglers Mandla Maseko 

A spider in the library Margaret Auerbach 

Thoza's Story Daphne Barnard 

Play music Beryl Bowie 

Tales from the Bo-Kaap Georgie Brown 

Granny Sangoma John Byrne 

Kusi's red jeep Carvalho 

The magic butterfly Nial Dufan 

Ruth First Don Pinnock 

Sussie Seekoei speel speurder Morgan Michaela 

Sussie Seekoei red n' apie Morgan Michaela 

Ubheti oluncedo uhlangule Morgan Michaela 

Helpful Betty solves a mystery Morgan Michaela 

Ubheti oluncedo usombulula isishiqi Morgan Michaela 

Helpful Betty to the rescue Morgan Michaela 

The back to front warthog Eileen Molver 
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-~ .. 

Dema and Demazana Kathleen Milne 

Uvimba kaBelliamin Reeve Lindbergh 

• The tortoise who cared D. Jackson 

Umorabaraba Kofi Gillian Leggat 

KTV all about South Africa (ed.) Sean Fraser 

Endangered wildlife of South Africa John Comrie-Greig 

The wild creatures of South Africa for Joy Frandsen 

children 

Guardian of the mountain Eileen Molver 

Nature in balance Rob Marsh 

Animal adventures Jay Heale 

My Drum 2 Meyerowitz Barbara 

Thabile's dream Patricia Shonstein Pinnoch 

We shouldn't keep it Ann Walton 

Flight from Houtbay Deborah Savage 

So word n'boek gemaak Meta Zollner 

How a book is made Meta Zollner 

Mhudi Plaatje Sol 

Timothy and the taxi Hilary Wilson 

The wounded spear rises Brian Williams 

Die steenkoolster Johan Volschenk 

Snow white and the return ofthe Queen Paul Venter 

Looking back CR de Wet van Wyk 

Ripples in the pool Lois Tennant 

Flashes of adventure Lois Tennant 

The place of the sound and other stories Lois Tennant 

Dancing flames Lois Tennant 

Mandi the music maker Dianne Stewart 

• The runaway hen Dianne Stewart 

The wishful walnut Elsabe Steenberg, Alida Bothma 

The leopard boy Peter Slingsby 

Nobody's cat Jenny Seed 
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The big pumpkin I Jenny Seed 

Jenny Seed • Rescue in the rain 

fPlayabout ten one-act plays Sue Scott 
I I 

• Troeteldiere Catherine Robinson 

The pet book Catherine Robinson 

Birds of Southern Africa Richards Deirdre 

Mammals of Southern Africa Richards Deirdre 

Soogdiere van Suider-Afrika Richards Deirdre 

Voels van Suider-Afrika Richards Deirdre 

Houtbay's big catch Deborah Savage 

Stories from a Shona childhood Charles Mungoski 

Petronella Parker and friends Janice Mymin 

My Drum South African poetry Meyerowitz Barbara 

Cry of the intaka Phyllis Owen 

Elkeen se paleis Pieter Pieterse 

Kom ons teken Tienie Pitout 

Nongqawuse's prophecy Karen Press 

Queen of the tortoises Gcina Mhlope 
I 

Daar diep in die see Hester Heese I 

As my kitaar kon praat Jan Combrink I 

The dancing elephant Javin McDonald 

Ashraf of Africa Ingrid Mennen, Niki Daly 

The snake with seven heads Gcina Mhlope 

Struggle for the land Candy Malherbe 

Black as I am Zindzi Mandela 

Peter and the seven wonders of the Marx Chris L. 

ancient world 

i Kitoti Paula Maud 

I Captain Muddles and his wacky water Camp Steve 

wonders 

Namibia Leon Bekker & Mark Van Aardt 

The magic herbs Ford Janis 
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------~ 

Who's there? Lesley Beake 

Zizi and !Xau the eagle calls Carvalho Carlos 

• The diary without a key Frederikse Julie 
i i 

To catch a thief Alan Fundi 

The nine headed monster Dan Fulani 

Dean men's bones Dan Fulani 

The kingdom above earth Vicki Forrester 
I 
! The Waterfront Bickford-Smith Vivian 

The Sunflower Gill Bond 
I---

Athletics Gerald Brown 

Thabo saves a soccer star Nola Turkington 

The story-telling day Lesley Beake 

Z456 to the rescue Lesley Beake 

Desert hero Lesl ey Beake 

Stories South of the sun Compiled by Bodenstein Christel & Hans 

& Rode Linda 

Scaredy Scaredy Mirna Laurence 

Does your father snore? Kathy Luckett 

The Dala tree Phyllis Owen 

Merkwaardige Soogdiere Parsons Alexandra 
I 

Merkwaardige Katte Parsons Alexandra 

• Merkwaardige Spinnekoppe Parsons Alexandra 

Elektrisiteit Parsons Alexandra 

Treine Parsons Alexandra 
_ ... 
Oerwouddiere Parsons Alexandra 

o Aarde! Wat nou? Nick Butterworth 

Die drie klein wolfies Eugene Triwizas 

en die rare vet vark 

Sing Africa! Shonstein Patricia 

Oliver Tarnbo Chris VanWyk 

Busisiwe goes to the graduation party G. Strauss 

The seafood adventure Dianne Stewart 
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Joe Cassidy and the red hot chacha Janet Smith 
I 

The present E.J. Van Wyk 
i 

Bubblegwn Bheki E.J. Van Wyk ! 

• 

Sandile and the silver Adie Wagener I 

The world on a hill and other plays Deep cuts 
I 

Kalinzu and the oxpeckers Jeremy Grimsdell 
. 

Klein bobbejaan leer n'les D. Jackson 

The foolish baboon D. Jackson 

The life of plants Attenborough David 
~ 

Rantuu and the donkey thieves Felicia Goosen 
r----

I Prince Thabo's calling Greg Doolan 
-....... .. . ... _. 

Prince Thabo becomes a star Greg Doolan 

Prince Thabo's big test Greg Doolan 

Go Prince Thabo go Greg Doolan 

Professor Experimento's frightening Jane Oosthuysen 

fonnulas 

Contact C.B. Peper 

The price of a chicken Pieter Pieterse 

. Who's afraid of spiders? Brain Helen 

I The street detectives Janis Ford 

The poachers Poulton Mike 

"The little Wise One". African tales of Phyllis Savoy 

I the hare 
o~ 
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APPENDIX 5 Reading Survey 2 

READING QUESTIONNAIRE 2 

Date Name ________ _ 

1. What differences did you see in your classroom the last two weeks? 

2. Did you like the 'mini library' in your classroom? 
[] Yes [] No 

3. How many books did you read the last two weeks? 
[]0-5 
[) 6-10 
[111-15 
(] More than 15 

4. How much time did you spend on reading every day in the last two weeks? 
[] 0-5 minutes 
(] 6-10 
[] 11-15 
[] 16-20 
(] More than 20 minutes 

5. When did you read? 
[l In the morning when I entered the classroom 
[] When I finished an activity 
(] During an activity 

(]--------

6. About the reading ... 
[] I read books 
[] I read books and I looked at the pictures or the drawings 
[] I only looked at the pictures and I did not read everything 
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7. What kind of books did you read the last two weeks? 

Alw(l~ i Mostly Sometimes 

Comic books 
!---" 

Soccer 
magazines 
Newspaper 
Tales 
Long stories 
Fashion 
Cooking 

I?~ 
Poetry 

~iograE!hies 
Theatre plays 
History 
Short stories 

8. Do you like reading? 
[] Yes [] No 

9. In what language did you read most of the books the last two weeks? 
[] Afrikaans 
[JEnglish 
[] Xhosa 

10. Did you try to read books in another language? 
[] Yes [] No 

11. In what language? 
[] Afrikaans 
[) English 
[] Xhosa 

12. Where is your favourite spot to read in the classroom? 
[] Your desk 
[] Your friend's desk 
(] Mat 

[]------

Almost never 

13. Write down the titles of the books that you read the last two weeks (if you remember)? 
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14. Did you like the story 'George's marvellous medicine'? 
[] Yes [] No 

15. What kind of books was missing in the little library, according to you? 

ACTIVITIEs 

16. Give me (in your own words) a definition of a newspaper (what is a newspaper)? 

17. Did you like the activity when you had to write a newspaper article? 
[] Yes [] No 

18. About what topic did you have to write? 

19. Was it difficult? 
[] Yes [] No 

20. Did you like to work in groups? 
[] Yes [] No 

21. Did you work well together in your group? 
[] Yes [] No 

22. Did you like to put the story about the hare together? 
[] Yes [J No 

23. Was it difficult? 
[] Yes [] No 

FAVOURITE BOOKS 

24. How did you choose a book? 
[] I looked at the cover (if it is nice, I take the book) 
[] I read the summary at the back of the book 
[] I browsed through the book to see if I liked it 
[] I took a book that a friend read and he/she said it was nice 

[] ---~---------

25. What is the title of your favourite book that you read the last two weeks? 
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26. Tell me in a few sentences the story of that book? 

27. Explain why you liked that particular book? 

Grade Six. I really need to thank all of you. Thank you very much for helping me to collect 
the information that I need in order to write my dissertation for the University_You did all 
very weill I wish you all the best for the coming term and the coming years _ Keep on 
readi"9 __ go to the library_.because reading is very important in your lifel 
THANK YOUI ENKOSll BAlE DANKIEI 
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APPENDIX 6 Interview schedule learners during final phase 

What language do you speak at home? 

What language do you speak at school? 

In what language do you prefer to read? 

Do you read in other languages than the preferred language? 

Where do you find those books in general? 

What differences did you see in the classroom in September? 

Did you enjoy the books that where available in the classroom? 

What books do you think were still missing? 

Did you read more books than usual? 

Did you read books in other languages than you normally read? 

Did you read books in your home language? 

Did you read books in English? 

What did you do when you had a problem while reading? 

What do you do when do not understand what you are reading? 

Do you like working in groups? 

Do you like reading? 

Do you ask other people to help you? 

Who do you ask for help? 

Did you like the activities that were organised (with the newspaper 

article/sequencing)? 

What information did you use to write the article? 
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APPENDIX 7 Results post cloze procedure test 

POST-TEST OCTOBER 

36 

34 

32 

30 

28 

26 

.fl 24 
:; 

22 til 

~ 20 

~ 18 
:J ..... 16 l Co) 
1"11 
Q) 14 

I 
1-

.c 12 - ·1 I-
10 +----._.1-

2 • 

0 1 ••• 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 

PUPILS 

The post-test results according to Rye's (1982) theory of interpretation 

Level Actual Results Number of pupils 

Frustration 0-7 4 (10%) 

8-14 2 (5%) 

Instructional level 15-18 3 (7%) 

19-21 5 (12%) 

Independent level 22-29 20 (49%) 

30-36 7 (17%) 
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APPENDIX 8 The original stories used in the "sequencing" activity 

Story 1: "The waxen horns" 
TlJ.2 u:axen horns 

1 Long. long ago all the animals of Africa were on fri?ndlj' 
terms \\;th one another. They made their own law3 and 
rules, and from time to time they chose a kin!! to guide 
them. At this particular time the elephant ruled a3 monarch 
of the wilds, and his subject! willingly carried out his e\'ery 
wish. 

One day, anxious to discuss a matter of importance and 
great privacy thai concerned the antelopes, Elephant called 
8 meeting oC all the horned members of his kingdom. They 

10 immediately made ready to attend. 
Sunguru the Hare was hornless, of course. When he re

alised that he was not included in the summons, he w;u not 
only upset but also greatly annoyed. He was an inquisitive 
creature, and the more he thought about It, the rr.ore emi· 

15 nus and disgruntled he became 
"I shall attend the meeting!" he grumbled as he sat with 

his chin in his paws in deep cogitation. "I must think of a 
plan to deceive the antelopes into believing that I am a 
member of their community." 

20 For two whole days Sunguru thought, a.'1d tJlO:lght. anc 
thought - until at last he sat up with a jerk, and a large grin 
replaced the fro""ll that had puckered pjs race for so iong. 

He chortled as he skipped towards the fOfe:Jl: and made his 

way to a deserted bees' neSI, which he remembered seeing 
25m an ant-bear hole not far away. He 500n Ic.cated it. sepa· 

rated the wax from the old honeycomb, and took the wax 
homp.. 

With great skill he shaped the wax into a pair of elegant. 
shiny horns to wear on top of his head. Then he settled 

JOdo\\-ll for the night with a sigh of contentroem. 

, 

Early the next morning be moulded the waxen horns onto 
hi3 head to fit securely between his neat little round ears. 
Tn.:>n noppity-3kip he went down the path to the antelopes' 
meeting place, 3miling to himself and shaking his head from 

15 time to time to test the finnness of hiJ new head-<1regs. 
.• An <?xcellent imitation," he smirked. "Those foolish ante

looes wiJI never suspect that my horns are not real!" 
Ther'! was a sharp nip in the early morning air as Sun

gurJ ;at out from home, so Lie wax held firm and hard. But 
40 as he neared the meeting place, the day promi3ed to become 

h~L 

S~;nc many curious rdances In his direction ail he ar
ril'~, Sunguru lost no time in mingling with the crowd. He 
"c.,·e a ;igh of relief. Thank goodness, he thought, none of 

45 m~ animal! has recognised me. Even the elephant's vigilant 
eyes accepted )lim as one of the group. All went well for a 
while, and he heard many secrets that concerned the 
hQrned creatures. 

But the hare had overlooked the fact that wax melts in the 
50 midday heat - or perhaps be was unaware of it - and as the 

5un grew hotter,. the waxen horns began to soften until at 
last they started to melt Sunguru felt something wet trick
ling down the side of his face. He brushed it away Im
patiently, thinking that he was perspiring. But to his horror 

55 he saw tl!a! there was molten wax on his paw. 
He paled beneath his fur, and tried to find a corner in 

which to hide. But the antelopes had already noticed that 
hiJ eleo"ant horns were bending in the heat They were too 
quick for him, and as the disguise collapsed on either sid" or 

60 Sunguru's head, the jostling crowd caught him and dragged 
him to their king, shouting, "Impostor! Spy'" 

"Well." "'lid the elephant when he saw the hare's treach· 

ery, "if Sunguru wishes to wear ornaments on his head, I 
shall see that his wish Is carried out It will act as a re-

65 minder of his deceit for ever more!" He then ordered the 
horned creatures each in turn to pull the hare's ears with 
all their might 

'fhis punishment was administered until Sunguru's little 
round ears had stretched, and stretched, and stretched to 

70 the length of the elegant waxen horns with which he had 
tried to deceive not only the antelopes, but his king as welL 
And to this very day the hare wears his long ears as a badge 
of his disgrace, and he is disliked and distrusted by all the 
homed animals around him. 

Norrowr: GwidD JlariJro 

Told by l'Je Kikuyu of Mount Kenya. this tale with variations is also found in 

many uta'ier countri\?s. 
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Story 2: "The Lion, the Hare and the fleas" 

The lion, lhe IuJre and the fleas 

In the long. long ago. when the world was very young and 

animals could talk. a lion wa9 walking along a footpath one 

day wben he saw one of Hare's children pla)ing in the 

sun~bine. 

Now, the lion hadh;jd.!)Othina to.I thai day and he was 

hungry. So although Hare's child was very small. he caught 

ond ate it because his ,tomach was empty. 

The hare. being nearby, saw this happen. He was very 

angry with the lion and decided to punisb him. But because 

10 the lion was 90 big and fierce and strong, and the hare so 

very small and weak, be could oot go up to the lion and saY. 

"Lion, why did you eat my child?" Surely the lion would 

rhen eat him 100' He hed to plan his revenge very carefully. 

Although the hare was such "a little feUow, be was re-

15 nowned throughout the land for his cleverness. He thought 

for a long time how to get the better or the llon, until at last 

he hit upon a plan. 
Now, he thought to himself. I must pretend to know 

nothing of the fact that he killed my child, and make him 

20 believe that I am his friend. And he smiled at his own 

ingenuity. 
Some days passed before he saw the lioo having his mid· 

day rest in the shade of a tree. He sidled up to him and 

bo .... ed deeply, saying, "Good day. friend Uon! I see YOll 

25 have cbo5en an excelleot resting place 00 this very bot day. 

Have you eaten well?" 

"Yes. Hare. r have eaten well. I caught a fat bush-pig thai 

wiU satisfy my needs for several days." 

JO 

<0 

'-And did yuu s(e~p well13s ! nig.'1r ?" 
.. ,.~- Hare. I 5lept well _" 

"But you would sleep much better If you did not ha lie 90 

many fleas in the brush of your tail! J can see them running 

aboul from where I stand_" 

'" know, Hare." replied the lion. "The fleas are a great 

bother to me, because my tail will nol stay still while I trY 

to catch them. They are such small creatures. and my pa~ 
are 4(j large." 

,·Let me help you, fi1eod, " said the hare_ 'Til hold your 

taU wjth one paw while J caleb the fleas with the other," 

"How sood it Is to have sudl a true friend!" smiled the 

1100 as he settled down again to CODliDue his nap. whilt! the 

hare bepn to catch the fleas 011 the end 01 his tail. 

II was not lone before the lion. soothed by the hare comb

ina tbrouIh the hair OIl the end of his taiJ, tell into a deep 

s\~ With a ebuckle of glee the bare, uaintl a ~POInIed 

stick thai be bad brought with him, began to die a hole 

quite clo&e to the root 01 the lion's tail 

WbeD the bole was deep enouah, the hare careIulIy put 

the Iloo's taiJ Into it. and ~ It again with the eanh thai 

so he had dug out Then he firmly ,tamped down the soD with 

the blunt end or his stick so ilia I DO matter how hard the 

1100 puJIed, he would DOl be able to free h!maeU: 

55 

He poked the lion in the nbs and called, "Cel UP. Lion. 

and IeII me who it Is that llaCS chiJdrenI" 

~ lIoo wo~e ~~'!;.~.~ 'ri.ed to jump up, but his 

taiJ - so IIiiDf1 ~bi die hole that he reU back 

with a roar or pain, After- mudl ~ he IIIIlJUI&ed 10 sit 

up and b1ed to grab the hare, but be ml8bl have saved hlm

self tile trouble. The bare was weU beyond his reach 

60 thorouchJy ~yIna the Doo's dlsa>m.Jlture. • 

Roaring in rage; the lion realised that he was firmly 

trapped. He also knew that he could not expect any help 

from the animals around, for had he not, at some time or 

another. made a meal of at least one DC their relations? 

65 There was his mate, of course, but as he had refused to 

share the tasty bush-pig with her, she was sure to take her 

own revenge! 
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Story 3: "The Hare and his Mother" 

The hllre and hu mother 

KaJulu the Hare was a good son. He had supported his 
mother throughout the lean years that foUowed his father', 
death. but he was ha~;ng more and more diffic:uJty in ftnd
ing suJ!icient food for th8 two pf them. So he finally decided 
to look for ,,'ork at the farm of a man who Dved nearby, 

The man was pleased to employ him because, having no 
sons. there was no one to herd his caltle. It became the 
hare's work to take the beasta oul 10 pasture each day as 
soon as tPf_~ • . 9Il1k~ Yibeo the_had been 

10 milked. KaluJu was given a caIabasb of mill: for his break· 
!'asl, and anomer one when he returned in the eVf'l1iog. His 
morning ration he took 10 the erazing lands with him. 

One day Ihe man said. "Hare, why is ii thaI ypu dp not 
drink your milk before you leave each day? Who are you 

15 feeding on my food?" 
"In the early hours of the day I do not need f~" KaluJu 

replied. "I prefer In drink It when the sun is hot, and !be 
beasts are resting under the trees." 

The hare, hpwever, had his own reason fpr lakinll the milk 
20 to the pastures each day. When he reached a Ilia tree along 

the way, he SlOpped and, tapptng the trunk IIgi1Uy, called. 
"MIlther, Mother, come out! It Is your son with your food." 

Then his mother would come to the opentng and embrac:e 
him. She would pour some 01 the mill< iDlo her own caIa-

25 bash befOre returning 10 her underground refuge. and was 
always very grateful to ber son for his care. 

The man became more and more suspldous as the days 
passed and the bare continued 10 take his breakfiLst witb 
him each day. So he dedded to spy on him, 10 see if be 

10 spoke the truth. 

One morning the man followed at /I dislam,e lind, sure 
enough, as Kalulu reached the lree he saw him lap it and 
hean) him call, "Mother, Mother, it is your son hrlnginK 
you food." 

KaJII)u opened Ihe hag. To his gn-.at ~urpl'ise and juy, nllt 
jumped his mOlher. "So that is how lhe man n,P"Ys m., ror 

6saJI my hanl work!" he exclaimed as he embraced hel· . .. , 
shall punish him for Ihls," Filling the hag with angl,), hees, 
he lied iI liP again and hastened after Ihe man. 

35 The man went hack to his hut, picked liP II hag, slung it 
over his shoulder and returned 10 the tree, Three times he 
tapped the tnmk and r.alled in a smaJl and squeaky voire, 
"Mother, Mother. it is'your son hringing YOII more food." 

The old hare call'l4f' to Ihe opening, and was immedialely 
40seized and Pllt inlo the bag. Then Ihe man hllrriffi homl' 

with his r.al<:h. 
The following day ' when Kalulll took the callie 0111 10 

graze, he lapped on ,die tree and called his mol her as USIIIII. 

bllt there was no reli-. For three days the same Ihing hap-
45P«med and in great fin>w he conduded thaI a Jackal muSI 

have ealen her. . .. 
On Ihe fourth rlay;t e man selirl, "Ilare, canoy Ihis hag fIll' 

me. I have 11 preseJ ;o lake to my falher·in·law ." Anti lIP 
handed the hag 10 IhtJ hare. 

50 They hall Iravell~some distance along the n1<ul to Ih,' 
father·in·law's home-,when a honey·hirrl raJled from a In'!" 
nearby, and the mail sairl , " "are, go with Ihat hirtl a nit 
b.-ing me some hone.ll\ Ihen follow aner me." 

The bird led the hare tn a hollow tree, and Ihe nmlenll'Cl 
55 hum of the hees inside showed. Ihal there was it gre-.II rlca l flf 

honey. ::;0 the hare took thf' /lxe rrom his hell, and [lUI c1nwll 
his bag nex I 10 a bush Iwthre h~ hegllll 10 ('hUll. II did nOI 
la ke him 10llg If) l'f'.:Jell Ihe nesl . allIt an'~r a good 1(O!'l1 or 1111' 
tlpliciow; hOnl'Y he hrnke 0'1' a hi~ pi",·" of "nmh for Ihf' IIltl" 

60anli IlIrlleil III pi(:k III' IIl1' hag 
JIll! ~l\n"lhing was slrllgglinl-( illSili,' IIw hag HII,I a " .. i ... · 

mllf'fj 0111, "Oil, IInlie nil" IInti,. 10':' " 

Ily the time Kalwu caughl up with him. the lTIan had 
reached his rather· In-law's hul Bntl was Ins ide grreling the 

7()01d man. ""ring me the bag and the honey, Hare," hI' (-all(.\, 
"and shut the door so that we are not ,listllrbt.'fi." 

Kalulu lost no time in following IIw. man's inslnu·llolIs. 
Then he put a heavy pole against Ihe door so Ihal it multi 
not be opened from Ihe inside. Wilh his ear 10 Ihe <IlM1r h.' 

~~~ . . . 
Presently lhere were ShOllls alld SCl'eams frlllll IlIsltie a". 

the bees, angry al their rough handling, swarmed UIII wh,,p 
the bag was untied. "Open tlw. door! OllCn the door! Oh. the 
bees! lIurry, Ihey are killing liS'" Ihe mao and his r"lhl'r·in· 

80 law and their fllmily shouled. 
TIle screams ('onliltued. hul lhe hare did no' wait 10 """ 

Ihp ollt<:ome. He hurried haek 10 lind his IlIOIhf'r and took 
her 10 live wilh him very far away fnlOl Ihe man whu had 
been his master. 

II c-;ltrn fJl, T"un In " ,.,. an r.tlklllk-s 1N11 an lll.ab. ".lM-utl,l)' Ifw han . ;lrs Itl.~' .. II.~ 
hu .. , .. n~ I" Wnc~ kK ..... m. nl'll"ltf"lI\& _lth U.t"'r r,~"·" " In Ihl!' ~h.' \- I .. ..,. ~ ,I, ', 

~in u,....11f1 punlslt I'~Y oc In t ;du~ n 'vl-nlP" II 1_' a 'avo·lIu-'lI,. "'>I.', .... "'" m . hl 

,...,......,. Innns in run" 1;;,lIes 
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Story 4: "The Hare, the Hippopotamus and the Fire" 

, 
Till' hl/rt·. ,h.' ";I'IH)/H"IIIIIlI ,~ 1I//l1111f' .fin 

''''e hm'" ~n.1 1hf: lbh'I_ IjM.lamll'; " e n ' \:I'I} .. I 1-'-;,..11<15, Th,'y 
wa lk.",1 1t~"l lwr ill· l1.., vekl anll vl~iI ... 1 ead, oil", .. ill Ihe ir 
humes. "... hi l .... ~\UU5 wa!J Yl"-Y pr<lllli ". hi~ IIUI nl\ Ib" 
Idge 11/1 .... ",,-..sl , ajd eYf>ry ,lay h" !:,.Ihf:n~1 .. oil ,Ir)' \:1'3"" 

5 10 add IlIlhe l'I.mf .. ", Ii" his VI'J"Y lan:l' ""'I. li..- h" was a VI'llI 
large C.-eIlIUrt! , , :, 

l ie was allot. 'IUit~: am. rill' he harl a ""'all,irlll ,·, ,,,1 ". hair 
which I"", him., Ihn MlghuoJl I"" ",hll...- IIlfltllh.~ . 

'nIen il happenrd one <lay. whiw. un II w"lk h~,· I1 .. ,,·. 
10 lhe hil>Jlll ..... AJOI~ - whll was :ts dUlmlY as ht! wa. laq:e ,.1Sbed lhe ham again .. ' II lnoe. hurling him 1","lIy. /':01 I'" 

.~islng whal I .... had ... ", ... Ihe hillpl.IM .... nHI~ walked nn. 'a~ , 
Inll no n .. lic·1! ,,( lhe hare's "ries of I",in . 

The hare was \ pry all\ll"Y al SlIch a", .. relll h .. "I·II"$;;n,,;;,.. 
15 I'DI' a klllg wh ile he n lll'se" his HlI(;t!r, dllnllg "'hili' lim" h~ 

I.ian"",' I .. (llInl'lh h llo fl'll"''' rill' his l'llJ'1!k." " IIlp.ss. 
S .. me lim" taler hP. again visittlll lite h;I'''''I.nlatlnL~. '1'1", 

h ippo ..... delil;hled 10 ...... hill1. mNI Sl'MIII Ih .. ir nlllven;itlitH. 
WdS n lllllinl: Slll ..... hl' .l6 nf old, 

20 " My I'nen ..... !IAifI Ihe hnre, rulln",;n.: .. 111/1 ill Ill" ,',mY" r 
sal ion. "why III il Ihal ~'ire. alloollgh 1, .... I"shinll ~n"'l 
fn..ntlship IlIwal~\s YOII . du< ... nol .. "Itlm Ihe lIIany \,;';,'S YIIII 
have (18kl hiDt~ SUI "I, II is ,.i~hl 11".1 ),"" sh"nl" n'llIfU his 
past hospil"lUy! Or Is it Ihal his I'ri .. ",lsh;p is "". liS 1:)'"" u, 

25 I", would ha"., yllll t.1"' vl'~· · 
" Nfl, 11IIre: '·"I.lied lhe hil'l'''. "hb frie",bhil' is illtl, .... 1 a 

'I'M .. one. We alw.:Jy!t tind J('rf'al HUnymf'n. in t~;t"h u')uar' .-; 
c~lml,..ny . · · 

··111P.11, rril,,,,t fI.,.pq. Ilf h":'il his rnnthu~14 liJI' yllli. IH him 
30 k, ... w Ihal Y'''' "' ... ,,,,,,,Iy hurt "I h;. "''1;1'''1 '' 

·35 
I 

Tht! hil'pt>tlutmlu15 was SIIt- ... hn a whil f" as ,luulll., ~,. -t!:tl\ 
to "n~' JI inl<. his lIlin'!. 'I'llI''' ',e "" i,l. "Wc·11. 1113yl)(' y ,ltl a ... · 
rillhl. frkmtl lIa .. .,. for mallY linwo., haYI' I :1(''(.1·\( .. 1 11' '''1'1 
lalily from ~·ire. Ybl nev"r IInce 1 ... < he lIivf- 1I lIle " ... ",.j' .... 
IlIlIily .. f rl'llInling il ill m y UWII h .. mn I ~h,,11 S,lf'''''- I . • "III. 
althlll il." 

liavlllg Itl.d Ih" S(. .. ~1s .. r dnuhl Sh sU"" eMflllly mwil ill hi, 
mil •• I. Ille hi ..... 'I".III'1II1S losl ,''' 'h .... ill . -; ,1Ii1l Oil Vir<). 'I"~ ' 
hart' "hi nollM· .. ,,,"'plmy hilll . '~lInl.lainillll . 4' ..... had,,, ko .. (:e ... day I" YUII. ~'i",: ' ~aitl 'he hil>tJf'l"oIa,nub . " II<, i 

I 1111,1 yllll wt'II'~' 
..I: ..... ' ,lay to you." ""I.lied 1 .... 111..,. "II is it 101l1llinll' :,iI .... , 

I h"y"" had lhe piea:>lIrt! • .e St. ... ,II\I yr.lI . lI:tv,' yll" ,.," " .11 
111111 YOII have 11,,1 visilt .. 1 III" IlIr ,., ItK.\:·.··· 

" N~'I ill. Yin:. " mplied Ih" hi'.!' ....... ,," .. ,.. " hili I,"",,,· 1M'''', 
,45 gn.i1l1y grie" ... llh;r1 von rn.ve 'JI"VI'f n ' lulllI-t1 my hi. ·'~I .. "i.' 

hy vi:;iling 1111'," 

'' 'If.:l'- frie nd." said lite lire . "I,. tI", ",. ",,,,,Id I(i\'" "" ,,"':IS 
lire, hilt il would MUISI:' yuu nothinK IJilI lli s l n~s.~ ~-"11 I TI-' i~ ' 

50 IlIn.,; rl":tr III" when I I(,Jlvl" lilY h. ~lIe. a",1 yuu W"OI''; 1t-.iI 
lite ,,,,-.0' 

" But. gnn.ll'ire •• hat wnultl tw iJnlll~.;.ihtt" . • ·nut.i ... ·n .. }.: h~" 
Inn\l."'i1ndhlK l'l'ien,l::;hip. I h;rvil n.mll"·h' In»' '" ', :." 
!'h."lIP vi<;il lilY he.mll. If ynu rail , .. ,I .. "" . I ~I",\I kll"" lI.a · 

55 Ihel'e hlUi """n h"1 Iiltle Inllh in y,.ur I"" """""'" t r ,,~ .. h hil' 
hu JllC:." 

A::; lh .. hi.,fMtt,otfunus I"t'"fust·.1 tI, .,~., ~ .. 1'1 hiS 1·I ·ul ~ _.iaIU 'u~. 
Ihl~ fin' eV~llhtany siaid. "Vh"V wdl. h~Jlu''TI'''''' ;'II IHUI.I:h . 
shall vi~iI 'i1.1I . " 

60 The hi~tpI'IM.t ;"'"'' \NUS ,1 .. lil\ll"'1. 
The .. ,II .. willl< d,lY tit! ",as prettafttlt-: r ... · .n., ,:u.~; .. ~ .I f '-\ \' , " 

wht:n h r! ht-ani a I:nu'klina; uuh.e ut)I~.iIIf· . tit' 1., ... ""I ·,t H,II •. 1 

Ihe !lolll'WilY of his hut III Sl!C 1\ hi~ hI a!:" 1"101111 aIlPI·,>a,' ''ill~, 
allli many hints anft a nimals rllnnill!( lowanh; him in llilllie. 

65 "My fdell,l if> It" h is way!" Ihollghl IIII' hippfl(loiamllS joy· 
flllly . Alii hi;; joy tll m ett III ft"aJ ' as Ihe I1rc ,.nlel'l'tl his hili 
wilh a ,-rull' ami II hiss. Tht'lI hl~ fIlII S('itrillg lIatlll 's "II\1~It'11 
lIim as III., I i III "'1' ,hy grass Ihal wa:; his hf~1 ",III~:hl alight. 
tie r.tl'l"ll Ih)1II I h~ h~1 like a hall ur Ii ... ·. ;111.1 ill'" I he lin'" 

70h" pltllll:I't1 H. , ·,N.I h is "urlling skin. Nol a hair", i'S 11-11 1111 
his hig 11111'" 1> .. (1)' 11&1;1 SII it ha~ rl'.lIIailll!'\ t"Vf'I ' ,;im''' ' 

The hilll>lIl".I<lIIIIIS 111'\" , r Wt!1I1 hi..,k '" hi.~ h .. "It· 011 till , 
1'''gP of 110 .. li .... 'sl. t~i~ has 1i".,,1 ill .. ivc rs ill II I l:o~ .• ·s frlllll 
Ihal day II .. . It". itlrajd. til 1Il1"1!Iing I,'ire al!aill. !'Inet I .... III'V"" 

75vcnlllrl!s nlll III' Ihl. ~all' r ill lIaylinw . It· •• \'ing \I 11111 1' Oil 
nighl til unl III .. ~ras~. )tl tI ... wa't'I··S ,-lIg' ·. 
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Story 5: "The Hare and the Warthog" 

'I'h,' h{,,'o' flntllli.: Il'rlrth/l ~' 

Thf! han~ W.t~ tlill of haJlPlnt~S Hne ntlll uhlH .• ~ I hf- :::t." n . l : 

""t'r Ihe I,ilb. "'111 h.· Iril'p ... 1 along Ihi' 1';,111 H. ~itllil!" 
I"Hnl,kln" f ....... lib \;""Is n'~ .. rhjl. Wl'rl' n,,' lIi~ dlll.ln ... hf' 

111'",1 Ilt'illllil"l'l i .. Ihe Ian ..... AII,I ,·,,,i .. ilily h,' IUIII "" :' 5"" I .. 

5 11f, pnmd nl" his I",, 'u .... 5h"'~'11 and lIuals. lIi~ , ... ",,~ . I ..... 
WPI'e all Ihal ,'ou ld bit tI.,sir .. l. Yt':I. Iill! was i" ....... 1 1:<".1. 

lie was sO) pn'Ol',·u.,wtl Ihlnking ahoul his ,", .. sst's" i."." 

Ihat he fait • ...-I I" wald, .h,· jlalh. "IIlI MI,IoIt-lIh h .. w."" 
wrelll:hcel II" iii'" II", ;,11' Th., ... , he 11l1II~ Itt' II I~ g i .... II, " 

10 slturl I·U, ... "" . ... 1"·.1 h . II 1,,"1' sa"lill~. ~ hkll h,',,1 h",,: 1'1 

.... i v~n into Ih~ l{l"Uulki he hatipul his ' ~'''II UU"'I II -.1' ih.d 

h.~tll.J("f"n .'1allnill~1y hi.lt"-... u 'h,~ IMlh 
"Uh. uh .•• h!' · h,~ shriekHI. " IIt~ II)1 l'h·41-•• ". ,'t'al II 1I,,,d I 

r(lOW and ,,,II me ,low". ()h, ""II', I "' II'~' 
II was unli,,-tllnale f.H' lhe huru lhaf JlIII ;1 , ... ill !.- ... II le·I ,.t 

wa., wlthiH par!'ohhl, uur liMI un~' , .... ~ .hnl \\ ," \0 1Jl fI . "~ fI"' H 

Ih .. ,lay. 11111 i. was ~1I11"1" 11ll1e""llh". 'h,' ""' .. " i" , I"" 
sel lhe Imp 1"'I>P"IM'tI'u he SJlrrnli llt: lib ' ,1.1\' ;,1 " ... -:. r ' ,\ .·1 
lagl', when"!' il h.~~r party "'a~ lakin,.: ..,Iett ·t:» . , IU'! I.ad IUl t :l.un 

~o all "he .. " II .. , 5 ........ . 

Thfl hnUI"!i pa~1 sluwly. a.ul tlw h~.n · \.\"Pl hit Pi I.', ; 1, I , ~' 

Ihnught of his . Ieat' w ife. his . ·hillh-cn. alhl I .. ~ I .. ·. tt lltt l ! 

" licks .... s"""" itnll ~Is. whle'" he w,~,hl '"'' 1'1" .,. ... h~" ", 
II W&I lar in tho afiC"ltKth whcn tw ~IW :11 Will 'lfu,: ' t n l' 

2' HilI alnng the .Ift.h I .. \~.\nl~ hillt. lI, i' in ,tu- •• 11 ' ..... 11 (ull ',1 

inll J( )rtann~. H~rp was hel l) at lasi , thou};h. Ih..-:- h,uI.· .Jlht lu 

was abuill II) .-all uUI \\ihen the warl lu-t; S/tW Ililn 
·')10. bo, hur ' hlugl'MMJ 11M'" hf'!arlh ~ {T~atun" " i ~ u ),.)1 Oloj ' 

Wise One I Sloe hanging bv h is k '~ II M h" 'i ; 11 ..... 4h~ IIJlit ·~' 

30 manner? Oh, Ihi. .. is I" .. !'""ny' Un, I",. hll!" 
The hare "" ,.p..-I his aJ~r al lhe w"'II~'1; 1111 · lt i . , 

and unkil,,1 , ... ,m\'; !I'lll said. "1100 ... , fri""d W~ ... I .. ol'. 1,1 ;,,,. 
r ewase roe. When Uw. UWlwr ,., Itd~ ' .. :-Il' HlU ls I'~I ·. 11' - , ... ·,Ii 
kUI tnt! l leil.tll~ ,., hll It~~ nu;,·· .. Jit-~ I h.w,·' I j lJ,. . • ~\I HId ' , hi 

J5 llan'IlI I." 

40 

' .. he warltlt\g e()llthtlK'd Iu l; tut.;.h , •• I'", 11. 11 '.·· .. IIH ~i l,r(ilhl 

su the hill ..... • ~itl. " ltl.·H.!W.,. ~W" ' fr i UtI. It ~.n i t" .... h .. l ,II I II \; 

In h4l~h) mi", ahen at '(las' , ·itll IllY h -k'w b In ,'ul lilt' .1" .. \ II ' 
Ih~w'·\·f'l". jnshmd ur ('alljn~ .h.· h:u," , I ) h 'lht~ , !hoi , ' I r! 

hn~ .~nlliacl hi:olo .anlU)·, Whh j(IUl4 :t1 ill tw,l-,it,t.: hili .. j Ih. t ' l 

h_rln .. al~ h •• rr. . Ih~ ... nsintC thai hi' , ·ul.lit t" ".1'1 ... . ," II' f;~ "11 

Iht· hnril lit·;..· .. ·" wH.,h.:-'tlfaullh .• , ... h ; II·, · ...... 11 .1 IIi. Il, ' ·l . 

Presently tht' warthq:'s l'urinsily Got the ht'tlI'r Ilf him. lit> 

had heanl of Ihl'be traps 10111 had never SC..,II II"e. M' h" ,I .... 
45 ri,led 10 fin.1 1) .. 1 hl>w Ilw.y work",t. "JI,,",." h .. ""id. " I!:II 

me. how i.5 il lhal )'IIU h;onl: lhere. IIpsirie ,low,!"? J '·ill ... nl 
IIn<ieJ'"Slamt how Iht! IlGle 1(01 YOll Ih ...... _ .. Alltl ht· ""'lIi "I' II> 
lhe Jlole III exalllin(, it. 

"1'hi5 wOllld make an t');('ellelll l'uhhh'IlI"'SI." h" <'1m· 
50 linllt.'Ii. and ht! pmo-eeded 10 rub lhe itchy SI'01 nil hi~ 1"lIck 

agaiost lhe pole. Bul the warthog was "ig 3m' hea, y. an,1 
lhe 1II,Ie was li.:hl "I'" heiNly. Sf) it soon retl dowll . 

'!be hare IIlsl no linw 10 IIlltyinc the mile lhal ht-iel hilll, 
Once rT1'e. he ~III 10 Cllrse Ihe wartlHItl, ,'ailing hilll ,·v.'r. 

55 bad name h" ('1111"1 Ihlnll ,of het-allse he h:ld rl'rllSf'f1 10) h,·I" .. 
r,'i,,"d in need, as i~ lhe la~' itf tilt. willi . 

'fhis ma,\t! L1I1' wilrtbutl Vf'I'y angry, lie was :, 1."II~' and 
n(,1 litnd of "ritidsm. bill in his heal1 he knew lillil II" hael 

behavP.t1 M,lIy. II" had 110 inlenli,," \II' adlllirlin~ tillS. I".w· 
60 ever. so he ,Ioa_. I~ hare. hOI.ing In kill him wllh his 

~hlll'P tusks. Th .. wil)' tlnre .I<"'I:C<I rrom side In si,k> it. he 
ran, and I .... ·a .. ..e Ihe warthog was t,il: IIn,l dlllllb} Iw rdl 

rurlher and fllrlh('r bt:llinrl h .. 1 still Iw ".,nl illne,.1 Ih" 

,'ha."". 

65 Ttii' ..-r"I1~ Illlfl.' knl'w of ,I gamtt-pit n"XI ." iI I"I~ ' ,I 10 '1"" il t 

Ih,' "i!;e " .. " 1I1I· .. Ii., I'"",h wllll:h ht,l .. n~{'t1 I" " lit·", It" ', II· 

liI\o:b . m,t! Ihis w"s WIIl'I '" h" 1t,,1 Ihe .-I1aM! . 

Wh.m lit, r;un" III Ih,' Irap, he sklpt .. ,.1 "V"'' il., kll"\4.IIlg 
Ihal hi~ li.:hl w.! i~hl ","uuld nol hrc·.J k Ih .. IwillS that ('t. , ·n.,1 

701"" ''''''1' h"le IIndenll'al h , 
The VI ar"">!:, IlOwever ..... illt: hig lI .... 1 h.,av~ , I .. · ,,~ 0' .hi' 

Iwig~ "'ht-II t,,~ "~)(I 0" Irn,m, lie rell it,lu lilt' I'" allli "1,10 ,I 

spikp Ihal ha.1 h .... 11 ""'1 Illlright al tilt! h .. lIhIH. It Ili~·fC '\ '.1 I,IS 

stonll"'h , clIlI!;inK him snch an jlljUl'Y alit I sc, II1l1ch p;.UI Ih;,1 

7510 .... 1i .. 1 00(11." slln~l . 

The h,,,·,, ran on. laUllhin!! II) hin1St-IJ". An,1 Ih.: \oill"I"" 

Ilt'f'plf' IlIjoy ... 1 a f .. as' (If roast wilrttHtC IIll Ihl' I"""willl! 
,h,}' 

.\..:o e;:;." i'4' ..... '?-f. hCffl. Ih ....... ....... :u.~ wa-.~ "nfol) ~r ...... ....s 1U'\h1M h .... ll rt.ll 

aUI~it",1*;. )Au ...... bill...,. haNlad ...... hu'S ~ •• vll~ 11. .... ,... .. =-'hll. t . I ~I UII I\J 

...... nb I" I-aUk- an., .... .Io:ttt. ~nd t..,k'''. ali til ...... flt!'llllb- lie. 
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Story 6: "The Hyena, the Goat and the Leopard" 
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1'11,. ","1""', the glJ(lI, the Wrlptlrrillflrl ill,' hare 

The hy.mil'$ home was IW.,r a river, and h .. oWllfl1 u lillie 

ranoe oj "hic'h I,,' 1!Pa-~ e ceedillt:Jy 1'"11"" M,,,,' h .}en:1S a, 'e 

very gr't't~ly arvl 'h16 .. ne was no e~rep'illll . II •• also haj>

pened 10 he very hun gry, fnr he hall nu' ""',," f ........ veral 

days. So p.arly in lhe monting he r lim""'l in'n hi.~ callOf! :1n.1 

paddled at:mss 111& j1ver In see whal he '~'lIld tllld nn Ihe 

OIher side. /.ike Ihe ~ or his family, '"' Wfls a Ihl .. r and ""I. 
010111 made hill Iiri .. by hot-a _ _ 

He dra~1 Ihe ,...,., Inlo lhe ....... 15 nexl 10 lhe .. iYI!r an.1 

lied it !leCun!ly.""'" he weill in 8ean:h .. rSbowlhio!: 10 "al. • 

Ilt.ofI're lung he '·"1ntI In .. lillie r'''>4,>o'" Ihal IHI ''''v ..... ls a 

r" ..... .$I. An .. ,· ... III.wlD!: II r...- "'_ II ...... I ... ,'aen" I" ~ "il/Illl'" 

/Ie a,>pl1Jocl ... 1 il slea lthily, her.auSf! he wa$ " ,,,wanl liS 

_II L'i a Ihw.l. To his joy he r"uncl II """""'1,,,1. II,~ ' .... II'IIII1I~ 

helnll away HI a bo!t!r chinking parly. 

"I am inc""~' rOTlunale," he said. ptlshin.: "I"'II /lu. ,hA.T ,,f 

" hut. Insidl! "" rOluMI II lal"\,'P. batik.,. 0( on .. al . &,,,1 1'11101)('(1 

his paw. '"g.:'h ... · with joy. "Tlli.. will ,,",vi,I., ""HI}' IIIpals 

lor lIle." "" "h''''k led a.. h .. ctra~ il "1IIs1c1". 

lie ""'" ""'III I .. .,If! ""XI hnl, whern h" br"k, •• 'n"'l1 Ih" 

.I"or awl Inu,"1 a 1((*' ""hell'll 10 .rh" .... mlr" 1 • .,1 ... This hI! 

"N.k, an" li ... 1 il I .. 0... "askel 'II' "'1'111 I ... ,i.", " ~ .. I .. .-ill': 1111, 

''O,,'ellill nl II ... Ihh-d hul . In II he r'm,." n " •• ,,,,,,1 ;tl~) 1i,,1 

"I', and I", a.kl ... 1 il I .. Ihe I.'oal 8nd Ih" h.1~k,, ' ,J "'" al. II •• 

l·kk ... 1 "I' II", '.t, k .. , "'NI, 'h'Ol!IIin.: 1/.., len,,' ",,,I Ih~ ~"" I~ln l 

an .. r hi",. ' '''lS Ir. 1lo-'I1 ,. .. ·k In II ... ,dar ' .. wi",,.,, 10 .. 10: .. 1 I •• " hi .. 

("arM~ . 

nu' un ... • Ilu :n~ his trhuhk~ t)(>~u, . TI).~ , 'all". ' W.b Soil ~ IU.aJl 

lhid he ('uuk' nlrry .. nl~· Iwo "t" his n~w IM'lllIisilj'Jlh iJ' it 

I hilt". IIt,w c'flulll tw. i:t. all his h".,jv "Vt ' r .,;th .. h: '· 

If tw " '1''''- lu tala.f· 1I~ Iwu ;Iu""flls .,n'r 1111 1'11' ii ..... ' I, I' 

and Uwn n',urll rflr lilt" hrt:.kd It' .... :al . ;-"U1.·I\' IJHI " -UI U I .' 

wlould tnt Ihe /lnal! S,",uJd he luk,' lilt, 1'''I.,nl .. v.'r Ii ;" ' . 

I""" .. ilh,., •• 1 .... 111 110 .. gllal w .... hl "H' .he II lI'a I' Thi" "''', .1 

35 'IJAttf"r (ar Sou ('ulnplito:atl:'tt IiJl' Iht! ,liln 'vith .... t h y,·na hi 'S". t; 

0111. 

II .. was sittinlC woefully .,n IhI: ri""~I' h,nuk, WUU.h ' lll!~ 

whm 10 .ltI. wh"JI Kallll .. Ihe lIa .. " .a'",''' ' ,.1 h~ 

··Cu ..... ,Ia)' I .. you, my 1\1Pnf1." II ... harp ,,;,i.l . " WII .• I " 

40 ,,,,,"1.11"11 )'''", lhal you ... ".It "'. mi ........ h ... ·!" 

"Oil. Kallllll," repl ied Ih .. hyena. "1 am ",,'a/l v PIIlIl,,1 ;Ii 

tn how t .. v.t nay lhre:e IKln'haseh hy' .... Ilw rivt·r. f" " Ill Y 

"aIHw. i~ " •• sntall lu Ull k., ~v .. r)"lhinl "',,',' itt Ilw ~aJlIf' Om.-' 

If I tukt' tlw. """' nnd the IHIJlrllrd llna. ' .. IIH·lv Ihp. ...... '-Cal It 

45 will .... I II", Ie''''' .. hile I ,,,111m fi.,· ,,, .. ", .. "I' ,\",1 il I I:.~~ 

,'''' J:ltlll ancl 11K' '00111 "VI'r hl\:f'.he r . II, .. ~ ... I ..... 11 .,,1 ,h. 
meal while. I n:llInl r .. r II ... I .... panl, Kaillh, I it'" c ,; . .,Iy 

I",." ... ~etl· · · 

Kalu.n never f .. ',"1 10 turn II .. ! l)r"hh~nl:"4i ut' ull'K~r .. II. hi .... 

50 uwn "dvanl3V, sn an .... II l1IOfJIt1u's 11 .... II~11I h .. SI,i.1 ""'·hy . 

tlvpnil In,' rrif.luL that i:t ,:.nsy. "'ir~ t V-till II1n~' la.kp h\ .!1 Ih .. 

gt,..,t and It~ "~, .. 'nl, Uut hrin~ h;IC ' ''' th- ' 1'''),':lnt 'Allh )lIti 

wh..,1 YUU ' ''P'II.-n fur tI,,- IfWitl. In ,h •• 1 WiI' 'of,.h Uw ......... ; ••• ,,) 

I"" m ..... 1 will I.., s.,re.'· 
55 " Whal a lnw· rriend you all~. Ki.lulu ,' · ..:.i,1 Ih, ' It .e 'hn 

~~rnl c""lh . a'NI ", 'HIf't" 1'"lIuWOI11 II ... hltn" ,; ",h' '' ''' II ,' ".,k 

ttw ..: • .at uod the It ... ,. ..... ItVC"' un ,h ... Iir~1 tril) , an.t I •• H .... h l 

hold, .he .CtI',. ... I-d hfl hi~ r .... unl to "-" ' h Ih .. · IIlI'al 

Iha. ,,,hi.., ht" WU! aw.t)' , Kaluln filli-"'.I tllK~~ Ih; .. ',,1, II r ,.1' 
60 UYt-,' his shuultt.-, ' wilh nwal koru Ih., hY"U:l'~ h ,, ·.loy!. iI.' 

wns ti lnlUint( ;fWUY wtwn Ih~ h)'(~U;l ,r'ho-IM '.' .. 1111.' ''' 1"· ... 111 ... .1 , 

··Oh. KRlul .. . .. th1N has s l,--,I .... IUlIt' .. tV .. u·; ,I~ " 

" ~t; ." a1l5Wered Kallllu , " i t was nor a thief will) LOu" yo . r 

m~al . [ wo k it '.H paYlr.':?nt (or (he excelte H a ,; 'ce [ ";:1 'F.' 

65 yo u just no ' .... SUf ely you mU:H admit tha t thi~ i3 on ly jUii. 

nd fair ~ " 

.-\ nd ':. pi ,::!:. ..! !..,ltV b4~ \\.' h~ Lc,~r I!~ L~ec! Or 1· ~ 3 \l; J Y , ~ Ll ~: ir.5 d 'j': 

hyena [0 ponder on the ways of justice. 
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